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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Study Approach

Texas Instruments approach to the RASSP study was to identify and select
a development process consi stent with the RASSP program methodology.
This process consisted of:

1. Definition and capture of a domain specific signal processor system
partitioned into interoperable portions with standard interfaces.

2. Support for model year upgrade of the signal processor system to

improve system performance.

3. Rapid capture of commercial technology/best practice curves.

4. Reduced development and upgrade cycle time and risk and increased
system affordability.

From this process vision, we derived the critical requirements of the
Domain Specific Signal Processor and the development tools, databases,
and standards that support the process.

We characterized the status and projected capabilities of these items by
investigating the modularity and direction of recent TI and Boeing
signal processing designs, as well as the effectiveness of the tools,
standards, and manufacturing capabilities in place to execute the
designs. We used our contacts with strategic vendors and standards
organizations to project future capabilities.

We then developed recommended areas for emphasis and approaci.es to

reduce risk in the RASSP implementation phase.

1.2 Work Sunmary

The TI/Boeing investigation encompassed the total signal processor life
cycle - considering all the elements of concurrent engineering. We
relied upon TI and Boeing's experience in signal processor efforts, and
the each company's contacts with suppliers, customers, competitors, and
standards organizations.

For example, at TI we have an internal department that develops
advanced, modular computer and signal processor products to support
internal TI system efforts, and to sell dirt*.ct to other DoD system
suppliers. TI has a large Engineering Services and Automation
department that continually rates, selects, installs and supports
CAE/CAD/CASE and, supported by a Manufacturing Automation department,
interfaces '-hese systems with our manufacturing control and enterprise
integration activities. TI's Microelectronics Packaging Systems
department provided the expertise for the foundry CIM and interface
issues. TI offers custom manufacturing services to the commercial and
DOD marketplace for PWB, SMT, MCM, and assembly needs. TI's Software
Engineering department defined the software development process and
supporting tools investigation. TI is a disciple of the SEI software
process management techniques. We have major efforts underway to
install tools to support this process and university funding to enhance
these capabilities. We use our Corporate Research Computer Science
Laboratory to look at advanced data base and data base management
techniques.

Each of these organizations used direct contact (RASSP discussions) and
indirect contact (a part of the on-going process of performing their
business) with suppliers, standards organizations, and universities to

• • l | |1



gather data for the study. Examples of these contacts include the

following:

Suppliers

* Mentor Graphics - design frameworks, hardware modeling and
simulation

• Cadre - software capture and validation

Scientific & Engineering Software (SES) - system modelina and
simulation

Universities

"* University of Cincinnati - performance description and modeling

"* Carnegie Mellon - systems analysis software

Standards Organizations

"* IEEE DASS - VHDL

"* EIA - EDIF electronic data interchange

"* CAD Framework Initiative - design data representation standards

1.3 RASSP Vision

Figure 1 illustrates the infrastructure for our vision of the seamless
development environment for RASSP. We envision a design library based
signal processor approach similar to the standard cell approach used by
the silicon ASIC industry. A federated set of libraries will contain
the design representations and model views required by each member of
the integrated product development team.

The system design team library contains the modular, re-usable software
(SW) and hardware (HW) elements and physical, functional, and
performance models of the elements. The tools support analysis and
requirements allocation, configuration of the modules to meet design
requirements, and validation of the design.

The software design team generates the reusable SW modules that feed the
library. The tools support software development, documentation anl
validation of these modules.

The hardware design team develops the processors and interface modules
for the signal processor domain. This team's library contains the data
elements for detailed design including parts descriptions and design
rules for PWBs, MCMs, ASICs, etc., and the tools that support these
designs.

The manufacturing/test team translates the module and system design
representation into the data that drives these manufacturing and test
systems.

Standards assure that each design team member has immediate access to
the data representation (or model view) needed to perform his/her task.

1.4 RASSP Design Approaches

The conventional "waterfall" design process (part a of Figur- 2) will
not meet the cycle time goals of the RASSD vision, even with the

2
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RASSP Design System

availability of the modern tool sets supporting each activity. The
"cycles of learning" are too long and desiqn iteration costs are too
high.

The effective near term goal is to develop and maintain a library of
signal processor elements for a particular domain. These element
designs are performed and detailed "out-of-cycle" with the critical path
of the protot'ype program. The "in-cycle" design selects and conf'",'-es
the library e'.ements to meet the system requirements. The library
elements are complete, validated processor and interface modulesconfigured fci MCMs or PWBs, plus reusable software modules foroperating systems, communication, and application configuration items.

In the longer term, we believe that synthesis techniques will permit
additional gains in cycle time reduction. The design paradigm is
similar: but in this view, the design synthesizers themselves contain
the building blocks, and thus library updates are essentially tool
updates.

Figure 2 illustrates the differences in these design approaches.

1.5 RASSP Approach

The near term approach (Figure 2, part b) reduces cycle cime by
increasing reuse of kre-validate SW and HW building blocks. Definikion
of the level of these blocks and how thel interface sets the apparent
complexity of the in-cycle design task. Too hiah a level will reduce
needed domain specific flexibility, and make upgrades more complex.

3
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Figure 2
Signal Processor Design Approaches

The model views of the building blocks delivered to the system designers
must be at the higher level of abstraction to permit adequate "real
time" equivalent simulation at the system level to achieve the "design
correctness by simulation" goal. The more abstract models must be
validated against the more complete, detailed models.

The approach must reduce the non-value-added activities of the design
cycle. The approach is to deploy a seamless environment via common data
representation standards at the level needed by each development
participant.

The approach does require incentive for out-of-cycle library maintenance
and upgrades. We believe the industry restructuring, and progress in
design tools for the detailed design of ASICs, MCMs, and PWBs, will
continue to improve library build capabilities.

In the long term (Figure 2 part c.), design synthesis and expert design
advisor tools will permit even shorter cycles by lessening detailed
design tasks via executable specifications. The detailed design is thus
"correct-by-design". Common, object-oriented data bases for all design
and manufacturing views will be available to further reduce
inefficiencies. Primitive versions of such tools are available now.

There will remain i significant, continuous, "out-of-cycle" effort to
upgrade the tools to accommodate technology improvements.

* 4



1.6 RASSP Development c,,.clas
Figure 3 illustrates the infrastructure's impact on the development

cycle. Library development is a continuous proce-s, and updates are
driven by the technology irprovement curves of components applicable to
the domain. The prototype development cycle is reduced to configuration
of the library elements into the system.

Tool System / HW I SW Tool
Tool Devwlopment & Updates
Vendors

RASSP Librar
Vendor Developmentl Updates

Design~ym

RASSP

SNW Design InterationIHW ~ ~ ~ Dein est

Fabricaton

Foundries F Manufacturing Process Development & Updates Fab

Figure 3Development 
Cycle

The RASSP Development Cycle

The :!ycle time of model year updates is set by the cycle time to develop
the processor, interface and/or software module affected by the update,
plus reconfiguration of the new element into the system. Thus, both in-
cycle and out-of-cycle tool sets are important.

The domain specific structure minimizes the breadth of the impact of the
changes. Thus, the modularity and standard HW/SW interfaces of the
design are key cycle time drivers.

TI and Delco have just established such an infrastructure for automotive
signal processing applications. The modularity and level (complexity)
of the library elements are key to cycle time reduction whether we are
building a one-to-three IC automotive signal processor, or a 10-to-20

- board ATR signal processor.

1.7 RASSP Program Requirements

"The RASSP implementation phase must concentrate on cycle time and designI integrity (quality). Experience has shown that we improve productivity,
affordability, and design quality with a cycle time emphasis.
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Productivity emphasis usually improves a piece of the process, but can
impact the overall goal.

The requirements of the RASSP program are:

Concentrate on complete, effective tools at the library module level and
above. Industry progress on ASIC and board level tools is excellent.
The help needed here is in design representation standards and model
availability. The primary goal of RASSP should be to integrate
available tools into an effective, open, seamless environment. DoD
signal processing suppliers have similar in-house capabilities, but the
environment is unique to that single organization.

Set stretch goals. We recommend a 25 percent reduction per year in
average cycle time. Define the process and benchmark each piece of the
process as you integrate it into the environment. This will require
development of "standard" test cases for each tool or piece of the
process.

Permit re-engineering of the process as required to achieve cycle time
goals. Allow learning via the benchmark exercises.

Provide incentives for continuous improvement of the libraries and the
design tools. The RASSP environment must be an "open" system. The
tools, infrastructure, and design/foundry capabilities should be
available industry wide. Much of the affordability gain comes from
reuse.

1.8 Key Ingredients

Library element definition including function, structure, and standards
is key to minimum cycle and low risk upgrade. For example, the
segmentation of operating system, communication routines, and
algorithmic execution functions will determine the impact of a processor
upgrade on the overall system. The definition must be complete. All
model views must be in the library. However, do not over standardize.
The greatest improvements may come, for example, by changing a processor
to a completely new instruction set architecture, or maybe the same ISA
with radically redefined memory or I/O interface. If we correctly
capture the domain elements, system trades will determine the viability
of inserting the new components.

The need for data representation standards is endorsed by industry and
there are many on-going standards efforts. Availability of a
controlled, complete, accepted standard to meet RASSP timelines is at
risk due to the time standardization efforts require. An open RASSP
working group can select the best from these standards and adapt
procedural overlays to these standards as required to accommodate
incompleteness - with a goal of moving to the final standard when
available.

System design improvements are critical. Current art is for this case
only, unique to each signal processor application, and systems models
are quickly outdated by design changes. Emerging tools can be adapted
to RASSP on a timely basis. Domain constraints and the level of the
module library makes this possible.

Excellent progress in software process and supporting CASE tools is
occurring in industry. By institutionalizing reuse on the RASSP
efforts, we can reduce the cycle time and risk impact of software.
Software processes must be a major part of the RASSP infrastructure or
gains will be minimal.

I 6



m CAD systems and the models that support them at the module level and
above must be improved to permit affordable validation via simulation
and assure that the higher abstraction models are a correct and complete
abstraction of the lower level as-built modules. Performance modeling
must be addressed.

Tools for design of the ASICs, MCMs, and PWB module designs are
progressing well. The RASSP effort is to select, integrate and conform
inputs, outputs, and models to data representation standards. (This
effort is RASSP proceduralized where required.)

RASSP can help the proprietary model availability program by supporting
the encryption techniques becoming available in some CAD tools.

Global competitiveness is forcing rapid movement to flexible factories.
DoD is a necessary participant in start-up of foundries for newer
technologies (MCMs). The key is to ensure that these efforts remain
funded and that multiple open foundries are integrated into the RASSP
environment.

1.9 Overview of Detailed Technical Discussion

The following sections of this report detail the requirements and
identify the risks for each element supporting the vision of the RASSP
infrastructure.

Section 2 discusses the modularity (partitioning) of a domain specific
architecture and the library elements to support this architecture.

Section 3 discusses the issues associated with data bases, frameworks
and data representation interfaces required to provide a seamless RASSP
development environment.

Section 4 details requirements, issues, and approaches to the signal
processing system design - requirements capture and validation, systems
analyses and trades, and systems simulation and validation.

Section 5 discusses the details and issues of developing reusable
software and library elements for use by the systems designer.

Section 6 discusses the issues associated with the hardware CAD used to
develop the hardware library modules, and support system level analyses
and simulation/validation efforts.

Section 7 presents the requirements for interfacing with manufacturing
(foundries) and issues with foundry CAD, CIM and test.

Section 8 discusses the business issues of the RASSP environment,
including programmatic concerns, the interdisciplinary teaming required
for successful execution, and the criteria for selecting the RASSP
demonstration system(s).

Section 9 presents a summary of the RASSP study, discussing required
capabilities that will be developed independently of the RASSP
implementation program, and highlighting those capabilities that RASSP
must concentrate on to provide an integrated RASSP infrastructure.

* 7
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2. DESIGN LIBRARY
Implementing the RASSP program using a design library concept provides a

rapid prototyping cycle capability for developing new system designs and
implementing system upgrades. The key concept is that new technology is
inserted into a library of functional element designs out-of-cycle with
the development of signal processing systems. These new technology
functional elements then provide the basis for new system designs or for
upgrades to existing systems. By focusing the system development
efforts on system design using pre-developed library elements, the
system development cycle time is reduced.

The level at which library elements are defined is key to meeting the
variety of design constraints within an application specific domain.
Defining a library of elements solely at the module level will not
provide a cost effective solution for rapid development of signal
processors meeting the variety of constraints and requirements within an
application specific signal processing domain such as ATR processing.
Many of the design constraints are driven by physical environment
drivers (such as volume, weight, and power allocations and cooling
capacity availability). Other programmatic drivers, however, can be as
important in influencing a signal processor design. The relative
emphasis on operational reliability, maintainability, spares inventory
minimization, functionality, performance, standards, programmability,
and system cost also drive the design. By defining library elements at
a variety of levels (module, multichip module, and functional design
element), library based signal processor developments can accommodate
the variety of target platform specific constraints within an
application specific signal processing domain.

In defining a library of functional elements, the following
requirements, constraints, and characteristics must be considered:

I Target platform constraints
0 System architecture features and upgradability
* Hardware library element constraints and requirements
* Software library constraints and requirements.

These constraints and requirements are driven by the characteristics of
the selected application specific signal processor domain. The
following discussions focus on Automatic Target acquisition, tracking,
and Recognition (ATR) domain signal processing. However, much of the
discussion is generic in nature and is appropriate for any application
specific domain.

2.1 Target Platform Constraints

Within the ATR signal processing domain, ATR processing is applied to
missile, ground weapons system, and airborne platform environments.
Each of these environments has constraints and requirements that tend to
provide different design drivers for each application. The primary
difference among the platform types is the degree of emphasis on the
relative importance and severity of the associated constraints imposed
on the system and module design. The result is often a considerable
variation in signal processor architectures across this span of

applications. A common signal processor architecture or module approach
will not satisfy the needs of these applications. However, system
designs using a design library concept based on appropriate definitions
of functional library elements can meet the needs of the ATR specific
signal processing domain across most of the ATR application
environments. A multi-level library approach of module, MCM, and
functional design elements provides a variety of library elements that
can be assembled into module and system designs of varying form-factors,
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packaging technology, and scalable performance/functionality that will
allow rapid cycle signal processor developments specific to the target
platform constraints.

Missiles are usually under tight size, weight, power, and cost

constraints. The missile environment often produces odd form-factor
requirements with little commonality across different applications, and
usually has severe cooling capability constraints. These constraints
and requirements often drive missile oriented signal processor designs
to conduction cooled, odd form-factor (round, half-moon, long-skinny
rectangular), lowest cost (with adequate performance) implementations
with a greater emphasis on shelf life to fire reliability than
operational maintainability.

Ground based systems (e.g., launchers, tank fire control systems) tend
to be slightly less constrained than missile oriented systems for size,

.power, and recurring cost, but still have severe cooling system
-- capability constraints (usually no external coolant, and possibly no

airflow). Ground equipment space requirements can often be accommodated
with standard chassis form-factors (VME, SEM-E, etc.) without the need
for the unusual shapes often required in the missile applications.
Ground based signal processors tend to be designed for high operational
reliability and maintainability using conduction cooled, standard form
factor (or at least more common form-factor), low cost (with adequate
performance) implementations.

Airborne platforms (pods and bays, rotor or fixed wing) emphasize
operational reliability, maintainability, high performance/weight
ratios. They have a high degree of commonality across functions with
looser constraints on size, power, anI recurring cost than missile or
ground applications. Airborne platforms also provide external cooling
capability (air cooled chassis, liquid flow-through chassis or modules).
These requirements and constraints tend to emphasize designs with high
performance, functionality, and flexibility for multiple applications
over individual module cost, size, power, or performance optimization
for a specific application. Airborne signal processor designs often
implement high performance, highly programmable signal processor
elements in standard form-factors, allowing conduction cooled and liquid
flow-through module cooling approaches.

2.2 Signal Processor System Architecture

While signal processing systems within the ATR processing domain may
closely resemble one another functionally, there are very distinct
differences among systems due to physical configurations, sensor types,
and system applications. These differences are driven by the target
platform constraints, programmatic constraints, and
performance/functionality requirements. The range of physical
implementations of a signal processor functional architecture needs to
be addressed when defining the library elements for a library based
signal processor development approach.

2.2.1 Functional Architecture Description

The typical functional representation of a signal processing system, as
shown in Figure 4, consists of a sensor (possibly multiple sensors), A/D
and analog-to-digital functions associated with the sensor(s), a digital
front end, application specific signal processing, and data and control
processing.

The analog-to-digital and A/D functions are very sensor specific. These
functions usually include the analog-to-digital conversion of sensor
data signals and digital-to-analog conversion of platform and sensor
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control signals. They often comprehend sensor specific control
functions. Sensor data may include position or rate sensors associated
with primary sensor pointing and platform status (airspeed, orientation,
altitude), as well as data from the primary data gathering sensor(s)
(radar, IIR). Control signals may include sensor pointing commands,
timing controls, or other controls for the sensor. Control functions
include sensor data sample timing generation, sensor pointing
stabilization, and sensor movement control. The analog functions are
usually included in the sensor electronics with the sensor, and are
often embedded as close to the sensor elements (IR detectors, focal
plane array elements, radar transceiver units, etc.) and platform
sensors/controls (rate gyros, position sensors, servo-motors, gimbal
controls, etc.) as possible. Nearness to the sensor elements (often
combined into one assembly) and platform controls minimizes the
introduction of noise into the analog signals by the remainder of the

system.
Digital front end processing typically consists of sensor specific
processing required to provide data in the proper digital format,resolution, and signal integrity. FLIR sensor data, for example,

usually requires gain and level correction, bad pixel substitution, and
data formatting before the application signal processing can be
performed. Radar data is usually formatted into digital pulse reports
prior to application signal processing. Digital front end processing
may be performed by function specific hardware (hardwired arithmetic
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J functions performing a specific non-reprogrammable task), limited
programmability digital processors (such as some FFT processors), or
programmable processors (DSPs, micro-programmable vector processors).
The selection is dependent on the physical constraints and functional
performance requirements.

Application specific signal processing performs the computationally
intensive processing associated with the application functions. These
functions consist of a collection of algorithms and a processing flow
specific to the approach used in solving the application problem with
the selected sensor suite. For an ATR system using a FLIR sensor, these
algorithms may include spatial filters, image enhancement, feature
detection, and other pixel intensive or data dependent processes.
Application specific signal processing is often performed by high
performance programmable digital signal processor modules or components.
Programmability is important because of the need to meet changing
requirements and to allow the use of common core signal processing
hardware across multiple system developments. Ease of programmability
and availability of a highly productive software development support
environment is often traded-off against the need for high computational
rate performance on data intensive processing.

Most of the decision intensive and system control processing is usually
performed by a data and control processing function. This function
usually provides overall system control and orchestrates the application
specific processing flow. Data and control processing provides control
of the application specific signal processing elements, the digital
front end processing, the sensor, and possibly the entire system. For
example, control fin and thruster commands, sensor gimbal pointing
commands, and targeting information to a gunner may be provided by the
data and control processing function in a missile signal processor
system. The data and control processing function usually comprises the
majority of the system design, and is often very software intensive.
Computational performance is often traded-off against the need for a
high level of programmability, highly productive programming support
environment/tools, and maintainability of code. Data and control
processing is usually performed by highly programmable scalar processors
(RISC or CISC) with extensive programming support environments for
standard high order programming languages (Ada, C, C++).

2.2.2 Architecture Implementation/Upgrades

The functional architecture may be implemented in several different
physical configurations. These configurations are often dictated by
programmatic or physical constraints and requirements. Figure 4 shows
several possibilities for the physical implementation of a typical
signal processor functional architecture.

While the sensor analog-to-digital and A/D functions are usually
contained within the sensor electronics, digital front end processing
and application specific signal processing may be grouped together,
either in a common integrated signal processor chassis or in the sensor
electronics, or may be separated between the sensor electronics and a
signal processor chassis. As shown in the Figure 4, the data processors
are often grouped with the application specific signal processors.
However, there is no rule that data processors and signal processors
have to be grouped together, and some systems may have data and signal
processors physically separated.

The physical implementations shown in Figure 4 could represent
configurations for different system applications. However, this figure
could also represent a progression of system upgrades through the life
of a particular program. The initial physical implementation is
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consistent with the approach often taken for early concept demonstration
programs (especially missile system developments). The sensor and
sensor electronics are packaged in a prototype final form-factor and the
processor is implemented for flexibility and performance, without a hard
form-factor requirement. As the program transitions to a technology
demonstration phase, inclusion of the sensor specific processing (the
digital front end) in the sensor electronics may be desirable for
programmatic or technical reasons, if the algorithms and design are
proven and stable. The remainder of the processor may be re-implemented
to meet some other new physical configuration constraints or
requirements (such as flight testing in a pod vs lab or ground based
testing). However, the signal processor may not be transitioned to the
final form-factor due to a need for continued flexibility as
requirements may continue to be perturbed from test results, and because
the development costs may not be supportable in this phase of the
program. The final configuration then (in this example) implements all
processing within the sensor electronics.

Performance upgrades may also be necessary throughout the life of the
program. Performance upgrades may be coincident with configuration
upgrades or may take place independently. They can consist of hardware
(component or module) technology upgrades, combined hardware and
software upgrades, or software only upgrades.

In other systems (e.g., F-22 CIP, Comanche signal processor), the
initial configuration (Integrated Signal Processor Chassis in Figure 4)
is often close to the final configuration. In these cases, the initial
implementation may not meet the final form-factor or rperformance
requirements, but the physical partitioning is essentially the same as
in the final system implementation. Upgrades tend to be limited to
hardware and software enhancements within the functional elements
(digital front end, application specific processing, and data and
control processing) rather than evolutions of the physical configuration
of the architecture. Module level configuration upgrades are usually
planned to occur as the program transitions through the different
program phases to ultimately provide the required performance within the
application system's production form-factor and environmental
requirements/constraints. Again, upgrades may take place as
configuration upgrades (form-factor re-implementations) or performance
upgrades (involving hardware, software, or both).

2.2.3 Library Based Architecture Approach

In defining a library of elements for signal processor design, selection
of a set of standards for hardware and software interfaces is very
important. Limiting the allowed number of different hardware and
software interfaces minimizes the costs of system upgrades and library
development. However, the selection of standard interfaces between
processing functions is impacted by the physical partitioning, the
communications requirements, and the physical and functional constraints
of the system implementation.

As shown in Figure 4, the physical interconnection between two functions
(such as the digital front end and the application specific signal
processing) may differ across different systems, or may change with the
program phase transitions. Standard hardware interfaces allow a rapid
transition of an existing design to a different physical
interconnection, either for an upgrade or for hardware design re-use.
Use of standard OS/hardware and OS/application SW interfaces reduces the
impact to the software when transitioning to a different physical
interconnection for an architectural upgrade and maximizes software re-
use across different system applications.
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Hardware interface standards include the functional protocol and the
physical interconnect. Physical interconnects may include fiber optic,
wire cable/harness, or electrical backplane constructions. Fiber optic
or wire interfaces will generally provide the communications
interconnection between the signal processo: and the external world
(other subsystems, control functions, displays, operator interfaces,
etc.), and high speed data interfaces between sensors and the signal
processor (FLIR, radar, etc.). Backplanes, fiber optic, or wire
interconnections may be used internally to the signal processor for
module-to-module communications. The library functional interface
standards need to include the backplane bus types (VME, VSB, PiBus, CIP
Data Network, Futurebus+) and external communication interface standards
(1553, High Speed Data Bus) that are commonly used, or projected to come
into widespread use, in DoD programs. The current functional and
physical standards for test and maintenance interfaces (JTAG, TMBus,
VTMBus) also need to be included in the library.

Standardization of software interfaces is more a case of definition than
selection. There has not been enough consensus for the standardization
of software interfaces, especially for distributed communication, fault
tolerance, and security standards. Much of the definition of
OS/application SW interface standards may be provided by the POSIX
e~ffcrt. OS/hardware interface standards, however, have not been well
addressed. The JIAWG Input/Output System (JIOS), defined as part of the
IOBIDS program, demonstrated the effectiveness of a standard OS/hardware
interface for PiBus controllers and driver software. OS software on
different vendor modules was able to interface to the PiBus using a
common JIOS software interface. Enhancements to the POSIX standards may
be required to meet typical embedded signal processor real-time
requirements. Additional OS/hardware interface software standards will
need to be developed, and communication standards for inter-processor

and external system communication will need to be provided as part of
the library standards.

By providing a limited but comprehensive set of interface standards for
implementation of the hardware and software library elements, the RASSP
library concept will facilitate rapid cycle upgrades across many
physical system partitionings and applications.

2.3 Library Element Definitions

Figure 5 shows that the deliverable elements of a system can be
decomposed into operational hardware and software subsets and test
related hardware and software. The hardware can be further broken down
into subsystem, module, and lower levels of physical and functional
elements. Software likewise can be divided into application software,
OS software, and lower levels of software subsets and software modules.
Test support equipment, hardware, and software are required for module
unit test, system integration and test, and maintenance of a deliverable
system. However, the test elements are not quite as easy to break out
into a hierarchy of separately identifiable (or deliverable) pieces.
Many of the test elements are often distributed with and embedded in
operational hardware and software, or are closely associated with test
of a specific piece of hardware or software.

System upgrades are accomplished through production and assembly of
modules (hardware or software) that provide a new or improved set of
characteristics to the existing system. A library based upgrade
approach with modularity at the appropriate levels of hardware and
software will provide a rapid and cost effective signal processor
prototyping capability. To facilitate design re-use and ease system
upgrade integration, interface and design standards must be applied to
the development of all library elements.
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Library Elements
ID2.3.1 StandaFds

The key to an effective library based upgrade approach is to focus on
i hardware and software interface standards so that changes in ISA, system

architecture, or hardware elements have limited affect on existing
application software, the system operation, and hardware/software
inter-operability. While some standards are necessary, the RASSP

I library approach should not insist on enforcement of single standardsI(interfaces, ISAs, form-factors, or even programm~ing languages) for the
operational aspects of the library elements. Test and maintenance, and
performance monitoring interfaces, however, do need strict enforcement

I of a limited number of standards.
Operational Functions

I In past common processor development efforts, common standards
definitions have encompassed form-factors, buses, processor Instruction
Set Architectures (ISAs), and programming languages that must be
supported for the standard ISAs. These have often been enforced assingle standards in each area (e.g., single slot SEM-E, PiBus, 16 bit

1750A ISA, 32 bit i96MX ISA, Ada) . This approach can result in
inter-operability across similar systems, a limited inventory of module
types (for a particular system), and common software tools. However, ifapplied too stringently, these standards can be so restrictive that

technology improvements cannot be easily inserted into these systems.
Limitation to a specific ISA, for example, only allows system upgrades
to take advantage of enhancements to the selected standard ISA3 component. Unfortunately, it is most often the case that the latest

processor technology is implemented in a different ISA than the selected
standard. It also seems that processors implementing whatever ISA has
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been selected as the standard never match the technology improvement
curve followed by new processor offerings. Standardizing software,
hardware, and hardware/software interfaces minimizes application and OS
software redesign, eliminates upgrade introduced interface
incompatibilities, and reduces hardware and software rework in other
areas of the system. With out-of-cycle development of library elements
designed to meet the library supported interface standards, the system
designer is allowed to capitalize on the industry-wide technology
improvement curve, rather than only following the improvement curve of a
single ISA standard product.

Enforcement of strict physical and interface standards (e.g., SEM-E form
factors only, PiBus only), also impacts design re-use for system
configuration upgrades and across new system developments. A SEM-E
processor module for an avionics embedded computer system will not fit
in a 6-inch diameter missile body. Inclusion of functional design
elements in the library allows a design to be ported across multiple
form factors, packaging technologies, physical interconnect
technologies, and system architectures.

The RASSP library approach should minimize the number of interface, ISA,
and programming language standards used by the library elements.
However, trade-offs rather than edicts should determine when the
out-of-cycle library element developments should be allowed to deviate
from the current standards to take advantage of the latest technology.

Test and Maintenance

A single standard for the component level test interface (e.g., JTAG) is
mandatory to minimize module design complexity. A single standard for
the module level test interface (e.g., TMBus) is desirable, but a
limited number of standards can be supported (e.g., JIAWG TMBus and SAVA
VTMBus).

Performance Monitor Functions

Performance monitoring interface standards should also be standardized
to allow development of common external test equipment and test systems.
Performance monitoring involves the collection of data (algorithm
computations, control information, and timing) needed to determine that
the system is operating correctly (e.g., correctly discriminates between
targets and clutter, meets the operational time line, properly points
the sensor) under test and known operational conditions. Often the data
and information must be collected and analyzed after the fact to
determine whether or not the system performed correctly. Performance
monitoring functions currently are often embedded in system software,
may use a combination of test and operational interfaces (usually
resulting in limited monitoring capability), or a special hardware
interface is implemented. Separate interface standards need to be
defined for performance monitoring because the currently defined
standard test interfaces and most operational interfaces usually do not
have the required functionality or bandwidth to support the level of
data collection needed in most systems.

2.3.2 Test System

Use of a library of standard test system elements (interface hardware
and software, host system equipment) will minimize test equipment/
software development and the time spent in system integration for new
system developments and upgrades to existing systems. External test
system hardware and software elements may only be represented in the
library as documented designs for fabrication and delivery with a signal
processor system. Embedded test hardware and software functions and
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components will be accessible for inclusion in the funccional hardware
and software design of the signal processing elements. These may
include funcLional design elements such as fault logging and test
interface hardware and software, fault reporting hardware and software,
or target resident BIT and diagnostic software. By developing test
system design library elements, upgrades to the test system hardware and

software (either embedded or external) can be made as necessa-y to
support signal processor operational system upgrades.

2.3.3 Software Library Elements

As shown in Figure 5, signal processor system software can be
partitioned into application and operating system software. Further
partitioning of the software into lower level functions provides the
basis for designing re-usable software library elements. Implementation
of the signal processor system software as re-usable software library
elements is critical to reducing software development and upgrade cycle
times. Implementation of the library elements to software interface
standards is the key to minimizing the impact to software of system
(software or hardware) upgrades.

Within th- application software, functions must be partitioned carefully
for implementation as re-usable software elements. In general,
communications or interfac- functions should be separated from control
and algorithm computational software. Algorithm upgradles are the most
common software upgrade, and occur during system development, at
transitions between program phases, and as product improvements after
delivery of a system. Algorithm upgrades can consist of algorithmic or
timing performance enhancements to a basic algorithm implementation, or
as additional algorithms to implement new functions. Communication and
control functions may be upgraded as a system hardware architecture
evolves, because functions are added to a system, or as a result of
hardware performance upgrades. Designing for re-use at these levels
minimizes the impact of algorithm implementation upgrades on control and
communication software and vice versa.

For the operating system software, the most desirable approach is to
base the OS library elements on a set ot common operating system
functions. The OS design will be tailored, by selecting from the design
library elements as needed, to meet a specific application's needs. A
limited selection of ISAs and programming languages will be supported
for impl--mentation of a tailored OS design. Separation of the OS into
application/OS interfaces, OS/hardware interfaces, and OS core functions

isolates the impact of many hardware or software upgrades to a limited
set of functions. For example, for a hardware upgrade that changes the

physical interconnect and interface logic between processors, but
produces no change in functionality, the impact may be limited to
changes in the OS/hardware interface drivers. The OS core,
application/OS interface, and application functions can be isolated well

enough from the hardware to see no impact for many types of upgrades.

A re-usable library of software elements approach does offer the
possibility of performance degradation to meet a design for re-use
requirement. This may require a trade-off of performance versus design
for re-use benefits. The RASSP library will be based on the design for
re-use approach, but will also accommodate performance optimized
implementations.

2.3.4 Hardware Library Elements

As Figure 5 shows, signal processing system hardware can be decomposed
into subsystems (chassis assemblies), the chassis components (modules,
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backplanes, wiring) and sub-module components (devices, MCM assemblies,
and functional designs).

The system and the lower level subsystems may be modeled in the RASSP
library for system performance analyses, or only documented as an
assembly for fabrication. The rerresentation depends on the needs of

the system designer and the sophistication of the tools available to
support the various forms of - epresentation. In general, the system and
subsystem library representations will consist of lower level models.
Module design support will be the primary focus in definition of the
design library elements. Backplanes, cables, etc. also will be included
as library elements for fabrication documentation and, in some cases,
for performance modeling.

The design library elements will be defined at the module and lower
levels for implementing system upgrades. The lower level elements
consist of logic function designs (unpackaged virtual implementations of
processor kernels, memory arrays, interfaces, etc.), packaged logic
functions (e.g., MCMs), electrical components (ICs, resistors), and
mechanical components (thermal planes/cores, printed wiring boards,
connectors). Library elements provided at these le els maximize
hardware design re-use, ease the transition to new technology, and
facilitate design re-use across different form-factors and packaging
technologies.

Figure 6 illustrates examples of module, functional, and component level
library elements. The most often used building block from the library
will be the module level element. A module level library element will
consist of the complete design, including the physical parameters
required to fabricate, test, and integrate the module into a system.
The module level library element mociels also include the functional and
performance characteristics necessary for effective system design trade
studies. Module designs will typically consist of lower level functions
that also will exist in the library as modeled elements.

A functional element may serve as a virtual design that, together with
other functional elements, makes up a module level design. Functional
elements can include processor kernel designs and interface functions,
as shown in Figure 6, or memory functions, support functions (such as
test and maintenance control, analog-to-digital functions, timing and
control, voltage regulation), or other functions as appropriate for use
across multiple module implementations. Functional elements will not
necessarily be fabricated as inventorable components, but the designs
will be tested and verified for functionality as a part of the overallj module design.

Functional elements may also be packaged as MCM or hybrid implementa-
tions. In this case, the functional design is also a physical
implementation that can be fabricated and tested as a stand-alone
component. Figure 6 illustrates an interface function that serves as a
virtual function on the module and is also implemented as a MCM library

component. The figure also shows that multiple functional elements may
be implemented in a MCM package. In this example, the processor kernel
design is implemented as a virtual functional element on a standard PWB
and in a MCM. Other implementations could package a single processor
kernel as a MCM component.

The examples in Figure 6 also can be used to illustrate the flexibility
of library element approach in providing technology upgrades on
model-year technology improvement cycles. The processor kernel
architecture isolates the core processor (a TMS320C30 DSP in the actual
implementation) from the other functions (sensor interface, external bus
interface, memory). An upgrade to a TMS320C40 DSP as the core proctessor
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Figure 6
Library Element Model Examples

has no impact outside the processor kernel function because the
processor kernel is designed as a functional element with a standard
interface. Even changing the core processor to a non-TMS320 family
component can usually be accommodated without affecting the other

functions on the module. As another example, the interface function (a
VME external bus in the actual implementation) can be changed to a
different external bus (PiBus, Non-standard bus, Data Distribution
Network) usually without impacting the processor kernel. The
limitations in upgrading at the kernel level without impacting other
functions are driven by the significance of changes in size, power, and
functionality resulting from the upgraded kernel design.

Creating a library of designs at these levels provides rapid moduledesign and upgrade cycle times, facilitates the transition of designs
across multiple packaging form-factors and technologies, and allows

extensive design re-use for module upgrades and new implementations.

2.3.5 RABSP Library Views

The RASSP library (repository) contains all the data of various types
required throughout the life-cycle of RASSP products. As shown in
Figure 7, these data have many views as defined by the requirements of
the engineering, manufacturing, and test design activities, as well as
library management.

The design view provides all the data necessary for the design process.
The data contains models of the library components in formats suitable
for:

• Design verification
• Placement and routing
0 Performance modeling
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Library Element Model Examples

I •Functional simulation
• Electrical analysis
SPhysical analysis
* Reliability analysis

Domain specific hardware and software construction
• All other aspects of design.

The manufacturing view provides all the data necessary to manufacture
the processor. The data includes:

* Manufacturing drawings
0 Interconnect netlists
0 Manufacturing test patterns and test procedures
• Integration procedures
0 Process flows.

The product release database contains all documentation associated with
product design, manufacturing, or use. The data can include:

0 Release drawings
. Test results
* Maintenance documentation and procedures
. User documentation.

The customer's data package is created from this data.

Library management includes the data necessary to maintain the library.
This view provides data relevant to all out-of-cycle design activities,
as well as library improvements and engineering changes.
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The requirements data base provides requirements traceability for all
the library components as they are designed. It also captures the
requirements for the processor product that is in design.

Although the views in Figure 7 are shown as non-overlapping, in reality
they will overlap extensively. For example, much of the manufacturing
data used by the factory are identical to the design data created and
used by the designers. The library ultimately must present all views
and all data at the various stages of development to allow maximum
flexibility and concurrency in the design and manufacturing process.
The library in the diagram consist of federated, distributed design
data. In the initial implementation phases of RASSP, much of the
library data and library views will be maintained using currently
available tools and databases.

2.4 Design Library Based Model Year Upgrades

An informal library based system development/upgrade capability has been
useful in developing a family of signal processor modules and systems
for several TI internal and DoD programs. Even with library information
usually residing informally in people's heads or in standard (paper)
documentation, the functional design element approach has been extremely
effective in allowing design re-use and design for upgradability. With
a formal repository for library elements, integrated design information,
and better design tools to use the available information, the library
approach will be very effective in reducing system development and
upgrade cycle times.

2.4.1 Functional Element Design Examples

Figure 8 illustrates some of TI's experiences in developing and
upgrading systems using an informal design library element approach.
Using designs based on design library functional elements, the
implementations have evolved through several upgrades involving a
variety of scalar processors, TMS320 family DSPs, interfaces, module
form factors, and software.

IR&D Demonstration System

The initial system implementation was an IR&D demonstration system
integrating two dual TMS320C30 SEM-E form factor modules, data input and
display output modules, and TI ATF 1750 and interface modules in an ATF
Mission Display Processor (MDP) chassis, and demonstrating execution of
Imaging InfraRed (IIR) target detection algorithms. Because we had
access to design information during the development of the TMS320C30
(C30) DSP, we were able to complete the design and fabrication of an
extended SEM-E dual-C30 breadboard module prior to availability of the

first C30 devices. The final system demonstration used SEM-E form
factor modules. With the excellent design information availability and
good software development support tools early, the breadboard design was
operational within a matter of days and the design released for SEM-E

module fabrication. The total cycle from start of breadboard module
checkout to fabrication of SEM-E form factor modules, integration into
an MDP chassis, and algorithm demonstration, was less than six months.
This is an example of an out-of-cycle development effort that allowed us
to accomplish a rapid cycle prototype system upgrade to a Lockheed YF22
MDP chassis.

Tri-C30 Signal Processor

Using the dual-C30 module design experience, we developed a standardized
C30 processor kernel architecture (essentially a virtual library
eiement). We used this kernel design to implement a Tri-C30/1750 MCM
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w s- Functional Element Design Examples

packaged signal processor for the Signal Processor Packaging Design
(SPPD) program, and a Tri-C30 VME form factor signal processor module
or the TOW Tank Thermal Sight (TTS) testbed. The SPPD module was a

stand-alone deliverable module, while the Tri-C30 VHE module was
integrated into a multi-processor system with a Motorola 68030 (M68030)
scalar processor for data and control processing. The Tri-C30 VME
odule was then upgraded to enhance its VME bus interface. The original

interface design used discrete logic and had limited functionality. The
upgrade replaced the discrete logic with a VME Interface Control (VIC)
chip (a new technology development) for greater functionality and thej resulting module was used in the Anti-Helicopter Mine (AHM) development
system. An additional system ui~rade replaced the M68030 scalar
processor with a Mips R3000 scalar processor module for use on the ATLAS
program.

As hardware upgrades were implemented, the OS software also experienced
several upgrades. The original Tri-C30 module used a Signal Processor
Executive (SPX) that was a modified Array Processor Executive (APX)
developed for the TI VHSIC array processor module, and was programmed in

"C"'d The ATLAS signal processor module used the TARTAN C30 Ada run-time
with custom run-time extensions for messaging and the hardware
interfaces.

The transitions to new OS software and signal processor communications
to different scalar processors was considerably eased by the use of
interface standards and functional design elements. Defining a
processor kernel function with standard local interface definitions
isolated much of the processor design from the affects of changes in the
hardware interfaces. The use of a common messaging interface design for
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i inter-processor communications isolated the software impacts of
interface hardware changes to the hardware driver software. The
remainder of the OS and application software was unaffected by the3 interface upgrades.

TMS320C40 Kernel Functional Element Designs

Another out-of-cycle design effort upgraded the Tri-C30 module design to
a TMS320C40 based implementation. The C30 based standard processor
kernel design was modified to tL.ke advantage cf the technology
enhancements in the C40 design (additional C40 Comm ports, enhanced
addressing capability, faster memory ports). With advanced design
information, fabrication of the initial module was completed prior to
availability of the first C40 chips, and initial checkout was completed
within days of receipt of the C40s. With this approach, we were able to
implement a C40 based upgrade for the Tri-C30 module that shrank the
form factor from a 6U-220 VME size to a 6U-160 VME size, almost doubled
the computational throughput, further enhanced the VME bus interface,
and changed the sensor data interface from an internally supported
standard bus to an industry standard VSB interface. Successive
implementations have employed the same basic processor kernel design
with dual and octal processor configurations in different form-factors,
packaging technologies, and with different data interfaces, operating
system software, and using different programming languages.

Use of a standard design kernel with standard interfaces allowed rapid
prototyping upgrades to the basic system architecture for this family of
processors, even with an informal and manually intensive library based
design approach. The capability to design using a formalized library of
design elements with the tools necessary to port the designs to
different form-factors and packaging technologies would provide a
significant improvement in the hardware upgrade development cycle.
Standardization of the software interfaces and an easily retrievable set
of software library elements are also critical in significantly
improving the software upgrade cycle time.

2.4.2 Standard CM Library Zlement Examples

With higher density devices and packaging projected for the future, MCM
level standardization is a viable approach for implementing a signal
processor component library. Standardization at the multichip module
level can be approached in several ways. Figure 9 shows a total
processor on an MCM approach, and a building block MCM approach.

The Aladdin program produced a high performance signal processor MCM
packaged in a round housing for missile applications. The URDA program
will transition the Aladdin MCM to a surface mount approach and
implement a dual Aladdin signal processor, double-wide SEM-E module
assembly. Further technology upgrades will reduce the size of the
Aladdin MCM and implement the interface circuitry in an interface MCM,
allowing fabrication of a single-width SEM-E dual Aladdin signal
processor module.

An alternative approach has been proposed for a future avionics
application. Standard MCM functions are defined that, together,
implement a signal processor module. Each MCM type can be implemented
using core components selected from the library elements. The inter-MCM
interfaces are standardized, which allows a mix and match approach to
module implementation. All modules contain a data processor/interface
MCM, global memory, on-module power regulator, and one or more signal
processor MCMs. However, different global memory and signal processing
functions may be implemented using the library elements. The global
memory functionality required for radar applications, which may use a
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Standard MCM Library Element Examples

high bandwidth corner-turn memory, is different from the functionality
required for image processing applications, which may use a large
2-dimensional addressed memory. Signal processor uCM functionality may
range from algorithm specific processors, such as high performacce FFT
or sort enhanced processors, to highly programmable digicai signal
processors. Signal processor types may be mixed on a single module to
meet the specific performance requirements of the application.

Both of these approaches employ library element designs and interface
standards. Standard software interfaces and operating system designs
are also included in these approaches. The result is an upgradable
system design, allowing the best technology to be used in the functional
implementations, within the constraints of standard interfaces.

2.S sueseary of e Iossu and Reeoendation

Table I summarizes the primary issues in a RASSP implementation of a
library based system design approach. Hardware and software interface
standards are the main issues that need to be resolved in the RASSP
implementation program. Actual development of library components is an
ongoing effort, with an initial set of library elements developed under
the RASSP implementation program.

Issues/Recommendations

Most of the hardware standard issues relate to selecting an appropriate
initial set of hardware interfaces from the current industry and DoD
supported interfaces. The selection of an inter-processor communication
interface will most likely be from such candidates as the PiBus, VME,
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Futurebus+, or possibly the F-22 Common Integrated Processor (CIP) Data
Network Bus. For test and maintenance, the JTAG bus is the current
industry wide standard at -he chip level. The module interface will be
either a TMBus or VTMBus. External communication interfaces can be
selected from 1553, HSDB,or other interfaces currently in use on DoD
systems. The external sensor data interface and the local signal
processor sensor data interface, however, have very little in the way of
interfaces to choose from that have widespread support. The CIP data
network is applicable for the local sensor data interface, but there may
be other candidates identified during the RASSP implementation phase.
External interfaces may be selected from wire or fiber optic
implementations, but again, there are few interfaces that could be
considered widely supported standards at this time.

Operating systems interface standards are being addressed by the IEEE
sponsored Portable OS Interface (POSIX) and ACM sponsored Ada Runtime
Environment Work Group (ARTEWG) Catalogue of Interface Features and
Options (CIFO). POSIX was originally intended for the non-real-time
commercial market using a C interface. POSIX is now defining its
interfaces in a language independent manner, with language bindings
(e.g., C and Ada) added as desired. Due to the Next Generations
Computer Resources (NGCR) basing its operating interface standard on
POSIX, there is an attempt to add real-time interfaces within POSIX.
There has been excellent progress in P1003.4, a, and b dealing with
uniprocessor (and some multiprocessor with a shared memory model) real-
time interfaces. Even though there is on going work in security and
distributed communication, it is not clear that a suitable consensus for
real-time military systems will occur in the near term. Performance
demonstrations are necessary to show which POSIX interfaces are
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applicable to real-time systems and to determine any required
modifications and extensions.

The ARTEWG has also defined real-time interface extensions to the Ada
runtime in its CIFO. These interfaces are optimized for Ada. These
interfaces deal mostly in the uniprocessor environment. From an Ada
perspective, the ARTEWG CIFO is a better choice. However, since the
ARTEWG CIFO is limited to Ada it may not be as commercially acceptable
as POSIX.

The RASSP implementation program should benefit from the POSIX and
ARTEWG CIFO efforts. However, there will be OS interface areas not
covered in the near future and care must be taken in applying the POSIX
standards in their entirety until applicability to real-time is proven.
There is little work addressing the OS to hardware interface standards.
The JIAWG Input/Output Built-In-Test Description Specification (IOBIDS)
defines a processor to PI-Bus interface. Additional standardization
efforts in this arena would also benefit RASSP.

An initial library development effort will be required in the RASSP
implementation program. Definition of the initial library elements will
be dependent on the selection of the demonstration application and the
characteristics of its application domain (typical algorithm
computational requirements, processing and data flow, physical
configuration constraints/requirements), and the extent of advanced
technology available for the out-of-cycle design effort.

Summary

Development of a library based RASSP model-year upgrade approach is
technically feasible. The selection of standards needs to be limited
primarily to interface standards. Library elements (hardware and
software) need to be specifically designed for re-use, and provided at
the functional design element level. Following these basic rules, the
design library approach will allow hardware and software design re-use
and upgrades across different physical configurations and packaging
technologies, system architectural evolutions, functional and
performance upgrades, and different system applications. The real
challenge will be establishing business incentives to maintain a flow of
out-of-cycle library element updates consistent with the technology
improvement cycle times.
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3. DATA BASE AND DATA INTERCHANGE

This section focuses on the generic software architecture and software

infrastructure of a RASSP system (not on the content of domain-specific
representations or tools covered in other sections). This includes the
framework and data base architectures needed to create a "seamless"
RASSP development environment. Section 3.1 provides an overview of the
RASSP software System Architecture. Section 3.2 is a summary of related
work. Section 3.3 describes issues and recommendations specific to the
RASSP software infrastructure. Section 3.4 summarizes the most
important recommendations.

3.1 RABSP System Architecture Overview

Figure 10 shows a high level overview of the RASSP system architecture.
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Figure 10
RASSP System Architecture

The previous section on design libraries made the point that central to
the RASSP program is the development of RASSP domain-specific SW/HW
libraries and standard representations, including interchange formats
and object libraries. This logical data representation is shown in the
oval in Figure 10. Much of the work in RASSP will be to develop or
improve these domain-specific representations, working with other teams
in a proposed RASSP consortium/working group and with broader
communities like PDES/STEP and CAD Framework Initiative. We do not
expect one uniform stable representation to result since improvements in
tools will continue to require change. So the representation will be
integrated where possible and federated elsewhere.
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In this section we focus on the generic software architecture of RASSP
systems. This includes the framework and data base architectures needed
to create a "seamless" RASSP development environment.

In Figure 10, it is assumed that RASSP systems have several kinds of

users. These include DSP customers, DSP developers, tool vendors, and
various kinds of framework vendors, and data base vendors. One
organization may simultaneously play several roles. Users are assumed
to be geographically and organizationally dispersed. Some form of
"trader" service will be responsible for sharing libraries and services,
providing security and payment.

The tools and frameworks layer of the architecture is shown, modeled
after the Object Management Group Architecture, as a "toaster model"
consisting of a software backplane and a collection of plug-and-play
tools and services. In Figure 10, generic and enterprise services are
shown in the left-most framework; domain-specific system, software, CAD,
and CIA services are shown in the middle (covered in later sections of
this report); and capabilities specific to an application are shown on
the right. The frameworks are shown as federated together. Services
will be increasingly object-oriented. Industry consortia as well as CAx
frameworks vendors are providing open or proprietary frameworks.
Although integrated frameworks are the goal, in five years RASSP will
still depend on federated frameworks where integration is not fully
realized.

The data base layer is also shown as federated. Many RASSP tools and
frameworks will use OODBs as OODB standards are put in place. RDB-OODB
hybrids will provide the query capability needed for repository queries
and for storing business views of RASSP systems. The RASSP "data base"
(and repository) will be distributed and decentralized. New hybrid
object-file systems may become important in providing integrated views
of storage repositories that unify file systems, relational data bases,
and object data bases.

3.2 un-ary of Related Work

The RASSP program will not happen in a vacuum. It will depend on
related work in several areas. As far as the software infrastructure
goes, RASSP can provide a driver for demonstrating the integration of
several generic technologies, but should reuse the latest solutions and
work proactively to influence key communities that RASSP success will
depend on; for instance, by identifying RASSP requirements and then
influencing other DoD programs directed at these infrastructure
technologies. RASSP should avoid significant funding of work targeted
directly at proprietary infrastructure technologies.

In Section 3.2, we provide details on many of the SW infrastructure
organizations RASSP needs to be aware of. Figure 11 provides a view of
many of the infrastructure organizations and some CAx-specific
organizations. We identify more CAx-specific groups in later sections

of this report.

The RASSP consortium/working group needs to participate in core RASSP-
related consortia and standards groups, including CAD Framework
Initiative, PDES/STEP, and DARPA MADE.

The RASSP consortium needs to monitor and influence work in several
areas, but much broader CAx (e.g., CAD, CASE, CIM, CAE) and generic
needs will provide the market push to develop these technologies:
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•_ generic services that organizations like CFI and PDES/STEP, should

DRODAs, federated data base gateways, enterpri-e-wide repositories,

i and distributed systems (including those distributed over wide areanetworks) for moving RASSP data between customers in the form/view
required by RASSP tools

Enterprise integration technologies for brokering goods and services

and providing remittance

Design methodology developments for software and hardware including

it tools for requirements capture, specification, object analysis and
design, testing, and metrics for continuous improvement

e n Coordination technologies for managing team interactions.

This section provides details on several areas of software infra-
structure that RASSP will most directly depend on. These include:

I Enterprise Integration Section 3.2.1
t Information Management Standards Section 3.2.2
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3*Generic Frameworks Section 3.2.3
*Domain-Specific Frameworks Section 3.2.4
*Data base Management Standards Section 3.2.S
*object-Oriented Data base Systems Section 3.2.6
Distribution Section 3.2.7

0Generic Interchange Formats Section 3.2.8

3.2.1 Enterprise Integration

The RASSP community will need to share libraries of reusable designs and
specifications, and also share software services and tools developed
remotely. Not all portions of a design may be available locally norU will all processing capabilities. Enterprise Integration is one key to
competitiveness in the 1990's. This means putting in place *information
highw&ys and byways" that are navigable but secure and that cross
organization boundaries (see Table 2).

Table 2 Enterprise Integration
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One force for enterprise integration is the CALS initiative. The CALS
initiative objective is electronic storage and exchange of data amongI DoD and its government contractors. CALS is an umbrella of interchange
standards (e.g., IGES, EDIF, VHDL, EDI, and SGML and ODA for documents)
and application program interface (API) standards (e.g., IRDS, SQL, SQL3 RDA, GOSIP, RPC, POSIX, and X).
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Another important vision of enterprise integration comes from the
industry-led report "21st Century Manufacturing Enterprise Strategy,"
Volumes 1 and 2, partially funded by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense Manufacturing Technology (MANTECH) Program and published in
November 1991. This report describes "agile manufacturing" as a key to
competitiveness and "virtual companies" as a model for competing by
relying on data and operations available remotely in other
organizations.

Several sorts of infrastructure software are becoming available to make
these visions possible.

MCC EINet Services and ANSI X3T3 Open Distributed Processing are
focusing on putting in place a global "trader" infrastructure so
products and services can be exchanged electronically, providing
distribution, security, and payment. For example, one EINet project
being wcjrked on by ATLAS, an MCC subsidiary, is an electronic databook.

X.500 provides extensible standards for namespaces that address
geographically and organizationally remote objects via navigation. The
public domain Wide Area Information Server (WAIS) from Thinking Machines
provides a complement-nry way to address remote information by content by
indexing semi-structured files. There are hundreds of WAIS servers in
more than twenty countries. WAIS could be used to index RASSP libraries
for content-based access. X.500 could be used to name RASSP objects
remotely.

ANSI X12 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) provides standard forms for
quotes, purchase orders, and buying and selling products electronically.
This forms the basis for an electronic marketplace and may affect
procurement and acquisition strategies.

MCC Carnot project is one of many working on several levels of
enterprise integration, including federating heterogeneous data base
management systems and process description languages.

3.2.2 Information Manageomnt Standards

Standards groups are active in software infrastructure areas generically
related to RASSP software System Architecture (Table 3).

Table 3 Information Management Standards
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ANSI X3H4 -- Information Resource Dictionary Systems (IRDS). This
groups focuses on repository standards, including object service
architectures, mappings between data models, and representation
foundations (partly in conjunction with the DARPA Knowledge
Representation Standards Initiative). Texas Instruments is active on
this committee.

ANSI X3H6 -- Case Tool Integration Models, formerly the industry
consortium CASE Integration Services (CIS). This group focuses on
configuration management and CASE tool services. Texas Instruments
is active on this committee.

ANSI X3H7 -- Object Information Management. This new group focuses
on object model interoperation issues and harmonization of object
models. Texas Instruments is active on this committee. See Section
3.3.1.

There is a fair overlap in the work of groups listed in Sections 3.2.2,
3.2.3, and 3.2.4. See Section 3.3.2.

3.2.3 Generic Frameworks

Refer to Table 4.

Table 4 Generic Frameworks
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Industry consortia (and standards groups) are working on application
integration frameworks. The idea of a framework is to provide an
environment where common services are available to build applications

(e.g., common data base, user interface, help system, etc.) making it
much easier to build look-and-feel compatible applications.

Object Management Group (OMG), founded in 1989, is an industry
consortium with around 250 members, working on an object-based
framework. Major players like HP and Sun are active in OMG. Texas
Instruments has been active in OMG since early 1990. We have influenced
OMG's overall Object Management Architecture Guide, are editor of the
OMG Object Services Architecture, and contributed to the OMG Object
Model. Other important OMG work includes the OMG Common Obl,-ct Request
Broker (CORBA), which provides an 00 distribution framework for sending
messages between distributed applications.
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Portable Common Tools Environment (PCTE) is an older, more mature
framework developed in Europe but gaining popularity in the U.S. While
current PCTE uses an entity-relationship model and is coarse-grained
(file-based), a newer effort called PCTE+ aims to make PCTE oblect-I based.

ANSI X3T5 Open Systems Interconnection (051) is also defining a
collection of services for systems management and "managed objects."

So far, these three groups do not have strong liaisons with each other
and have not established clear road maps of how to build on each other's

work. See Section 3.3.2.

3.2.4 Domain-Specific Frameworks

one of the lessons learned in the 1980's is that problems we cannot
solve generically can often be solved in specialized domains. Table 5

lists several important efforts to put application-specific frameworks
in place for electrical, mechanical, software and other application
areas.

Table 5 Domain Specific Frameworks
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5 The DARPA Domain-Specific Software Architectures program can be viewed
as an effort to develop domain analysis and domain-specific application
generators for reuse across important application domains (e.g., missile
or tank development). In this sense, the RASSP program is exactly a
DSSA program in the signal processing area.

Of course, seen from this light, RASSP should benefit from longer
standing DSSA-like programs in the CAD, CASE, and CIM areas. Framework
architectures in each of these environments already exist and RASSP
needs to align with these systems. This is a complex and confusing
area. There are several consortia as well as more mature proprietary
frameworks to choose from. The newly-formed MCC CAx Consortium was
formed in recognition that many of these efforts contain common generic
framework elements. Also see Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

PDES/STEP is working on a number of these standards, targeting those
that describe "product data" from several views including graphical,
electrical, and mechanical, focusing on developing data interchange
formats. As a specification language, they have developed the object-
oriented Express language, and an Express-to-STEP Data Access Interface
(SDAI)/C++ binding is in progress. The RASSP effort should be aligned
with this effort and should proactively work on RASSP-domain generic
representation standards through participation in the PDES/STEP effort.

The PDES/STEP Express language is finding some acceptance in other areas
as well. The Petrotechnical Open Software Corporation (POSC) is a
consortium of leading oil companies and vendors seeking to develop
defacto standards for industry specific computing. They are planning to
develop industry-specific data models using Express. These data models
will be used to create data base schemas for object data base systems.
This standardization of industry models is expected to provide a
platform for reducing the cost of developing new applications,
repositories and frameworks. This type of modeling should be valuable
for other industries (e.g., aerospace), and provides a blueprint of how
U.S. industries could build industry-specific representations to allow
information interchange.

There are also important proprietary software frameworks, representative
important ones being Mentor Falcon for eCAD (electronic design) and
Cadre Teamwork for sCAD (or software CAD, or IPSE/CASE) (see Section
3.3.2). These frameworks are typically closed, proprietary
architectures (though vendors may sell "openness" for a price) but they
tend to be better populated with domain-specific tools.

DARPA has other programs that also need to influence these CAx-specific
frameworks efforts, including DARPA DICE and DARPA MADE as well as
specific programs like DARPA MMST at Texas Instruments. Another related

program is the NIST/NCMS Rapid Response Manufacturing Consortium,
including Ford, GM, Texas Instruments, and several small mCAD and
manufacturing companies and organizations, formed in 1992 to improved
feature-based modeling tools in the mechanical CAD domain. Finally, the
DARPA STARS program is building an Ada-oriented software environment, a
kind of software-specific framework.

Not all domain-specific framework architectures will succeed. Sematech
embarked on an interoperability framework architecture but drew back
when it realized that its leverage in the CAD industry would not allow
enough momentum to develop yet-another-framework and that it should
reuse existing efforts in this area. It is argued in Section 3.3.2 that
CAD Framework Initiative and PDES/STEP should explicitly plan to reuse
more horizontal frameworks and not re-invent their own but focus instead
on domain-specific representations and tools to populate such
frameworks. RASSP should do this as well. A RASSP working group should
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3 frameworks. RASSP should do this as well. A RASSP working group should
early on plan to identify key frameworks (we recommend OMG, CFI, and
PDES) and focus on working through these groups to insure its more3 generic framework needs will be met.

3.2.5 1Data Base Management Standards

Much of the data base management software infrastructure that RASSP will
need is in place or moving into place. RASSP will depend on data base
systems that can store and concurrently share design, life cycle, and
other sorts of "objects". There is a requirement to associatively query
at least repository data for reuse. In the next five years, hybrid
OODB-RDBs should support the basic RASSP DBMS requirements in
functionality and performance. The biggest current data base management
hole, where more work is needed and not enough work is underway, is in
the area of federated, decentralized, scalable, inter-enterprise data
base systems. Issues related to this area are described in Section
3.3.5 and the state-of-the-art in this area is described in Section
3.2.5.3. The rest of this section surveys the state-of-the-art, trends,
and relevant standards in data base systems.

3.2.5.1 Relational Data Base Management Systems. One problem with
relational data base systems has been that they are not currently the
DBMS of choice for many sorts of engineering data, which tend to use
object representations either stored in traditional file or interchange
format-based approaches or in newer object-oriented DBMSs.

To make SQL more attractive for these sorts of applications, the
relational DBMS community is adding objects to its SQL standard. ANSI
X3H2 SQL Technical Committee is responsible for standardizing SQL, and
is currently developing SQL3, which is scheduled to become a standard in
1995 (see Table 6). This work is just beginning in 1992. Current
proposals are to adopt an object model that is close to a subset of C++.
RASSP may be able to use SQL3 to retrieve objects from reuse libraries,
as long as the libraries are centrally stored. This raises the "yet-
another-object-model" issue discussed in Section 3.3.1. The problem is,
the RASSP object data (and CAE data in general) will need to be mapped
into SQL3 objects to be operated on while in the library. This mn.y
cause problems if the RASSP object model(s) do not match the SQL3 object
model. Another potential problem is performance: will RDB products,
engineered for set-oriented operations, provide the same performance as
object-oriented data base systems that are engineered for good
performance on navigation operations?

3.2.5.2 Object-Oriented Data Base Management Systems. Object-oriented
design methodologies and programming languages are quickly becoming
mainstream. Object-oriented data base systems (OODBs) complement these
by providing functions that allow applications to store, share, and3 navigate through collections of persistent objects.

A variety of small OODB vendors are now competing (see Table 7). Many
provide more-or-less seamless access to C++, Smalltalk, Common Lisp,
and/or Ada. "Seamlessness" means that the object model of the data base
is the same as the object model of the programming language, making it
much easier to use a DBMS, and dramatically reducing the cost of mapping
program objects to data base objects. Some OODB vendors have their own
proprietary object models (e.g., Itasca). Many are ground-up DBMS
systems; some are 00 interfaces to relational systems (e.g., HP
OpenODB). Approaches to achieve persistence vary from memory mapping
approaches (e.g., Object Design) that are fast but potentially may
introduce safety problems inherited from host programming languages like
C++, to translation-based schemes (e.g., Versant, Objectivity, Gemstone,
etc.) that are more portable across heterogeneous environments.
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Table 6 Data Base Management - Standards
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The years between 1985 and 1990 were formative years for OODBs. Several
small vendors emerged with different kinds of OODB products but industry
did not immediately commit to what appeared to be somewhat experimental
systems. Problems were a lack of understanding of exactly what OODB
systems were and a lack of OODB standards. These problem are now being
addressed.

In 1991, the X3/SPARC/DBSSG OODB Task Group completed a two-year project
to develop an OODB Reference Model and also a road map for OODB
standardization. The purpose of the OODB Reference Model is to provide
a clear characterization of the functionality of OODB systems. The
purpose of the road map is to provide X3 with recommendations for where
consensus that can lead to standards is possible and desirable in the
OODB area. One of the direct outcomes of the OODB Task Group work was
the formation of ANSI X3H7 Object Information Systems discussed in
Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.1. TI's DARPA Open OODB project provided a vice-
chair for OODB Task Group and served as co-editor for the group's final

report.

In 1992 a working group of OODB vendors came together to form the Object
Data Management Group (ODMG) to develop a much-needed strawman
application program interface (API) standard for OODBs. This work is
currently progressing well but is "ODMG Confidential" with limited
distribution. A public release is planned for December 1992. TI's
DARPA Open OODB project is a reviewer.

OODB systems are now becoming more main stream, and OODB vendors are
beginning to announce strategic partnerships. For instance, Versant is
part of IBM's repository strategy; Informix is using HP OpenODB to

provide an object interface to its RDB; NeXT has announced an agreement
with Object Design; and Lucid's Energize C++ programming environment is
also built on Object Design. Some CAD vendors, like Mentor (e.g., in the
Mentor Falcon Framework), agree that commercial OODBs are the right
direction but provide default proprietary OODBs that will probably be
replaced with commercial OODBs depending on their customer's needs and
market directions. By architecting a system to be OODB-independent and
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U Table 8 Data Base Management - R&D
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Center, University of Colorado, University of Utah, Carnegie Mellon
University, and NIST.

The DARPA POB Open OODB project, being executed at Texas Instruments, is
developing a modular OODB that bridges the gap from OODB to framework
architectures. The system is structured as a collection of object
services that can be configured as an OODB system. A beta release of
the Open OODB will be available from Texas Instruments in April 1993.
It is intended that the Open OODB form a testbed that allows users the
ability to configure systems with only the modules they need and to
improve or modify modules as required for increased functionality or
higher performance. The DARPA/MIST POB Testbed will provide OODB
functionality test suites. A PDES Express Testbed effort is planned to
provide Persistent Express using Ehe Open OODB.

3.2.5.3 Hybrid RDB-OODB Data Base Management Systems. OODB vendors are
adding SQL query capabilities to be able to compete in the relational
data base market. As mentioned, relational vendors are adding object
data base capabilities.

The Petrotechnical Open Software Corporation (POSC) is a consortium of
leading oil companies and vendors seeking to develop defacto standards
for industry specific computing. In September 1992, they completed an
evaluation of potential data bases for objects and selected UniSQL and
HP's Open ODB. Both of these data bases combine relational technology
and object technology. HP uses a layering approach while UniSQL
provides integration at a deeper level.

The TI Open OODB project has developed an SQL-based Object Query
Language module that can be ported to OODB systems from Versant,
Objectivity, etc. to provide similar hybrid integration. It makes use
of the DARPA EREQ Query optimizer generator from the University of
Colorado.

In the five year time frame, this trend toward convergence makes it a
non-issue whether to adopt OODB or RDB technology. But convergence of3 OODB and RDB interface standards may still be an issue in five years.

3.2.5.4 Scaling up to Enterprise-wide Federated Data Bass Management
Systems. Some development and standards work is going on in the area of
scaling up data base systems to provide enterprise-wide and even inter-
enterprise data management solutions. The RASSP architecture shown in
Figure 1 pictures a hybrid, federated data base management layer that
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I provides a uniform DBMS interface to RASSP applications. This is the
weakest area in the data base management portfolio.

Progress is being made in some key standards areas (see Table 6).

ANSI X3H2.1 Remote Data Access (RDA), a corresponding industry group
called SQL Access Group (SAG), and IBM Distributed RDA are all working
on standards in support of distributing SQL-based relational DBMS
systems. These include standardizing subsets of SQL, a standard "call
level interface" for connecting to SQL data Bases, executing dynamic SQL

commands, and accessing standard SQL system catalogs. Some PC-based
products, like MicroSoft Access and Pioneer Q+E, are providing tools
like Open Data Base Connection (ODBC) that implement the SAG call level
standard to provide uniform access to multiple, possibly remote SQL data
base systems.

X/Open is an industrial consortium that is putting in place a suite of
de facto standards that guarantee a reasonable degree of product
interoperation for products branded as X/Open conformant. X/Open is
working on an industry standard transaction processing protocol, called
XA, that defines an open two phase commit protocol. This will permit
operations on complying heterogeneous DBMS systems to commit or abort
correctly even though the scope of the transaction crosses DBMS
boundaries. This is another important step in scaling up DBMS systems
to support enterprise-wide operations.

Demonstrations of transactions containing a mix of relational and
object-based data base operations are still needed. Also, much more
work on open optimizers is needed to support distributed queries, where
part of a query is executed in one DBMS and part in another, or where
relational joins across DBMS boundaries are supported.

Some research work is underway in next-generation "object file systems"
that combine the benefits of traditional file systems with the
functionality of OODB systems. The idea is to provide a migration path
from today's simple file systems to object systems that provide strong
typing, behavioral extensions, queries, etc. Microsoft is working on an
object-file system. Sun is working on a strategy called "Distributed
Objects Everywhere". There is research progress at University of
Wisconsin and some work at Texas Instruments. ECME PCTE provides an
entity-relationship view of a file repository.

It is likely that much progress will be made in the next five to ten
years in the area of federated enterprise-wide DBMSs but this is a
fertile area for accelerating progress. There is no recognized roadmap
for standardization in this area.

3.2.6 Distribution

An important industry trend is improved support for distribution (see
Table 9). The goal is to make location transparent from applications.
Stand alone distribution services are improving and becoming higher
level. Where interprocess Remote Procedure Calls do not provide many
guarantees (like "at most once" execution or security or synchroniz-
ation), higher level distributed systems are providing more capability.
Thus, OSF Distributed Computing Environment is a collection of
distribution services that provides Kerberos-based authorization, a time
service, directory services, and RPCs. 0MG Object Request Broker
provides an 00 distribution framework for sending messages between
distributed applications. DARPA ISIS, being developed at Cornell,
provides several kinds of synchronization guarantees and replication in
a distributed environment.
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Table 9 Distribution
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level distribution services over the next several years instead of
developing internal versions of these services. Experimental work in
this area is in progress in the DARPA POE Open 00DB project at Texas5 Instruments.

3.2.7 Generic interchange Formats

Generically, "minterchange formats"' are domain-specific representations,
or languages that are typically used to transport descriptions of design
objects from one tool or environment to another tool or environment.
They are usually used for bulk transfer of data. They may be in source
(human-readable) or binary (more efficient) formats. SpecificU interchange formats exist for electronic design data (e.g., EDIF),
documents (e.g., SGML and ODA), graphics (e.g., IGES), and CASE data
(e.g., CDIF).

3 To date, there are hundreds, probably thousands, of interchange formats
that are widely used. There are some standards in the area. ISO ASN.1
(Abstract Syntax Notation) is an international standard for a BNF-like
generic interchange format construction capability (see Table 10).

Table 10 Generic Interchange Formats
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Standards for many domain-specific interchange formats exist (e.g., for
EDIF, ICES, SGML, ODA, etc.) and proprietary interchange formats abound
(e.g., Maker Intermediate Format, or MIF, for Framemaker, etc.). The
PDES/STEP community is using the object language Express as a
specification language for interchange of mechanical CAD and more
generally any product data. The CAD Framework Initiative (CFI) is
developing a number of CFI "standard" representations for interchange.
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5 Interchange formats differ from programs in that they do not necessarily
contain control constructs though such "behavioral specifications" can
be encoded, so there is a grey area. They differ from data bases in
that data bases are under control of some DBMS system which permits
selection operators on the data base to return subsets of the data
encoded in the data base. They differ from class libraries in that they
encode state information of instances representing designs, though they
may also encode meta model data, for example, type data describing the
structure of instances, so again this is a grey area. It is worth
noting that there is a naturAl correspondence between information
encoded in interchange formats and information encoded in class5 libraries and data bases, as shown in Figure 12.

!
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I Figure 12

Automated Mappings Should Exist Between These Three Views
of Design RepresentationsI

Today, in most cases, interchange format generators and parsers are
manually developed, idiosyncratically for each interchange purpose.
They are not generated from specifications. In addition, the mappings
from interchange formats to data base objects and/or to class library
objects are also manually developed and idiosyncratic.

The RASSP community will spend much of its time agreeing on common
domain-specific representations that can be moved between tools and
vendors. It would be a benefit if it could adopt one or a small number
of common ways to encode and decode these domain-specific
representations, since several will be developed. Since they can be
encoded as interchange formats, it would be useful to develop or reuse a
common "Interchange Format Generator Toolkit". The toolkit would contain
parser-generator tools for automatically generating source and binary
interchange formats from object representations. While the toolkit
should be based on ASN.l, it should also remain open to allow non-
compliant interchange formats to be registered with a common
Externalization-Internalization Service. The Object Management Group
(OMG) (see Section 3.2.3) has plans for such a service but no work is
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planned until 1993-4. The RASSP community should work through the

PDES/STEP and CAD Framework Initiative to put in place an Interchange
Format Generator Toolkit, based on parser-generator and object
technology. The DARPA Persistent Object Base (POB), DARPA Module
Interconnect Formalism, DARPA DICE, and DARPA Knowledge Sharing
communities should be involved in this effort.

3.3 Issues/Recoummendat ionsI This subsection highlights issues in the area of software infrastructure
that the RASSP program will need to resolve. For each issue, we
recommend an approach.Isus331ad332crepnIt h sussoni al 1
Issues 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 correspond to the issues shown in Table 11.
Issues 3.3.3 and 3.3.6 correspond to the issues shown in Table 12.

Table 11 Harmonization Needed - Object Models and Frameworks
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Table 12 Data Base Management
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. More research and development is needed in related areas: (1)
mappings among object models; and (2) standard mappings for domain-
specific interchange formats to "class libraries." This work should
be assigned to or coordinated with the DARPA Persistent Object Base
program.

3.3.2 Issue: Frameworks Harmonization Needed

There are many competing and overlapping frameworks. This is a
roadblock to seamless integration. OMG and PCTE are generic frameworks.
CFI and PDES/STEP are domain-specific frameworks. Mentor and Cadre are
domain-specific and proprietary CAx frameworks. There is a need to
harmonize and converge these efforts to preserve RASSP investments in
tools and to provide portability. One puzzle is that proprietary
frameworks are mature but commercially closed (though they may be
technically open); open systems frameworks are less mature.

Our recommendations:

Framework efforts (OMG, PCTE, CFI, PDES, Mentor, Cadre) should be
influenced to be more coordinated. One way to do this is to
participate in forums like the upcoming Workshop on Application
Integration Architectures (planned for 1Q93), aimed at developing a
roadmap for framework and standards convergence. The roadmap should
identify how the outputs of one group can be the inputs to other
groups, and should supply a schedule for when standards and products
are going to be available. More efforts like this workshop are
needed. For information on this workshop, contact Craig Thompson,
Texas Instruments, one of the workshop organizers, or contact Gio
Wiederhold, DARPA/SISTO.

Specialized CAx frameworks (CFI, PDES/STEP, CDIF) should influence
and build on generic frameworks like OMG and not re-invent whole
CAx-specific frameworks. Proprietary frameworks (Mentor, Cadre)
should be influenced to build on CAx-specific frameworks and generic
frameworks. This is best accomplished by putting in place a RASSP
technology transfer program that funds some cross-group liaison work
and also by putting in place driving applications that require
interoperation between these emerging standards.

one form of communication between groups is negotiating on
requirements and schedules. Another is to participate in the second
group through change proposals.

Standard APIs are needed for framework services (for example, change
management). This requires participation (through CFI and PDES) in
frameworks and services standards efforts.

Frameworks should be OODB/DBMS independent for plug-and-play. This
requires DBMS standard interfaces. See Issue 3.3.3.

3.3.3 Issue: The need for 00DB Interface Standards

3 The OODB vendor community is addressing this problem, though with
limited resources. As described in Section 3.2.5.2, Object Data
Management Group (ODMG) is a consortium of OODB vendors that is working5 on OODB standards.
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A DARPA-funded Open OODB Precompetitive Consortium would provide funds
for ODMG and for OODB R&D. The DARPA Persistent Object Base program
does the latter currently.

One project that would accelerate acceptance of an OODB standard would
be a "call level interface" or similar product for the proposed ODMG
interface. Each OODB company would supply mappings from the common
interface to che functions supported bf their products. Users would use

the common interface and could then talk to any of the OODBs supported.
This would help insulate applications from idiosyncratic changes to
OODBs. A similar tool is being developed in the RDB community (see
Section 3.2.5.4).

3.3.4 Issue: Who Will Win: OODBs or RDBs (Relational DBKSu)

This is really a non-issue. OODBs will have to add query capability to
compete with RDBs; they are doing so. RDBs will have to add objects.
This is the focus of ANSI X3H2's SQL3 standard, in development.

See Section 3.2.5.3 on hybrid RDB-OODB Data base Management Systems.

3.3.5 Issue: The Need for Federated, Decentralized, Scalable Intra-
and Inter-enterprise-wide Repositories (Data Base Systems)

Research should be funded on open, extensible, scalable enterprise-wide
information repositories and on federation, including work on object-
file system hybrids, distributed data bases and WANs, decentralized
libraries, fine-grained configuration management, and real-time data
base systems. This research could be funded through the DARPA
Persistent Object Base program.

See Section 3.2.5.4.

3.3.6 Issue: Improvements to PDES/Express are Needed

PDES/STEP is described in Section 3.2.4. The primary focus of the PDES
community should be in standardizing cross-industry domain-specific
representations (entities in important domains of discourse).

I The PDES community has developed the Express object model "specification
language*. One standard mapping from Express to C++ (that covers all cf
Express) is needed. This effort is ongoing but should be accelerated.
This community should participate in ANSI X3H7, which is wirking on
object model harmonization.

Also, a Query capability for Express is needed. The Express query
language should be based on SQL but use the Express object model.

3.3.7 Issue: Which Interchange Formats and Representations to
Standardize?

I Which interchange formats and representations to standardize? How to
avoid overlapping and inadequate standards? Where to avoid standards?

I
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U A RASSP Working Group needs to identify key potential standards and rate
them for impcrtance and potential of consensus (high, medium, and low).
The group should work through larger efforts like CFI and PDES/ST"P to
develop draft standards and improve existing standards where needed. In
this way, RASSP can act as a pilot program to accelerate CAx
representation standards.

3.3.8 Issue: What to put in the RASSP Library?

The simple answer is, anything that is potentially reusable. It is
likely that experimentation will be needed to determine the answer.

Experiments are needed to determine whether only components engineered
for reuse are in the repository or also whole past designs.

A Module Description Language may be required (possibly based on DARPA
MIF) to generically describe library elements. DARPA STARS Repository
or MCC Electronic Databook projects may also provide similar library
descriptor technologies. TI Prism library technology, like the proposed
RASSP approach, is based on a library approach and is another source.

Access to th- repository needs to be content-addressable as well as
navigation and query based.

The RASSP program needs to address incentives for multiple vendors to
put designs in a common (logically common, possibly physically
distributed) repository. One way to do this is to require RASSP vendors
to work together on a common family of RASSP designs using and
developing a common RASSP d-sign library.

3.3.9 Imsue: How to Bootstrap the RASSP Business?

SA decentralized repository/library that crosses organization boundaries
provides the best chance of amortizing cost of developing DSP libraries.
This implies development of a services and components trading function
to develop world-wide markets via "virtual companies* using ideas like
those in the "21st Century Manufacturing Enterprise Strategy' report and
facilities like that of MCC EINet or ANSI X3T3 Open Distributed

Processing. See 3.2.1 Enterprise Integration.

3.4 Suniary of Key Recounendations

The RASSP community should adopt and develop RASSP specific tools,
representations, and standards; but it also need to influence
development of tools, representations, and standards that it needs but
that are being developed for use by broader software infrastructure

communities.

U Some of the recommendations made in this section require RASSP-specific
funding; some require strong liaisons and cooperative demonstrations
between the RASSP program and some of the software infrastructure3 communities or some other DARPA programs.

The RASSP program should be structured to have a major technology
transfer component overseen by a RASSP Working Group (steering
committee or consortium). The RASSP Working Group should establish
an Infrastructure Team whose mission is to plan out how to leverage
other industry groups to accelerate (onsensus that leads to

4
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standards in areas critical to RASSP. This will involve (1)
development of a focused and common RASSP vision, (2) identification
of a rank ordered list of goals and milestones, targeting key
standards to be developed or refined that RASSP will depend most
heavily on, (3) building strong liaisons with key standards groups,
industry consortia, and key individuals critical in developing the
software infrastructure that RASSP will need, (4) identifying key
other DARPA communities (DSSA, DICE, MADE, POB), and (5) developing
a technology transfer and demonstration plan for putting RASSP
capability in place.

RASSP should plan to identify key frameworks (we recommend OMG, CFI,
and PDES) and focus on working through these groups to insure its
more generic framework needs will be met. In turn, RASSP should
lobby these groups to resolve issues like selection of a common
object model (through participation in ANSI X3H7 Object Models) and
harmonization of object service framework architectures (probably
through participation in ANSI X3H4.1 and X3H4.2 Repository
Architectures and Services). This may involve working through MCC's
CAx Consortium and may also involve working with other groups. A
RASSP advantage in working through CAD Framework Initiative and
PDES/STEP is that it can afford to narrow its focus to exactly
signal processors and thus focus some CFI effort on accelerating
what is needed to make this area successful.

DARPA/ESTO should build a liaison with DARPA Persistent Object Base
program and lobby it to fund an Open OODB Precompetitive Consortium
or similar program, whose members are the DARPA POB projects, the
OODBMS companies and perhaps some SQL3 vendors. The purpose would
be to collectively develop OODB application program interface (API)
standards and also to develop, or fund development of, common
modules (e.g., storage engines, query engines, distribution engines,
etc) that will progress the capabilities of the entire OODB
community. Another purpose would be to encourage OODB and RDB
interface standards convergence, perhaps by building an ODBC-like
call level interface for the ODMG specification. By architecting a
RASSP system to be specific OODB independent and by adopting
emerging OODB standards, RASSP will be able to remain specific OODB
independent to a large extent.

* Through a liaison with DARPA/SISTO, DARPA/ESTO can also support
projects aimed at developing scaled up, open data base system
\architectures, especially on federated data base systems and

object-file system hybrids. This could be accomplished through
* cooperation with the DARPA Persistent Object Base community.

The RASSP community should develop or identify a standard and
generic Interchange Format Generator Toolkit to automatically
generate parser-generators for new domains from specifications.
Work on this should be in conjunction with the CAD Framework
Initiative and PDES/STEP communities, possibly by jointly funding
such work through the DARPA Persistent Object Base or Module3 Interconnect Formalism communities.

DARPA should encourage development of a common RASSP reuse library
by require RASSP vendors to work together on a common family of
RASSP designs using and developing a common RASSP design library.
Library elements and common services should be available at remote
sites.

4
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3 ii RASSP should avoid funding significant work on proprietary
w infrastructure technologies.
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4. APPLICATION DESIGN SYSTEM
By System Design, we mean the integrated design and analysis of both the

hardware and software components of a complex military system, and by
system, we are here restricting our attention to computer-based signal
processing systems.

Figure 13 illustrates a typical breakdown of the major activity stages
in a System Design process as it is generally practiced today. Above
each stage name are shown some of the major data bases or data elements
that are generally employed in that stage. Below each stage name are
shown some of the major design activities and design tools generally
employed in that stage. These lists are not purported to be complete in
any sense, but they do show some of the typical data bases required and
design activities and tools required for each of the stages in the
System Design process, and together they serve to illustrate a common
view of the System Design process. Unfortunately, the System Design
process is at present a completely informal process, and even when it is
consciously followed, it is usually followed in a thoroughly ad hoc
manner.

Fortunately, many of these tasks are quite difficult, and many of the
required data elements are quite complex. Powerful tools and
technologies have implemented on the system design process. But
unfortunately, these tools and technologies have not yet been brought to
any sort of formal integration that allow a systems design engineer to
explore multiple facets of a complex system design from a variety of
simulation and modeling approaches, and to be able to transfer design
decisions and insights from one design activity to another. Further,
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little capability exists for taking a system design process from the
point of formal specifications and system requirements through a
detailed analysis, modeling, simulation, and design activity and then to
a formal set of design specifications for software and hardware
implementation.

For RASSP to succeed, such integration is both necessary and desirable.
Our approach to this high level of integration is described in the
following sections. The main theme underlying our approach is the reuse
of both formal software reference architectures and hardware reference
architectures through Domain-Specific Software Architectures (DSSAs) and
Domain-Specific Hardware Architectures (DSHAs). These architectures are
integrated through a formal System Design Environment coupled to
knowledge-based design advisors and shared Information Object Modelers
(IOMs).

3 Additionally, we believe the System Design process must be formally
defined and modelled if the goals and needs of the RASSP methodology are
to be met in the system design arena. This formal process must support
both in-cycle and out-of-cycle system design activities. By "in cycle"
design activities we mean those design activities initiated as a direct
result of a new product or model-year upgrade procurement process. By
"out of cycle" design activities we mean those design activities that
lead to the reuse of, modification of, and extensions of both the
software and hardware reference architectures and the System Design
Environment in preparation for use in "in cycle" design activities. We
further believe that our approach will and must support multiple modes
of System Design activities, as we recognize that not all design
activities of value to RASSP will be carried out as a result of formal
product or model-year upgrade procurements. Other modes of system
design to be supported include managed experimentation, on-going3 analysis, design upgrade, and continual "what if" explorations.

& In-Cycle Support:
- Assumes reuse of HW/SW architectures (extended and integrated

DSSAs and DSHAs)
• Out-of-Cycle Support:

- Assumes reuse of, modifications of, and extensions of HW/SW
architecture, as well as introduction of new HW/SW architectures

- Allows "what if" analysis based on other-than-production goals
* Modes:

- Production Design, Model-Year upgrade, experimentation, on-going
analysis and design upgrade.

Finally, we believe the System Design process must be formally modelled
to the extent of supporting multiple, well-defined measurement points
and metrics for use in on-going benchmarking activities to support the
RASSP methodology.

4.1 DSSA Software/DSHA Hardware Development

Figure 14 presents a possible top-level view of a formal System Design
process capable of supporting both in-cycle and out-of-cycle system
design activities, as well as supporting multiple modes of system design
activities. The process model integrates both a DSSA-based software and
a DSHA-based hardware design process. The process can begin from
multiple points, depending on the goals of the person engaged in a
particular system design effort. Each goal prescribes what in the
previous section was called a "mode". Here, the modes shown include
Managed Experiments, formal requirements (for both new product andmodel-year upgrade design), and "what if" analysis. As the process
proceeds, both application analysis and domain analysis are required and
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supported, as we realize the possibility of either software or hardware
designs that truly cannot be effectively generalized into a particular
domain. Our belief is that the greatest advances in cycle-time
reduction will result from reuse of domain-specific designs and
knowledge, but even when such domain-qpecific data is absent,
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supported by the DSSA and DSHA Development Environments. To simplifythe remainder of this part of our presentation, we restrict our

discussion to domain-specific design issues.
The description of the activities engaged in during each step of theprocess depends on whether we consider the design and development of

* pnew system or whether we consider the redesign, modification, orextension of an existing system that has already been through the
process, as well as whether we consider the design activity to be"3o"in-cycled or tout-of-cycle" activity. In any event, depending on the

goals and mode of the design activity, the system requirements are
analyzed from a domain or application viewpoint, the hardware and
software architectures are formalized and made reusable and extensible,and domain knowledge and design decisions are recorded for future and

hon-going design activities. These architectures, together with the
domain and application related knowledge, data, models, and decisions
are then made available through an integrated Information Object Modeler
for access by bothethe software and hardware design environments.

Hardware and software designs and/or implementations can then be
iteratively brought together and integrated freformal product design or
odel year upgrade, including final integration and testing.

Additionally, as can be seen in the process flow, if the activation mode
were one of managed experiment, prototype analysis, or "what if'
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analysis, reflections on the results of the experiment or design change
can simply be fed back to the libraries, back to the specifications, or
back to the experimental environment.

The process model depends on and benefits from domain-specificity in the
system design process in two ways. First, by narrowing our attention to
specific domains in which both significant reuse of both a software
reference architecture and a hardware reference architecture is
exploited, many seemingly unbounded problems become bounded and thus
manageable and possibly automatable. The restriction to certain,
specific domains also benefits the overall system design process,
process model, and RASSP goals by making possible the development of
intelligent or knowledge-based force-multiplication technology and
approaches in the supporting system design tools and system design
environment. It is perhaps these domain-specific force multipliers that
will most support the short design-time goals of the RASSP program.
Thus in our view, the term "domain specific" refers less to a diminution
of capabilities than to a significant increase in cap&bilities that
would not otherwise be achievable in a general-purpose approach.

There is currently a DARPA-supported DSSA technology development effort
underway. The DSSA program is headed by Lt. Erik Metalla of DARPA SSTO.
The current level of funding is approximately $25M over four years
(1991-1994). Six teams are currently involved in the DSSA effort: (1)
IBM, (2) GTE/Comtel, (3) Teknowledge, (4) ORA, (5) Honeywell, and (6)
TRW. In addition to these teams, a number of other companies,
universities, and research centers actively track the DSSA program and
attend the progress meetings. While there is no equivalent DSHA program
underway, we believe many of the technologies being developed by the
DARPA DSSA effort will prove immediately applicable to supporting our
vision of a DSHA. Further, many ongoing research and development
activities in both industry and academia will admirably fit into and
support the goals of a DSHA. The development of a DSHA and its
supporting Information Object Modeler should become a formal part of any
RASSP effort.

In addition to the DSSA and DSHA development activities, a number of
other technologies and programs that will prove beneficial to other
integrated DSSA/DSHA System Design visions are being pursued; some of
these are listed in Table 14. Many of these will play a vital role in
achieving the TI RASSP vision.

3 Table 14. Other Technologies Relevant to DSSAs/DSHAs

Relevant Technologies/Programs

3 STARS, Arcadia, Prototech, MARVEL, etc.

OODB (DARPA Open OODB, Falcon)

3 Knowledge DBs (Stanford, ISI, CMU)

Visual Design Envs. (ONR, FORGE,PieScope)

3 Architectural Synthesis (Micon, ViParSim, Ptolemy)

Massively Parallel Sim. (HPCC, PADS, VHDL)

3 Hierarchical Design Advisors (MCC, CMU, SES)

System-level Simulation (Ptolemy, ADAS, SES)
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4.2 ASSP Application Design System

Figure 15 shows a top-level view of our proposed RASSP Application
Design System. The Design System relies upon and exploits the reusable
software reference architectures and reusable hardware reference
architectures provided through the DSSA and the DSHA Information Object
Modelers. The "reference architectures" are those software and hardware
architectures that represent the product or system designed during
out-of-cycle design activities and are being upgraded, analyzed, or
experimented with, either in a procurement-driven in-cycle design
activity. For an out-of-cycle design activity; for ease of discussion,
the reference architectures are also referred to as the DSSAs or the
DSHAs themselves, although such usage of these terms is technicallyambiguous.

DSSA Information requirements capture i
Object Modeller specifs- spec ons (visual, executable)

eeeceApplication Engineer

.m___Developmem EnvAir ment Trade-Off Analysis

I Doain rchiect ~ Toos MoelsSystem Simulation Framework
Specs functional algorithmic - performance

DSIIA Information & 'lq synthetic -actual -hybridI Object Modeller
Domain-Specific Application Domain Modelling Envimnment
Development Environment - performance models - reliability models

Instantlation Model para'lelneectionm odelsis

Characterization

3Appi~cation Excto Reintegration
Environment ModelS

I
Figure 15

Top-level View of Proposed RASSP Design System

The responsibility of defining, maintaining, and extending the DSSAs and
the DSHAs, along with their supporting Information Object Modelers,
falls to the persons called the Domain Architects. The Domain
Architects, mostly through out-of-cycle design activities, support the
usage of the DSSAs and the DSHAs by the Application System Engineer. It
is the Application Engineer who, during an in-cycle design activity, is
responsible for taking a set of formal system specifications and
requirements and delivering a formal, integrated system design that
meets those specifications and requirements. Within the RASSP
Methodology, this is done through the modification and extension of
reusable hardware and software domain-specific, reference architectures.
Although the DSSAs and the DSHAs are maintained and supportedseparately, they are integrated during application engineering through
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software-to-hardware mappers and machine organization synthesis. The
Domain Development Environment consists of a suite of integrated
modeling, simulation, testing, analysis, and synthesis tools that are
used both to integrate the DSSAs and the DSHAs and to perform a variety
of managed experiments and benchmarking trials. These exploit multipleformal system domain models such as performance models, cost models, and
omareliability models.

As the domain-specific application is developed, the Application System

Engineer also relies upon a model of the Application Execution
Environment. Instantiated models of the system design are fed to the
application execution environment for validation, testing, and analysis,
with formal characterizations of satisfiable application execution
environments feeding back to the Application Development Environment.
When the Application System Engineer is satisfied with the design,
tests, and analyses, the completed design can lead to either
implementation followed by test and integration, or simply back to DSSA,
DSHA, and library re-integration, depending on the mode of the design
activities being pursued.

Note again that the view presented here supports both in-cycle and
out-of-cycle system design activities, as well as the multiple usage
modes.

4.3 Design Integration and Validation

Given an existing DSSA and DSHA Information Object Modeler, the
Application Engineer is responsible for integrating the software
architecture and the hardware arzhitecture and validating the resulting
integration against the system specifications and requirements. To
perform this integration and validation, the Application Engineer must
instantiate both the software architecture and the hardware
architecture. By suitably parameterizing these two architectures
according to the required performance, cost, size, power, and
reliability attributes, the Application Engineer initiates a set of
bindings of code and hardware modules to the architectural components of
the DSSA and the DSHA, respectively. A software model configurer and a
hardware model configurer are controlled and guided by the Application
Engineer to accomplish a set of bindings that satisfy a set of design
constraints and criteria. The constraints and criteria define the set
of acceptable software-to-hardware mappings, execution timing schedules,
and data access behaviors for the intended system.

Given the two instantiated configurations, the Application Engineer can
then simulate and model various aspects of the integrated system design.
Through such simulation and modeling, the Application Engineer can
perform a variety of hardware/software tradeoffs; analyze multiple
real-time schedules for robustness; assess the suitability of
alternative hardware modules, memory configurations, and bus
interconnections; explore alternative hardware configurations; and
determine the optimal mappings of the instantiated software system to
the instantiated hardware system.

Today much of this sort of analysis and exploration is done by hand,
with very generic tools that know little or nothing about the functional
responsibilities of the system being designed/examined and little or
nothing about the environment within which the system will be fielded.
Consequently, while the Application System Engineer may receive
productivity support through the use of these tools, little cycle-time
reduction results since the tools can offer little, if any, analysis of
the results of a trade-off study or a particular software-to-hardwaremapping approach, for example. Consequently, when humans are heavily
involved, rapid design frequently does not imply optimal design.
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By focusing on specific application domains and relying on the
significant reuse of both hardware and software reference architectures,
we believe many design support tools can be extended into the
domain-analysis arena and provide knowledge-based, application-specific
design advise and analysis. Eventually, this extension of design tools
into the intelligent, domain-oriented arena will allow more and more of
the System Design process to become automated. Eventually, an automated
design environment will be developed in which the Application System
Engineer provides minimal correction and advice to an automated design
system, rather than as today, where a set of semi-intelligent design
advisory tools give minimal advice and correction to the human system
designer. We want to reverse the roles!

To assist in the automated design process, the Application Engineer must
be presented with a variety of domain-independent and domain-specific
animated, graphical presentations of the various aspects of the system's
design, construction, and behavior. These multiple, animated, graphical
views are actually part of the Domain-Specific Application Development
Environment's set of predefined graphical support system. The views
provide both quantitative and qualitative animated views, with full
support for virtual or synthetic reality explorations of complex,
time-dependent behaviors and interactions. Because much of the design
process will have been abstracted, encapsulated into domain-specific
design advisors, and automated, a single Application Engineer can assume
responsibility for multiple areas of a system design that are today
addressed by multiple design groups, each consisting of multiple people,
including hardware fabrication, cost estimation, cost and performance
tradeoffs, and production scheduling. This will be made possible
through an integrated, design-by-visualization application design
environment.

In the process illustrated in Figure 16, following completion of the
simulation, modeling, and testing design activities, the resulting
formal designs, specifications, and requirements are used to implement
the software and hardware components, or again, simply to feed back into
the Libraries or DSSA/DSHA Information Object Modelers.

4.4 Extended DSSA Support Environment

Figure 17 illustrates some of the fundamental components of, and access
methods defined for, an Extended DSSA Support Environment. The majority
of the domain-specific models, knowledge bases, data repositories,
design advisors, and architecture components are integrated through the
DSSA Information Object Modeler. As described, the DSSA approach to
reusable software benefits from domain specificity in two ways. First,
by being able to restrict its attention to specific domains, the problem
space becomes manageably small. Problems that first appear beyond our
present capabilities suddenly become approachable, thus leading to early
application of leading-edge technologies, albeit in limited
(domain-specific) arenas. Second, by allowing currently tractable
technologies to be extended in unique and force-multiplying manners
significant capabilities for automated design that would be impossible
in the domain-independent arena can be achieved. Such domain-specific
extensions and multipliers are encapsulated within the tool set and
supporting data domains for each particular DSSA. These include
simulation models for the multiple functions of the DSSA,
domain-specific reliability, performance, and execution models, among
others, libraries of test data, workload suites, execution traces (both
synthetic and real), software synthesis models, and the core of the
reusable software libraries themselves.

Associated with the DSSA Information Object Modeler are a number of
support tools, including the simulation systems themselves (not the
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simulation models), parameterizable software partitioning and mapping
tools, domain-knowledgeable, off-line, run-time schedule generators, and
complete software code generation and synthesis tools capable of
extending scalable, parallel algorithms to fit application-specific
configurations and performance requirements. We view these tools as
being domain-independent (even general purpose), but capable of
supporting domain-specific applications and knowledge through
parameterized executions, where the parameters are domain-specific and
are provided by the DSSA IOM. An analogy can be seen with
knowledge-based expert systems; these consist of a domain-independent
inferencing mechanism and a set of domain-specific, knowledg
encapsulating rules and theories. While the inferencing mec 'nism can
support a large number of rule bases, it is the rule bases themselves
that incorporate the domain-specific knowledge and make possible the
design, synthesis, and analysis of complex system application.
Accordingly, the DSSA IOM can benefit from broad-based,
domain-independent technology advances in the general sciences of
simulation, modeling, partitioning and mapping, and performance

* prediction.

While the view of an entire extended DSSA Support Environment and DSSA
Information Object Modeler presented here may be beyond the scale of
achievability within the 4-year RASSP Implementation program, it is
important to realize that even without this view, some overall
organizational philosophy of software system architecture and software
reuse is required to make even the first level of the RASSP methodology
realizable. To us, this first level of organization is respectably
supplied by a minimal DSSA technology. The good news is that the DSSAtechnology is currently being developed under DARPA guidance, and it is
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Fundamental Components and Access Methods

being developed within the right time-frame. The DSSA technology being
developed can easily be extended to support the rapid prototyping and
design requirements of RASSP and to support a formal model year upgrade
process and process model.

Because the DSSA technology will evolve over time, we have presented our
view of where this evolution will lead. We also believe the DSSA
approach should be extended to contemplate an equivalent DSHA
technology, and particularly one in which multiple, parallel processors
play a leading role in future military system designs. The DSSA and the
accompanying DSSA IOM must be integrated into the formal System Design
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process and process model. Finally, the following lists includes some
of the most important needs for an effective realization of the RASSP
Methodology based on the DSSA approach.

• DARPA DSSA methodology
- Extend to accommodate DSHA
- Extend to accommodate parallel processing

• Domain-Specific Design Advisors
- System: software partitioning and mapping, performance, real-time

schedule, data placement, etc.

- Application: guidance and control, parallel image processing
subsystems, etc.

DARPA open OODB technology
- Extend to high-performance Knowledge DB
- Extend to Active DB with "design interest" activations and process

enactions
Common SW system simulation model
- Timing, function, performance, reliability, etc.
- Analytical modelling, discrete-event, Petri-net, etc.
- Common interfaces / data exchange
- Hybrid; hierarchical; animated simulation views

* Formal system-level specification languages
- SW architecture description languages
- Performance specification languages
- Temporal behavior specification languages
- Fault-behavior specification languages

* Parallel execution traces & data models
- Methodologies for capturing parallel executions
- Synthetic workload generators / trace tapes

° Application and process benchmarks
- DARPA Image Understanding Benchmark3 ISPW-6 SW process model; common sensor data files

4.5 Extended DSHA Support Environment

The DSSA technology currently being developed to support reuse of
software reference architectures can be easily, directly, and naturally
extended to support the reuse of hardware reference architectures, and
within the RASSP methodology. Reuse of hardware reference architectures
is fundamental to the goal of rapid, model year upgrades for complex
military systems. This ability would be provided through an integrated
Domain-Specific Hardware Architecture (DSHA) System Design Environment.
Figure 18 illustrates some of the fundamental components of and access
methods defined for an Extended DSHA Support Environment. The majority
of the domain-specific models, knnwledge bases, and architecture
components are integrated through the DSHA Information Object Modeler.
Just as software architectures can be elevated from the
application-specific level to the domain-specific level, we believe
hardware architectures can be extracted from existing, fielded designs,
that they can also be elevated to the domain level. Further, we believe
that hardware architectures can be reused for new system designs as well
as for model year upgrade. Texas Instruments, for example, has a
well-defined, formal architecture for guidance and control sections of
missiles that has seen significant reuse. Further, our own internal
research with the DSHA approach has led to significant insights and
substantiations of these beliefs.

As with the DSSA Information Object Modeler, the DSHA Information Object
Modeler contains domain-specific extensions and multipliers encapsulated
within the tool set and supporting data domains for each particular DSHA
including, for example, detailed, hierarchical and hybrid simulations
for hardware modules at the system, chassis, board, multichip module,
and component levels; parallel architectural models represented in
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Fundamental Components of Access Methods for DSHA Support

multiple performance, behavioral, and costs aspects, and in multiple
simulation languages and abstractions; and hardware building block and
component libraries, with hardware templates that allow
extraction-by-need of performance, execution, or reliability data,
models, and/or specifications.

As with the Extended DSSA Support Environment, the Extended DSHA Support
Environment is associated with a number of support tools, including
simulation systems, hardware partitioning and synthesis tools, synthetic
workload generators, and fault exercisers.

The following list shows some of the most important needs for an
effective realization of the RASSP Methodology based on the DSHA
approach; this list certainly does not claim to be exhaustive. While a
DSHA will differ significantly from a DSSA, we believe much of the
underlying technology development can be shared and mutually exploited
by both a DSSA and a DSHA development program. As with the DSSA, the
DSHA and the accompanying DSHA IOM must be integrated into the formal
System Design process and process model.

0 Adapt DARPA DSSA methodology to DSHA
0 Domain-Specific Design Advisors

- Packaging, system synthesis, component synthesis, HPCC
architectures, reliability

DARPA OODB technology
Extend to Knowledge DB
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i - Extend with Active PB with "design interest" activations
Architectural description language(s)
- Domain-specific module interconnect language
- HW module/component/system arch descriptions
- Domain-specific parameters/generators
- Performance reliability characterization language

* Simulation models
- Model-based analytic models
- Parallel discrete-event simulation systems
- Plug-compatible interfaces for hybrid simulation

* Architectural synthesis
- Library of scalable, reconfigurable building blocks
- Algorithm-to-silicon compilation
- Application-specific adaptation of reusable HW arch
- Scalable reliability

I Flexible memory architecture
shared memory, cache-coherent, physically distributed; real-timecompatible

* Experiment management system
- Stinullus generation, monitoring, data collection and analysisI Software to hardware mapping

Simulated annealing / genetic algorithms, dynamic load balancers,
data mappers, real-time schedulers (off-line & dynamic)

i Visual modelling & simulation tools
- Qualitative as well as quantitative graphical views- Animated virtual world presentations of complex cost/perf and

execution data models

3 4.6 DSSAs/DSHAs

Figure 19 illustrates three example DSSA reference architectures down
the left column and three example DSHA reference architectures down the
right. The top, left example is from the domain of "ground vehicles'.
This example was used in a recent DARPA-sponsored workshop on DSSAs.
The second DSSA example is of a missile seeker. It too was presented at
the DARPA DSSA workshop. Note that it is written in the
Object-Cranection-Update formalism. The bottom DSSA example is of a
missile guidance sy stem developed at TI as part of the RASSP study phase
effort, but used ia several DoD projects throughout the past several
years.

The three DSHA examples on the right illustrate, respectively, a
high-level breakdown of the hardware architecture of a signal processing
system, a missile signal processing system, and a reconfigurable,
scalable hardware architecture capable of supporting extremely
high-performance, missile-based, signal processing systems.

In the middle of this chart are two illustrations that demonstrate the
integration of both a DSSA and DSHA Information Object Moeeler through
an Application Development Environment. These illustrations also show
the ability of the ICMs and the Application Development Environment to
support multiple graphical views, each based on the differing
information and modeling needs and expertises of the multiple users of
the architectures. What is important to us is to provide both an
integrated set of views that c-. be used by the different people
involved in a RASSP effort, and to present the different aspects of a
design and implementation effort to a single person, letting that personexplore the ramifications of his/her design decisions on other parts of
the product effort in ways that are not currently possible.

Because the types of views needed to present different informationflows, design parameterizations and instantiations, and cost/performanceaspects, for example, all require differing models of visualization, it
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is important to be able to translate information stored in one model
into information for another model. We believe it is both necessary and
important to develop a formal Application Design System that utilizes
the technology of Common Denominator Representation concepts to support
multiple, wide-ranging modeling objectives by the multiple users over a
variety of usage modes, from model-year upgrade, to initial

system-design, to managed experimentation. These representations must3 be developed as part of the overall RASSP program effort.
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5. SOFTWARE

5.1 Overview

Within a system development, software has become a driving factor.
Compared with systems of the past, current and future systems rely on a
greater percentage of the system being programmable (more software to
develop) and increased complexity of the functionality being programmed
(more complicated applications, more complicated communications in
multi-processor systems, security requirements, fault tolerance
requirements, etc.). The DoD is well aware of "the Software Problem"
and is taking it seriously. The draft DoD Software Technology Strategy
(SWTS) addresses the many aspects of the problem, identifies work

underway in various areas, and outlines plans for software technology
investment to achieve its year-2000 objectives. These objectives are in
line with the requirements for software development in the RASSP vision.

To support software development as defined in the RASSP vision, a
combination of "work avoidance" (reuse), "working smarter" (process),
and "working faster" (tools) will be required for both the in-cycle
rapid-prototyping development and the out-of-cycle software library
development and maintenance. Figure 20 shows the interfaces between the
system design activity, the software library and the software
engineering environment. The in-cycle software design activities are
supported primarily by retrieval of existing components from the
software library. The software engineering environment supports the
out-of-cycle software development and those in-cycle developments
required when a needed component is not contained in the library.

Component
Requests LibrarySManager

I SW

I Available Library
Components

System-
Specific New
New SW Components
Req.
(In cycle) Software

Engineering
EnvironmentNew SW Req. for ________

Out cycle development

Figure 20
Software Design Overview

5.2 Software Library

Reusable software libraries offer the greatest contribution to reducedin-cycle software development/upgrade time. As illustrated in Figure
21, the software library supports the in-cycle system design activities
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Software Library

by providing semantic retrieval and query capability. This allows the
system designer to utilize available component information in design
trade-offs, system simulations, and hardware/software configuration.

The system designer can access the software library to request
components required to support the system or upgrade being designed.
Additionally, constraints can accompany the request to limit search to
those library components that comply with some predetermined
requirements (e.g., execution time limit or size limit). The response
to the system designer can be the various design record information
available for the requested component or an "intelligent negative
responsen, indicating that the requested component is n(-t available, but
also giving information as to which constraint failed, possible
alternatives, etc. For example, a request is made for an Image
Screening Detection Algorithm that executes within 40 msec on a specific
processor and is coded in Ada. An answer may be that the requested
component does not exist, but that an implementation that meets all
constraints except that it executes in 43 msec is available. This kind
of intelligent retrieval/query capability will assist the system
designer in making the required trade-offs, increasing the probability
that the system being developed/upgraded will meet its requirements not
only in terms of performance, but cost and schedule as well.

In addition to retrieval/query support, the library manager supports the
addition, update, and deletion of components to the library. Components
in the library can range in complexity from individual modules to
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3• templates of particular domain specific software architectures.
Component information is not limited to simply code, but may include
simulation performance models, design models, test cases, etc.

Along with the potential benefits, reuse presents many challenges to
software development organizations in the next several years. Key to
enabling effective software reuse are: domain analysis to determine what
to put in the library; data bases and intelligent access tools to
support retrieval and storage; object-oriented component designs and
standard OS interfaces to decouple components from specific system
instantiations; and incorporation of reuse into defined system and
software development processes. These areas are being addressed by both
the DoD and industry in the form of the Draft Department of Defense
Software Technology Strategy, programs such as DSSA and STARS, SEI
activities, and industry process improvement and reuse strategies. For
the RASSP demo program, the results from the ongoing work in reuse must
be used to develop a reusable library for the selected domain.

A primary reuse issue for real-time systems will be performance. The
tendency for real-time software developers is to implement code in the
most efficient time/space manner possible because there is always more
functionality that needs to be put in the system. Accepting a less
efficient implementation even though it will save greatly in software
development costs has not often been an option. For reuse to be
successful for these kinds of systems, a reuse/performance tradeoff must
be made in light of cost and schedule. A change in attitudes from
"requiring the optimum solution" to "allowing a cost/schedule effective
sub-optimal solution" must be made. Reuse of software between systems
implies that a sub-optimal solution will be used. The solution is sub-
optimal in the sense that processor throughput, bus throughput, memory
utilization, or algorithmic performance may not be as good as for a
single point approach. For a given system, it is possible that reused
software may not require hardware modifications and may still meet the
system's requirements. Or, reuse may require additional hardware, such
as additional processors and/or memory, but the system costs may be
reduced by reusing the software and having the additional hardware. For
each system, it depends on the software development from scratch cost
versus hardware recurring cost versus system development schedule. The
point being that reuse requires a look at cost/schedule from the system
point-of-view over the entire system life-cycle.

Additionally, the mechanical and business issues associated with reuse
must be worked out. Issues include library search and component access,
component validaL.on, configuration control, and maintenance. Because
of the additional verification required and additional thought in making
sure the software is designed for reuse, reusable software is more
expensive to develop than software designed for a point solution. But,
if reused enough, the cost is amortized over multiple system
developments and the end result is lower cost. Business issues to be
considered relate to warranties, ownership, getting proprietary software
into reusable libraries, and determining responsibility for and ensuring
maintenance of reusable components.

5.3 Software Engineering Environment

Dev-ýlopment of software components for a reusable library will require a
combination of process, methodology and tools. The software development
process is iterative, with feedback to preceding activities required.
For example, results from a performance analysis simulation may affect
the requirements analysis, and in turn the software design. The process
must accommodate this iterative feedback and insure that affected
activities respond accordingly. Key to improving the software process
is the ability to assess it. Through the SEI's Capability Maturity
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I Model (CMM) for software, this assessment and process improvement is
starting to take place. The SEI has identified five levels of software
process maturity, shown in Figure 22. Currently, the majority of DoD
contractors are executing software development at level 1 or 2. This
low level is primarily due to the lack of a well-defined and documented
process. The current process improvement work being done by the SEI and
the process fanout underway in the software industry are contributing to3 the improved software development processes required for RASSP.
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Figure 22
Five Levels of Software Process Maturity

A software methodology can be thought of as the "how to do" for the
"what to do" specified by the software process. In actuality there are
many parts of a software methodology - a requirements analysis
methodology, a design methodology, a simulation methodology, a testing
methodology, etc. They must all work together to support the overall
software process. Currently, many discussions focus on the analysis and
design methodology options. Structured Analysis/Design has grown
popular over the last few years and is fairly mature. Relatively new in
actual practice, but gaining popularity rapidly, is Object-Oriented
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Analysis/Design. This approach seems to yield a better mapping of the
problem domain to the solution domain. Additionally, since objects and
the actions performed on the objects are encapsulated, the designs lend
themselves more readily to reuse. As the methodology matures and
stabilizes and tools better support it, the shift will likely be toward
Object-Oriented Analysis/Design.

To effectively and efficiently develop the components to be included in
the software library, there must be a comprehensive set of tools to
support the development activities from requirements analysis through
component testing. These tools should provide capabilities for:

Requirements analysis and design
• Executable specification
0 Requirements traceability
* Simulation to support partitioning/mapping analysis

Reverse engineering
Translation tools for code generation

• Host and target level debuggers
• Documentation generation
* Configuration managementI Metric collection and reporting
* Project planning and tracking
* Reuse library component retrieval.

Figure 23 shows a process flow for software development the way it is
done today. The boxes represent activities. The entries under the
boxes indicate commercially available tools that can be applied to that
activity. The circles represent the consolidation of the design
information that the activities both feed and draw upon. We can develop
a software requirements model from which performance simulations, system
test cases and documentation can be generated. The documentation and
requirements model then feeds the implementation design. We develop
another set of models for the implementation to which PDL and code can
be added. From these annotated structure graphs, tools can be used to
analyze complexity, generate test cases and analyze test coverage,
produce more documentation and generate the source code that can be
compiled and linked. Testing cycles from unit test through system
integration are supported using host debuggers, target instruction level
simulators and eventually the target system and target test system to
finally produce a deliverable system. Underlying these development
activities are the project management, configuration management and
metric collection and reporting tasks. The tools to support the
development activities are emerging in the commercial markets, but are
relatively immature. Some activities are better supported by tools than
others. Currently, some of the weaker areas are in requirements
tracing/management, testing, and transition from requirements to design.
Some vendors have chosen to specialize in a given area, while others
have tried to cover the breadth of activities to some degree, whether
integrating capabilities into a single tool's environment or providing
interfaces for other vendor's tools.

For existing systems, tools are also becoming available that help
support software reengineering via reverse engineering source code into
annotated structure graphs. Once the structure graphs are obtained, the
same activities previously discussed can be performed to reengineer and
regenerate the software.

As we look to the future, what changes can be expected to be available
in five years? For the most part, the development will be for
components that go into a domain software library as opposed to specific
system implementations. This does not mean that there will not be large
components since a given component can represent some large software
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Software Development - Today

subsystem. It just means that the design for reuse tradeoffs will
become an established part of developing software. In general, the
tools that are emerging today will have increased capabilities and be
better integrated with one another. As shown in Figure 24. reuse

plibraries will be available to draw upon for software component
development just as the system designer draws upon hardware and software
libraries at the system level. One area that will likely see increased
automation is the transition from requirements to implementation design.I As we shift from Structured Analysis/Design to Object-oriented
Analysis/Design, the requirements and implementation views should be
more compatible and therefore the transition more easily automated.
With the release of Ada 9x and results from ongoing parallelizing
compiler and operating systems research, there should also be better
support for multiprocessor implementations.

By the year 2002, software developers will be performing the same basic
activities, as depicted in Figure 25, but the level of automation will
be significantly increased. Instead of the developer being responsible
for initiating a reusable component search, the tools making use of the
reusable information will interact with the reuse tools to initiate the£ search and retrieve the information. The transition from a requirements
model representation to a different implementation model represenitation
will be eliminated. The ability to easily execute and simulate the
component model at the initial requirements stage and throughout the
development will help in verifying that the designs meet requirements.
We will have automated support for test case generation, coverage
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analysis, and regression test management. Increased capabilities in
automated code generators, parallelizing compilers and multiprocessor

I linkers will help place the emphasis of the development effort on the
requirements analysis and capture, and the requirements and design

S~verification via executable specifications.
i The tools required for the software engineering environment proposed in

the RASSP vision are emerging. Some examples of tools available tosupport the development activities are listed in Table 15. The tool
vendors are, for the most part, committed to developing the tools
required to automate the activities and providing easy information flow

between tools. Business alliances are growing out of the realization ofI the need for this easy information flow and the recognition of various
vendor's strengths and weaknesses. Vendors are involved in standards
groups, working to define interface standards to support the~e needs.

In the next few years, the tools will mature and gain an experiencedIuser base. In the areas where tools are lacking capabilities or are
nonexistent, DoD and industry in general, and RASSP in particular, are
tasked to define the requirements and make the demand known to thecommercial tool vendors.

5.4 Sumary
i The bottom line for software within the context of the RASSP vision is

that much of the required effort has been identified, a DoD software
strategy has been defined, and the appropriate areas are being worked by
various government, academic, and industry efforts. For RASSP, we must

maintain awareness of ongoing research, make sure efforts are
coordinated, accelerate development when necessary, and feed back
requirements to standards groups and commercial tool vendors. We must
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3 Table 15 Software Engineering Environment Tools

Activity Supported By Comment

Requirements Teamwork * Fairly well established,
Analysis and Design good overall environment

approach
Software Through * Good capabilities, more
Pictures (STP) niche oriented

Executable Statemate, . Initial rapid-prototyping
Specification Teamwork/ capabilities, need a

Shortcut standard formal
specification language

Requirements Teamwork/RqT, • Initial capability
Traceability Rtrace, * Flexible, good potential

RDD-100 * Powerful, but hard to use

Simulation ADAS, • Mature, future
Teamwork/SIM questionable

. Good initial capabilities,
good integration with req.
analysis and design

. Need to work link to
hardware

. Good statistical
simulation capability,limited integration with

req. analysis and design

Reverse Engineering Teamwork, STP * Initial capabilities to

generate Ada structure
graphs/C structure charts
from code

Translation Tools Many vendors * Primarily uniprocessor
for Code Generation support currently

Host and Target Many vendors * Primarily uniprocessor
Level Debuggers * Multiprocessor architec-

tures require arch.
specific target test
systems

Documentation Interleaf, * Good capability for
Generation Teamwork, STP extracting model

information for
documentation

Configuration Caseware CM, • Direction is to interface
Management Softool CCC with Teamwork and STP type

tools to provide CM

Metric Collection * Immature support, mostly
and Reporting manual, limited assistance

available within tool
environments

Project Planning Various vendors • Not well integrated with
and Tracking development tool

environments
Reuse Library Westinghouse • Prototype reuse tool
Component Retrieval Reuse
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6. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

6.1 RASSP Hardware CAE/CAD Investigation

Texas Instruments has investigated the critical aspects of hardware
Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) and Computer Aided Design (CAD) as they
relate to RASSP hardware design. The emphasis of this investigation has
been on requirements and current status of design automation tools that
support the library based design approach that Texas Instruments
believes is a strategic process to the design and manufacture of RASSP
modules and systems.

Design Automation is a key process for cost effective RASSP model year
upgrades. For hardware design in a library based Application Specific
Signal Processing environment, as shown in Figure 26, there are two key
elements:

1. Design tools that support a range of analysis and synthesis
capabilities in a top-down based concurrent engineering environment
that addresses all critical aspects of design and libraries of
signal processing subsystems and modules. These design tools may be
used for processor design (in cycle mode) and for library model
development (out of cycle mode). These tools include concurrent
engineering and trade off analysis tools as well as electrical and3 mechanical capabilities.

2. Predefined libraries of signal processing subsystems, modules, and
electronic components that support the range of design views and
formats needed to effectively use the design tools in concurrent
engineering design processes that allow emphasis to remain on the
system and functional level aspects of the design. These libraries
are developed in what is referred in the TI vision as the out of
cycle mode, since the goal is to have fully characterized libraries
to support a RASSP design cycle.

It is expected that the same classes of tools would be used in both in
cycle and out of cycle design efforts, with the primary difference in
use 'occurring in the level of abstraction of design being performed.

IAnalysissynthesis tools

Concurrent engineeringg - Trade-off adviscrs

(on cycle) (out cycle)
SystemHardware

Design Hardware Libres FdwreFoundries

- Standards based
Multi-view
Hierarchical (components, modules)

- Open (upgradable, modifiable)

IFigure 26
Library Based Hardware CAD Concept
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I A key concept in the RASSP HW CAD approach is to limit the amount of in
cycle detailed design to the processor level design and to upgrade
efforts that cannot be addressed outside the critical path. This
concept, as shown in Figure 27, supports the development of a systems
based design approach. Existing sets of design libraries provide a
majority of thEc detailed design characterization and supporting model
views.

Design work for the module elements is worked outside the critical path
of the processor top-down design. For RASSP, this supports two key
objectives;

1. The ability to design and analyze both original design and model
year upgrades without having to manage underlying levels of design
complexity.

2. A process for performing correct by construction synthesis and

analysis of new library elements outside of the time constraints of
the processor critical path. This should result in improved designf and characterization of the module level designs.

S

* High level abstraction views
*Interconnect driven model behavioral

* Processor test automation
Process Design * Performance modeling

In cycle or Upgrade * System timing (block level)
/ M System level concurrent engineerng and Trade-off

Module Upgrade analysis
ASIC Upgrade * System emulation and simulation

SModule Modeling------------ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ----
e Lower level abstraction views

SOut of cycle New Component Modeling * Detailed functional models

¶ ASIC Design 0 Module, component concurrent engineenng
Update of Existing Library and trade-off analysis

* ATPG and fault grading
. Worst case analysis (timing, thermal...)
e Manufacturability rule checksI Generation of all model views

Figure 273In Cycle and Out of Cycle RASSP CAD

Five classes of design automation tools can be identified as being
critical and appropriate for both for development of RASSP library3 modules and processor designs.

Capture: Tools are used to represent and document design objects for
further engineering efforts. Capture tools can be identified as
graphical or textural. Graphical tools include block diagram and
schematic level tools for electrical design. Mechanical graphical
capture tools include mesh and 3-D element models. Textural capture
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n tools for electrical design include HDL modelers (i.e., VHDL, PALASM,
AMD) for digital design, MAST (Analogy) and SPICE for analog design) and
table based (i.e., truth tables and state tables for digital design).
An aspect of overlap between design capture and the synthesis and
:ranslation steps is the automated g-neration of textural descriptions"from block level graphical capture anu generation of graphical

representations of the design from textural descriptions. This
flexibility in levels of interoperability between different capture
mechanisms appears to be a key to providing an environment that allows
engineers to use the capture mechanisms that they are most comfortable
with.

One expected result confirmed during the investigation was that the

level of textural based capture is much higher at the system and
functional levels of design capture. This approach supports the
concepts of textural HDL descriptions being used as "executable
specifications" for design requirements and for HDL basing of both
prc:-essor ai-A library design activities on correct by construction
synthesis approaches.

Analytic: Tools that support the functional and parametric analysis of
designs are necessary for validation of design activities. Analytic
tools exist in a number of design domains for both electrical (digital
and analog) and mechanical disciplines. Examples of electrical analysis
tools include simulation; both for behavioral and structural designs
(VHDL and SPICE based tools), and worst case analysis tools (worst case
timing analysis and Monte Carlo analysis). Examples of mechanical
analysis tools include finite element tools for stress modeling and
thermal analysis tools.

A key requirement for RASSP would be to have analyCic tools capable of
supporting the level of analysis required for system functional level
design steps. Wh-le point solution tools to address system design are
available frcm numerous v-ndors, there is limited standardization and
integration of tools exist at this level.

Synthesis: Tools that support the transformation of design data from
one representation to another based on analytic rules. Synthesis -ols
include both optimization and mapping (primarily in use with digitdl
designs) of design data netween design abstraction levels and interface
tools that translate one design representation to another equivalent
format. A differentiating point between synthesis mappiig and
translation is that while design information can be increased during
synthesis mapping, due to the increased detail proiided by moving
between abstractions, translation is limited to a uniform information
level and typically results in loss of design information during
movement between formats.

A significant emphasis by CAD vendors has been on addressing synthesis
for two areas of RASSP related design:

1. Logic synthesis and optimization of register level digital designs.
This approach works well with control components of a digital design
and has been widely commercialized by CAE vendors such as Synopsis
and Mentor.

2. Algorithm to silicon synthesis supporting both generation of
assembly code for standard DSP components and datapath elements of
specific widely used signal processing algorithms (FIR, FFT, etc.).
This approach has been addressed by both CAE and ASIC vendors.[l,2]

Areas of critical synthesis development where no existing commercial
tools exist include synthesis of general purpose analog designs and
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3 synthesis from processor level specification and performance level
system representations Work is ongoing in both areas at the university
level, which indicates a high probability of migration to the commercial
environment in the next three to five years.

Tradeoff Analysis: Tools that support the tradeoff of parameters and
provide recommendations and design advice on areas in the design space
that can provide a feasible solution to diverse design requirements. A
limitation on first pass success of a RASSP design is the ability to
completely cover all model view and design variables in a given design
phase. A key goal in a design or upgrade is to ensure that the design
is centered with regard to all addressable parameters. This level of
tradeoff is typically heuristic in nature, since dimensions and metrics
for different parameters are not uniform or convertible and are
typically application dependent.

Successful approaches in existing tradeoff analysis development are
primarily university and research based and relied on heuristics from
several design disciplines (concurrent engineering). Development has
focused on tradeoff analysis rules for limited portions of design space
for specialized applications. A chart of some applicable tradeoff
analysis tools for RASSP is given in the Foundry CAD Section. Tradeoff
analysis is typically limited to a single level of design abstraction
and to specific signal processing types.[3] This implies a development
of several classes of tradeoff analysis tools to support a RASSP design
process, each addressing a spcific level of design concerns at a given
level of the top down design process. To address aspects of systems
engineering of RASSP, the point solutions tradeoff analysis tools should
ideally be able to communicate the statistical design information among
themselves to provide optimal design centering of all the concurrent
engineering portions of the design space.

I A viewgraph presented during the Hardware CAD discussion at the RASSP

final review, but not included in that viewgraph package, is included as
Figure 28.

Concurrent Engineering: Tools that support the manufacturability and
other "ility" processes included in the product life cycle. These tools
vary over a range of design areas including testability, reliability,

maintainability, producibility, repairability, human factors, etc. This
class of tools typically used a mixture of analytic and rule based
heuristics. In some disciplines (testability, reliability), welldefined analytic approaches exist that can be applied to RASSP design.
In other areas, concurrent engineering is very highly correlated to
specific design and manufacturing processes. For these cases, the level
of tormalized analytic rules for concurrent engineering is typically
much lower and more reliant on engineering heuristics and "rule of
thumb".

There appears to be a high level of overlap between concurrent
engineering and tradeoff analysis level tools. In many cases,
integration cf tradeoff analysis for different concurrent engineering
disciplines appears as the key metric in determining the level of
"quality" of the final design.

There has been limited success by ccmmercia" CAD vendors in integrating
concurrent engineering into tool suites. This appears to derive from
the multi-dimensional aspect of concurrent engineering, where
intearation of both electrical and mechanical desion information must be
integrated. In some cases, for example roiiabiiity, well described
analytic and heuristic rules exist (MIL STD 217) but component level
information for complex desiqn is not typically available.
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3 One domain of concurrent engineering, testability, has a significant
level of impact to multiple levels of the design process that merits
additional discussion. Testability is probably the most mature of the
concurrent engineering disciplines, in part due to its primarily
electrical information content and also due to the level of formalized
and widely agreed upon analytic processes that support electrical test.

Testability is key in RASSP, both for design and upgrade verification
and for life cycle maintenance. Developments in recent years have both
matured the level of test CAD support available and increased the level
of design and test interaction. The ability to embed testability in a
design via synthesis and standardized test structures, and the
capability to formally generate and measure test information via CAD
tools such as Automated Test Pattern Generation and Fault Simulation,
radically improve the testability of a design. Development of
standardized test data formats (WAVES, EDIF test) complement existing
capabilities such as ATLAS and design to manufacture test interfaces.
An open area of development is standards for formalizing test
information; which is initially being addressed by Boundary Scan
Description Language (BSDL) for JTAG test standards.

Observations on testability analysis, as it applies to RASSP, indicate
that additional development work is required in the key areas of fault
simulation and ATPG. The ability to fault simulate at higher levels of
design abstraction (i.e., HDL) is not being adequately addressed in
industry. Automated Test Pattern Ge;%eration techniques culrently in use
are driven by providing a level of vectors to meet fault grading
requirements, they often cannot provide the level of discrimination to
address aspects of analysis that are of interest to the designer for a
given analysis. Both these areas appear to require additional

* Model year upgrade concepts imply the need for domain specific trade-off
- Design size/complexity bottleneck in ASSP upgrade trade-offs
- Variable and parameter size increases with each upgrade
- Design traceability to specification without regression testing

S o Design advisers and expert systems are leading edge productivity multipliers

- Tools should address multi discipline concurrent engineering
- Statistical Odesign centenng" of each upgrade

I & Trade-off analysis needed at several step in design flow

- Expertise in defined domains and abstraction levels
Object oriented data bases to provide unification

- MCC design advisor (MSDA) prototype as an example

0 Recommendations:

3 Expert systems based tool development acceleration and prototyping

Figure 28
RASSP Design Advisers/Tradeoff Analysis
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3 conceptual research to meet the above requirements. An overview of
current trend testability analysis areas as they apply to RASSP design
are given in Figure 29.

SKey Testability Trends

System High Level Design Manufacturng
Definition Design Verification Test

VHDL based ATPG (with WAVESNHDL EDIF test
test models Hueristics) testbenches standard

Module Test synthesis Fault Manufacturing
BSDL+ (JTAG/BIST) simulation tester formats

Componentl Test based Fault simulation Atlas upgrades
module test trade-off (acceleraters)
strategies analysis

Issues: Formal descriptions of testability
1BSDL for JTAG is only a start, extensions are in work

ATPG for specific applications

Figure 293Key RASSP Related Testability Trends

Much of the RASSP relevant analysis and synthesis capability needed in

this design environment is being actively addressed by mainstream CAD
vendors. Vendors appear to be -oncentrating on improvement of core
analytic based tools and expanding their focus based on evolution of
hardware design capabilities. Recent development trends have focused in
interoperability, based on standards support and framework based
compatibility. Key RASSP design needs such as heuristic based tools,
applied tradeoff analysis, and system modeling at the conceptual level

have been being inadequately addressed, although some development trends3 indicate an increased interest in these areas.

Some CAD vendors involved in detailed discussions during this
investigation and who are developing products suites that apply directly
to the RASSP effort are:

ANALOGY. Analogy produces behavioral analog design tools (SABER)
including behavioral libraries for RASSP elements such as DSP,
sensors and controllers. Analogy has demonstrated mixed mode
simulation capabilities with multiple third party vendors. Analogy
is working on new products to address statistical design and failure
mode analysis.

COMDISCO. Comdisco focuses on system and DSP design tools (SPW,
BOSS, BONES, etc.) with support for VHDL, C, and ADA based designs.
Comdisco supports a large and mature suite of DSP model libraries
and has demonstrated design tools for parallel DSP processing and
interfaces to third party synthesis capabilities.

MENTOR. Mentor produces a diverse and well established tool suite
based on an object oriented database and design framework. Mentor
allows interfaces with third party design automation tools. Mentor
has released a "DSP Station" product that supports algorithm to
silicon design paths from descriptions in the Silage DSP data flow
language. New products that would support RASSP design include
"System Station", a tool suite to support requirements capture,
generation, and analysis.
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3 6.2 CAD Process Flow Overview

Top-down design has been generally accepted as an effective means of
managing design complexity. Typical top-down flows used at Texas
Instruments for both electrical and mechanical design (along with vendor
and internal tools that support these flows) are given in Figure 30a and
30b. A merged library based top-down design flow that would support
RASSP design modifies this design flow by moving the detailed analysis
and verification steps out of the critical path. A view of this flow
showing the extraction of detailed design and verification is given in

Figure 31. For RASSP, this modification supports two key objectives:
the ability to analyze the model year upgrade without having to manage
underlying levels of design complexity; and a process for performing
correct by construction synthesis of new library elements once the model

year upgrade design has been completed. As in the traditional flow in
Figure 30, initial design and upgrades can enter the design flow at any
point and be able to leverage the advantages of top down design. The
following sections will address individual levels of the top down CAD
flow in more detail.

6.2.1 SystemlConcept Level

Due to the level of abstraction, system and conceptual design presents
the greatest challenge from a design automation viewpoint. The design
tasks are typically diverse and heuristic, with few standardized formats
for design description or performance. Current efforts to address the
formalization of system requirements are at an immature stage. This is
a limiting factor on both use of design tools and their integration.
VHDL is an output format in some classes of these tools but is not
considered sufficient to address RASSP design and tradeoff complexities.
PDES and other parametric standards can be expected to support aspects
of design formalization and tradeoff analysis but do not provide a
comprehensive system level design view. Typical design tasks and input
and output format for this level of design are given in Figure 32.

6.2.2 Functional Design Level

The functional phase is the point of design realization where a majority
of the hardware design decisions and tradeoffs would be made in both
initial and model year upgrade efforts. In an idealized 10 development
window, most, if not all other the lower level design efforts could be
synthesized from the functional model view. In current design efforts,
the functional view is where design model standards begin to be
effectively utilized, and where the lack of model standards in areas
becomes a critical limiting factor. Model views and tools need to
support the decision process in selecting components and module
partitions to meet performance goals using incomplete or statistically
derived information.

Since the functional level of design is typically the lowest level of
detail that a process designer would be addressing, the ability to reuse
model views for different types of analysis is important for design
consistency. For digital portions of a RASSP design, VHDL is expected
to be used extensively for behavioral and register level models.
Typical design tasks and input and output formats for the functional
level of design are given in Figure 33. Most of the example tools
presented at this level are VHDL based or interoperable with VHDL
models.

I
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RASSP Design Flow

System Definition/Concept Design

Requirement data Performance models
Design constraints Executable specs

(speed, weight, space...) System partitions
Design goals Performance data

(throughput, power, heat...)

Requirements capture SLATE (TI)
Statistical capture MATLAB

Statistical analysis ADAS (CADRE)

Performance simulation System station (Mentor)
Spec level model gen IDAS (JRS)
System partitioning ADAS
Performance trade-off

Issues: Need for S (System) HDL for performance are VHDL, PDES compatible with SHDL model needs

for tradeoff anaysis tools for budget optimization partitioning centering performance trade-off
H W /S W re q u ire m e n ts .F 

i u e 3I Figure 32

System Definition/Concept Design
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SQADInputs CAD Outp
Performance models Parts selection

I Executable specs Timing estimates
System partitions Data flow simulations
Performance data Block diagrams

3s Test goals

Key Desigan Tasks amlT

Bus/behavioral modeling Vantage VHDL
I Design for test Expertest

1.0. partitioning I-Logic
HW/SW trade-offs IDAS
M/P/S partitioning ADAS
Producibility modeling Calce (U. of Maryland)

Mixed more simulation Saber (Analogy)

DSP algorithm development COMDISCO
Performance trade-off modeling PDL (U. of Cincinnati)

Issues: Mixed more simulation, analog modeling standards, model availability
Parallel processing analysis support is limited

I Performance/function/test description models
Trade-off tools needed for logic/functional partitioning, module

3 Performance, module producibility

Figure 33
Functional Design Level

6.2.3 Detailed Design Level

One of the key differences between current top-down design flows and the
proposed RASSP flow is the removal of the detailed design level from the
critical path and refining it into an out-of-cycle library development
effort. From a design flow viewpoint, the detailed design stage can be
considered a refinement of functional design. The flow from functional
to detailed design is notable for the introduction of two design
elements: analysis of design elements based on functionally complete and
detailed model views that exist in a RASSP library; and the introduction
of concurrent engineering tools that address the life cycle prediction
and tradeoff of the design or upgrade. Mcdel views at the detailed
design level would typically correspond to "off-the-shelf" parts at a
module or (standard or ASIC) component level. In current design
environment, an increasing number of synthesis options exist to support
handoff to the remainder of the design flow.

The increasing role of synthesis as a predominant detailed design
approach in a ten year RASSP devP1opmPnt timeframe is driven by the need
for correct by construction design of increasingly complex module level
components. The increasing use of synthesis is supported, in part, by
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I the availability and applicability of standard design formats for
description of detailed design requirements and processes. Increased
definition and flexibility in the model views at this level of detail
should act as a driver for improved, more robust types of synthesis
tools for detailed design. An emerging class of analysis tools for the
formal verification of designs should also benefit from standardization

and expansion of description formats.[4] Formal verification,
previously applied to software design, has developed into classes of
verification tools that operate from VHDL descriptions. Formal
verification appears to a promising means of validating functionality in
moving modeling and data views between in cycle design and out of cycle
library development.
Typical design tasks and input and output formats for detailed design
are given in Figure 34.

6.2.4 Design Verification Level

Verification of a RASSP design is identified as an independent task from
detailed design since it addresses two key objectives:

1. The verification of the detailed design against the conceptual
design specifications and requirements for the library component.

2. Analysis of a completed design element or upgrade for migration ofdesign changes into concurrent engineering areas not anticipated
during the design phases.

Although verification and detailed design are typically iterating in
intermingled processes during the development of a library component,
the goals at each step are seen as being distinct. Since the
performance of a library based RASSP design is based on the credibility
of the core library views, detailed and formal verification steps are
critical. The time investment that must be made in validating the
library views is one of the key rationals for having detailed design and
verification as out of cycle processes.

The design verification phase is a key data generation stage in RASSP
design since much of the detailed parametric and functional data needed,
both for modeling views and building of new library elements, is
created. This data includes the extended data items and data base
deliverables, such as gate lev:el representations and test vector files,
needed for manufacture and test of the RASSP processor level product.
Typical design tasks and input and output formats for the level of3 design verification are given in Figure 35.

6.2.5 Manufacturing "Pro Fab" Interface Level

The production interface is primarily oriented towards hand-off of data
for RASSP manufacturing steps. Model back-annotation between geometric
and mechanical CAD and the model verification stage is critical to
refining design data accuracy and optimizing performance. The pre-fab
data interchange is currently addressed by a series of informal standard
formats for part and connectivity modeling. A key concern is
formalizing the hand-off of rules and assumptions made during the design
stages to the manufacturing foundry environment, which in a RASSP
scenario may not be co-located with the design environment. Interfaces
to manufacturing are addressed in greater detail from a manufacturing
point of view in other sections of this report. Typical design tasks
and input and output formats for this design to manufacturing handoff
are given in Figure 36.
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Parts selection Schematics

Timing estimates Synthesized logic
Data flow simulations Synthesized test vectors
Block Diagrams Simulationstemulations3 Test Pattern Timing models

IKey Design Tasks ExmpeTo1
ASIC schematic capture Design architect (Mentor)
Synthesis modeling Vista language assistance

I Stimulus generation WaveMaker (TSSI)
HWfinst emulation Crosscheck
Critical path analysis QuickPath (Mentor)
Component concurrent eng CARMA (TI)
Packaging analysis Pro ENGINEER
Test insertion/synthesis Synopsis

Issues: Synthesis of analog circuits
Intelligent ATPG
Testability, reliability, maintainability descriptions
Trade-off analysis for final component selection
Electrical/mechanical interaction, performance optimization,
Module floor planning, placement, multi-ASIC logic partitioning

Figure 34

Detailed Design Level

6.3 Design Information Modeling

The different types of design information that would be used in RASSP
model and processor design have been investigated. Information was
segmented in terms of the types of data required for different design
tasks. A rough grouping of data was determined to fit into three
categories :

1. Functional data including algorithm and behavioral descriptions,
logic and circuit representations, transfer functions, HDL models,
etc.

2. Parametric and physical data including module and component
electrical and mechanical data book information and graphical design
data.

3. Performance data including the design specifications, goals, and
requirements at different levels of design complexity and
abstraction.

The relationship of these types of design information to existing data
formats and tool types is given in Figure 37. For functional and
parametric data types, several standardized or widely used data formatsexist and are supported by major vendois. For performance data, there
is no apparent data format that supports even the partial ability to
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I
Schematics Releaseable drawings
Synthesized logic Programmed parts
Synthesized test vectors Fault grades
Simulations/emulations Sensitivity analysis
Timing models Worst case timing analysis

I KLey Design Tasks Jxam• IQQ.To
Design rule checks Check Mate (TI)
Thermal analysis Pacific Numerics
Test fault simulation Intelligen (RACAL)
Worst case tolerancing MDA (TI)

iPart progamming DATA 1/0

Worst case timing analysis

Issues: VHDL based worst base timing
Enhanced "ility' tools
Design verification to concept spec
Mixed mode acceleration
Packaging partitioning (interconnect driven)
Trade-off analysis for module tolerancing, sensitivity minimization,
Back annotation estimates, packaging partitioning (interconnect driven)

Figure 35
C Design Verification Level

CAD Inputs CAD Output

Releaseable drawings Module place and route
Programmed parts Mfg test pattems

Fault grades Parts/net lists
Sensitivity analysis Module drawings
Thermal models Mfg. "ilitym rules

Key Design Tasks Example Tools
Mfg drawing gen AutoCAD
Module interconnect MCMStation (Mentor)
Testor input gen TSSI
Module back annotation Quad design
Part list/netlistI

Issues: Formats for design to manufacturing handoff not standards
Component foundry < - > module foundry communication
Trade-off tools for mfg process selection, layout/fan rules,
iility" rules

Figure 36
Manufacturing "Pre Fab" Interface
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Physical Data
1 Performance Data Gerber, GDS-lI, (defacto standards)

IGES, EDIF, PDES (CALS standards)
PDL (U. of Cincinnati):

in development Used for concurrent engineering

manufactunng hand-offUsed for
traceability analysistaeblt analysis// Functional Data

trade-off analysis VHDL: Mature standard
3 syn WAVES: Immature standard

SPICE: Defacto standard
MHDL/AHDL/BSDL: in development

Used for simulation, verification, synthesis

Figure 37
RASSP Design Information Modeling

model performance data. One effort that may lead to a partial solution
is the development of a Performance Description Language (PDL) by the
University of Cincinnati. This work is currently at a research level ofdevelopment. J5]

Key to the RASSP concept of model year upgrade automation is efficient
access of existing design information. A recurring theme addressed by
diverse parties during the investigation effort is the importance of
reusable, design specific, and mutually compatible model views of RASSP
information. The information that potentially can be used in RASSPdesign and analysis can be very diverse. Some of the model views are
shown in Figure 38.

Standardization of modeling formats and information is key to developing
a comprehensive RASSP model library. Existing efforts have concentrated
on functional and parametric data description standards. For top down
RASSP design and model year upgrades, formalizing descriptions of design
performance is equally important. A mapping of different standardized
and widely used data formats and their applicability to different model
views and design tasks is given in Table 16.

Standardization efforts that address these types of data and efforts to
ensure harmonization of different model views are areas that need to be
addressed in a long term RASSP environment. Current estimates are that
this level of data harmonization has a ten year development horizon to
commercial support, based on the number and data content of different
data representation standards. Acceleration of this harmonization would
have direct benefits to the RASSP effort.

6.4 RASSP Librariem

TI's vision of RASSP design is centered on the concept of reusable
design libraries. From a hardware design viewpoint, a key requirement
is to have module views that address a concurrent engineering process
and support a top-down design flow. Model standards for several parts
of this flow are immature. A key CAD trend in industry has been the
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3 Table 16. Relevant Standards Versus Needs

VHDL EDIF GERBER GDS-II WAVES BSDL MHDL PDL SPICE PDES IGES ATLAS

BEHAVIORAL XXX XX

STRUCTURE XXX XX ? X X

PHYSICAL x XXX X X

PERF. ATrRS. xx xxx

CONSTRAINTS x xxx

TEST STRUCTURES X XX XXX XX X
TEST BENCHES X XXX XX

DEVICE TECH. X XXX . -

DEVICE MFG. ?

PKG TECH. X ? XX

PKG MFG. xx X ?

3 & No Standard addresses the range of RASSP model needs

0 Harmonized co-application will address short term requirements

I
I
I

HI-Level Bus
Performance Functional Low Level
(PDL/VHDL) (VHDL/MHDL) TimingI Tes]BS • • (VHDL/SPCE)

Test/B 1ST
(JTAG/BSDL) Test Bench

I Thermal (WAVES/ATLAS)

Data FRASSP
MODEL Parametric/llity"3VIEWS Concurrent Eng Data

Data (EDIF/PDES)

Mechanical
Cost (PDES/IGES)

Layout

3 (GERBER/GDS-II)

Figure 38
RASSP Design Data Views
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I migration to third party library vendors, the most notable from a
digital design viewpoint being Logic Modeling Corporations (previously
LAI). There are strategic problems with relying on this third part
library approach, most notably the lack of control this implies in a
library based process and in the level and scope of model views that
third party vendors will support. An open library based on standards,
where model views can be updated and optimized for needed level of3 analysis, is considered key to support of a RASSP design process.

At a component level, semiconductor vendors are beginning to make open
models of their designs available to us;ers. Several analog silicon
vendors provide SPICE models of their designs. Open libraries of ASIC
components are becoming available from several vendors. VHDL models are
beginning to become available from some vendors. (TI has recently
released a VHDL model for 16 Meg DRAM), but this is still not the norm.

A more detailed discussion of hardware library types and issues as they
relate to the RASSP environment is addressed in other sections of this
document.

1 6.5 Tool Data Base Federation

The RASSP design environment will typically be made up of multiple data
base layers, containing data views in both object oriented and
relational formats. These data bases may be distributed over multiple
locations and interfaced via varying CAD frameworks. There are several
areas of data base standardization and development that need to be
supported in a RASSP design environment, including application
procedural interfaces, standardization of data base structures and
management, federated interoperability of the different data bases, and
standardization of the varying levels of database access. These issues
are being addressed from a CAD viewpoint by industry organizations, most
notably being the CAD Framework Initiative (CFI), which plans to have
initial protocol and data management procedures identified in 1993.

Increasing use of object oriented data bases appears to best support a
RASSP multiple model view concept. OODB management standardization is
being addressed by industry groups, A more detailed discussion of data
base issues as they relate to the RASSP environment is addressed in
other sections of this document.

6.6 Design Model Standards

RASSP requires widely accepted data exchange standards to ensure multi-
partner design data interoperability and enhanced multi-vendor analysis
capabilities.

Among the basic questions that exist for a RASSP CAD process ý-.e: (1)
What are the minimal set of design model views needed to adequately
represent a design and (2) What are the mechanisms and protocols to
address data bases that contain RASSP libraries and design data. CALS
(Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support) is the leading U.S.
initiative that appears to provide a standard to address these and
related issues. TI's RASSP vision plans to leverage and support CALS as
a baseline for addressing data formatting and handling. Previously
stated CALS goals can be summarized as follows:

. Integration of concurrent engineering into contractor CA)/CAE
systems

0 Replace paper deliverables with digital data
Provide access to contractor integrated data bases

I
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I * Provide capability to receive, store, distribute, and use technical
data in electronic form

3 source: 1988 CALS Report to Congress

RASSP relevant elements of the CALS approach include:

VHDL: VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL) is considered to be one
of the key standard data formats for RASSP design representations based
on the proliferation of VHDL based tools and VHDL's role as the
preferred design and synthesis language in digital design. VHDL can
capture and model digital designs at various levels of abstraction and
conveniently represent both behavioral specification and register level
and structural design. This versatility gives VHDL considerable advan-
tage over competing HDLs, such as Verilog, in the design verification
process, this process can include simulation of functionally equivaJent
but abstractional different design representations. VHDL can model
concurrently executing processes, which is essen~tial for descriptions of
both macroparallelism and microparallelism of digital hardware. Robust
subsets of VHDL are supported as inputs formats for logic synthesis, and
for test related data standards (WAVES, BSDL).

Since a majority of RASSP hardware design and upgrade is expected to be
digital, VHDL plays a key role as a modeling language for RASSP. While
there are obvious limitations to VHDL's role in system design,
investigation and analysis indicates that VHDL can address the levels
and kinds of model abstraction views needed to address digital signal
processing design.

Several DSP specific data flow languages exist, a notable example being
SILAGE from Cal-Berkeley. SILAGE is being used a part of the Mentor
DSP Station tool suite.[6] As part of the investigation into
applicability of VHDL to DSP design, several mappings were attempted
between common SILAGE constructs and VHDL. In most cases, direct
language remapping was identified, with the generation of some functions
to support Z-transform and other DSP constructs. These functions were
typically extracted from DSP support packages developed by Comdisco and
Intermetrics.[7,8] The ability to generally mapping VHDL to DSP level
functions is additionally supported by the availability of VHDL models
as a design output from Comdisco's Signal Processing Workstation tool
suite. Comdisco has demonstrated compatibility with VHDL subsets for
synthesis from several vendors, including synthesis market leader,
Synopsis.

The extension of VHDL to address analog and other continuous timing
model views is a strategic limitation in support of system and
architecture level RASSP design processes. The support of analog
extensions to VHDL is being addressed on several fronts, most notably in
the IEEE 1076.1 extensions being addressed by IEEE DASS committees.
Additional work on extending VHDL is being addressed at the university
level, notably by University of Cincinnati in their anaVHDL development.
(9) AnaVHDL embeds the analog simulation environment in a VHDL program
to allow a single-simulator simulation environment that supports both
SPICE and VHDL models. Conversion functions are being developed as
well. An outlined potential mixed mode environment using anaVHDL is
given in Figure 39.

1Q1S: Intermediate Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) is widely used
by mechanical CAD vendors as a graphical data exchange format. Current
IGES (Class II) operates under "lowest common denominator" theory of
data exchange per MIL-D-28000. This is useful in that most systems can
read the majority of simpler entities. It is harmful since it causes
the loss of potentially useful information and increases the amount of
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Figure 39
AnaVHDL Mixed Mode VHDL Environment

I data to be handled. Current trends in IGES use has shifted to the
development and use of application protocols that allow more complex
predefined entities. This effort is still immature and levels and types
of IGES application protocols that would benefit RASSP are undetermined.
The DoD CALS office has halted IGES related funding in 1992. This will
negatively impact the development efforts for more complex IGES
information management.

PDES: Product Data Exchange using STEP (PDES) is an emerging design
standard for parametric and physical information based on the joint
Standard for the Exchange of Product (STEP) formats defined by U.S. and
European development groups. One of the keys to CALS success as a RASSP
interchange standard will be the acceptance of PDES as a design data
standard. PDES is currently at a low level of maturity with initial
STEP application protocols for electrical design not scheduled until
1993. One of the initial implementations of PDES will be under the
Intermetrics PDES Application Protocols -Electronics (PAP-E) development
effort. General consensus from the IGES/PDES Organization (IPO) is that
PDES deliverables remain three to four years away.

How PDES ultimately addresses electrical design and parametric data and
its interpretability with mechanical data, and whether it can comprehend
the levels and types of design views that are critical for signal
processing designs are areas that RASSP and RASSP participants can
critically impact. Electrical/mechanical data interoperability
identified as being critical for integrated modeling and analysis of
RASSP designs is an area that PDES is expected to address. Previous
addressing of electrical/mechanical data modeling under IGES as its
Class III data format has resulted with virtually non-existent support
from commercial vendors.
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3g A key open issue for CALS in general, and PDES in particular, is how it
will manage migration paths for existing design and leqacy data. As a
new standard, PDES does not have any identified mechanisms for upgrade
paths from other data formats currently identified. This class of
problem appears to be addressable by applied cross mapping of formats
via application protocols. This has not been validated.

One of the key PDES initiatives has been the adoption of existing
development efforts in other organizations, specifically, the adoption
of the new generation of EDIF model views. The EDIF technical
committees have re-structured future versions of EDIF significantly from
the current essentially single view (EDIF 2.0) format. EDIF 2.9, which
like PDES, is based on the Express Modeling Language supports 18 model
views of the design and design process attributes. The supported model
views for EDIF 2.9 are given in Figure 40. The roadmap for EDIF
development over the next five-years includes test pattern and board
level and MCM layout information (EDIF 4.00) as well as links to VHDL.

6.7 RASSP CAD Recommendations and Summary

Detailed design and verification level tools are evolving based on CAD
vendor development. Architectural and concurrent engineering tools are
being introduced from a number of sources and should become more
available in the next three to five year timeframe.

There are several areas of hardware CAD infrastructure that need
increased work for an optimal design environment for RASSP. These
include tools for integrated systems engineering design. Systems
engineering encompasses tasks in requirements capture, statistical
analysis, performance simulation and tradeoff, and system level model
generation. Current commercial vendor offerings do not appear to meet
the range of RASSP requirements for systems engineering and design.

Concurrent engineering and tradeoff analysis is needed throughout the
design process. This is perceived to be driven by concepts of design
"centering". Design centering insures that optimal tolerance margins
exist for all views of the RASSP product with regard to the concurrent
engineering design, manufacturing and life cycle requirements.

Work needs to be supported under RASSP to address system design and
tradeoff analysis/advisor class of tools. Additional focus on key areas
such as formal verification and statistical modeling of designs is
needed to provide robust tools for production use.

Design representation standards harmonization is key to a RASSP design
process as defined in a library based environment. There remains
considerable work in development and refinement of modeling standards to
support the diverse design views of RASSP. This is especially true to
information types being addressed under the CALS/PDES data umbrella.
Work is ongoing in these areas, but increased coordination insure
interoperability is key in addressing the creation and management of
data views important to a RASSP design. Emphasis needs to be placed on
unsupported model view under RASSP to address areas of performance
modeling and systems requirements standard formats. RASSP long term
efficiency in providing model views for design is related to design
standards harmonization and compliance to a standard sets of protocols
and data formats, such as those being advocated through CALS.

Development and infrastructure in hardware CAD design would immediately
benefit frcm modeling standardization efforts. This would facilitate
development of systems level and analog design automation tools and the
supporting concurrent engineering processes. Model data standardization
would facilitate new tool development and reduce risks for commercial
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tool development in these areas in much the same way that VHDL has3 served as a facilitating standard for digital analysis tool development.

Tools that address mixed analog and digital simulation are needed to
support multiple levels of design and analysis of both pre-processing
and data acquisition, and sampling sub-systems in a RASSP design.I Analog design is still primarily at a low level of (SPICE) abstraction
due to the lack of analog modeli.'•g tools and analysis capabilities at
more abstract levels. Analog descriptions must be supported for RASSP
system design in conjunction with digital design descriptions. Analog
extensions to VHD• shou.ld be addr~szed along with mixed mode simulation
tools that can support these standards.
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There is a lack of robustness and integration in both data management
and analysis tools to support concurrent engineering and statistical
design analysis processes. This is especially true for component level
model views that may be supplied by component vendors. The development
of a new generation of concurrent engineering capability and statistical
analysis tools able to leverage off of standardized modeling and data

formats such as VHDL and PDES is key for RASSP design. This would
include standardized functions and attributes to address design and
component tolerances in different model views.

The development of supporting standards for RASSP related design views
is a priority for library development. Standardized function packages
to support VHDL and other modeling standards are needed to allow
reusable library views of DSP components and modules. The.7e include
extensions to modeling formats to allow the inclusion of performance and
parametric information (such as PDL extensions for VHDL) for RASSP
analysis.

The emphasis on a library based design flow for RASSP design points to
the need for improvements in the design automation process and
management. The need for development of design automation based
librarian concepts, and the development of efficient means of managing
and distributing library data between vendors, users, and suppliers
needs to be refined from current levels. This is especially true with
regard to management of libraries in a concurrent engineering
environment that will be able to address the diverse model views and
design types that are foreseen for RASSP.

Vendor part models and vendor participation in library development are
critical to a RASSP development effort. Vendors need to be able to
provide model views and information to a RASSP library in an accessible,
but secure, means that will protect any proprietary information. As a
preliminary step to development of such libraries, RASSP contractors
need to define and implement the support mechanisms for common and
interoperable libraries and data bases for RASSP vendors/users.
Component and subsystem vendors of RAASP relevant hardware need to be
active contributors to such library development efforts. Useful model
information is a limiting factor on quality of a RASSP design library.
In most current design efforts, the limiting factors in analysis are
part model availability and quality. This is expected to be an equally
critical issue in the RASSP hardware CAD environment.
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3 7. MANUFACTURING

7.1 Foundry Interface/CAD

Section Flow: The Foundry Interface/CAD discussion is divided into two
parts as shown in Figure 41. The first part, titled "Concept",
discusses the status of the TI MCM Merchant Foundry and describes long-
term RASSP concepts for the design-to-foundries interface and the
foundry CAD system implementation. The second part, titled "RASSP
Program", details the approach for demonstrating the proposed concepts

and lists associated issues.I!
CAD TEST

0 SUN computers in place, 2 copies of Finesse 0 Three levels of test under way.
installed, GE software installed. TEG tester: In validation

- Mfg defects tester: In integration
* Two CAD designers trained; designs in work. - Performance tester: On line

I * CAD-to-Manufacturing data transfer software
complete; validation under way.

I

3 MANUFACTURING PROCESS PRODUCIBILITY
* Facility in place and complete. * Key capability developed at transfer.

* Equipment installation 90% complete. - Electrophoretic photoresist

* 4 Phase process transfer in work. Multilayer lamination

- Ph 1: Photolithography @ 100% * Cost reduction ongoing.

- Ph 2: Metalization @ 90% - Pre-molded cavity substrates
- Ph 3: Lamination 800% - Integral package development
- Ph 4: Laser image/drill @ 50% 0 Planarized capacitors

Low cost dielectrics

I Figure 41
Presentation Flow

M1CM Merchant Foundry Status: Figures 42 and 43 show that TI's MCM
Foundry concept, implemented jointly by TI and GE under DARPA's
Technology Transfer Program, is in agreement with DARPA's RASSP
objectives and has the potential for use in fabricating RASSP products.

The CAD-to-Manufacturing data transfer was implemented using GDSII
Stream data which is output from every major CAD system. Using a
specification jointly furnished by TI and GE, the Harris Corporation has
implemented GDSII formatting enhancements which identify physical
information for subsequent design rule checks (DRC). Also, this GDSII
data is passed to manufacturing where it is translated as input to
operations such as substrate milling and laser drill and patterning.
The specification for the enhanced GDSII was given to other CAD vendors
for consideration as they upgrade their CAD systems for closer ties to
manufacturing. Electrical information is passed to subsequent
electrical rule checks (ERC) by a Spice-formatted net list which is also3 ad hoc industry standard.
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I Approach
Roadmap

I RASSP Program Issues

Required Capabilities
3 Figure 42

MCM Merchant Foundry StatusI
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CAD
System

Manufacturing Layout Data
Requirements (DRC) Mechanical Data

Backannotation Data BOM
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Product RequirementsPDefinition
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As-Buiit History Build SpecificationsPanngD a
I ~ ~~~(cost, cycle lime. performance) PlannleTmeQa ing Datatu

Requirements Process Performance
Materials

I Foundry

ClM
i System

Figure 43
Hardware Foundries
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I Three levels of test were implemented in the TI Foundry. Supporting
these levels are (1) a test element group (TEG) tester, (2) a
manufacturing defects tester , and (3) a performance tester. Special
attention was given to insuring that the test capabilities were
implemented by purchasing vendor-supplied systems, such as the HP 82000
performance tester, or by configuring systems using industry standards
such as the VME-Extended-Instruments standard (VXI). Boundary scan
techniques, well known throughout the industry, also play a key part in
the foundry's test strategy. Thus, RASSP concepts that support multiple
levels of test and use available standards exist within TI's MCM foundry
test operations.

In the MCM foundry, the manufacturing process is electronically tied to
the design and layout process. This feature increases productivity by
insuring that data consistency between design and layout is maintained,
and it contributes to a decrease in cycle time by avoidinc data entry at
the foundry level. A significant example of this data transfer occurs
between the CAD system, Harris Corporations's Finesse, and the laser
drill and patterning system (LDPS) which is TI-fabricated. CAD data
output in the GDSII format is translated into data compatible with
software running at the LDPS which controls the laser during the complex
drilling and patterning operations.

Several key producibility enhancements were outlined by TI and GE in the
DARPA-sponsored Silicon Wafer Advanced Packaging Program (SWAP) Report.
They include cost and cycle time reduction items such as pre-molded
substrates and integral packages. These improvements are key to RASSP
success because they will decrease the overall cycle time for RASSP
users.

Opening up a Foundry: The "Open Foundry" is a concept initiated by
DARPA, and it has been emphasized as the TI MCM Foundry has come on
line. From the foundry CAD standpoint, an Open Foundry has three
premises: (1) The foundry must be able to accept input from any CAD
system, (2) CAD systems must have the capability to support multiple
technologies, and (3) the foundry must support customer entry at
multiple levels of the design process. These premises support the RASSP
vision. Further insight into the Open Foundry concept is shown in
Figure 44. This is an insert from an article by Tony Mazzullo, Vice
President of Marketing of the Harris Corporation, that appeared in the
Summer, 1992, issue of "Advanced Packaging" magazine, titled "CAD
Software." It illustrates TI's commitment to the DARPA-initiated Open
Foundry concept. Harris Corporation markets the Finesse CAD System used
in the TI Foundry.

Hardware Foundries: High-level data requirements for interfaces to and
from the foundry were shown in Figure 43. Figure 45 shows how these
interfaces are implemented.

Schedule requirements, product definition, and quality/performance
requirements flow from the RASSP user's hardware library to the foundry.
Depending on the level of interface to the foundry during the design
process, this information will be transferred via enhanced standard
formats or combinations of formats as VHDL, EDIF, IGES, WAVES.
Enhancements are needed in these formats to support test vector
transfer, multiple MCM technologies, and business requirements such as
schedule, cost, and yield information. An important characteristic of
the design-to-manufacturing data flow is that, in addition to design
data, data describing the RASSP user's business requirements is
transferred to manufacturing.

Foundry capability and as-built history flow from the foundry to the
RASSP system. No standards exist for this critical flow which
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quickly by redefining the process rules OPENING UP A FOUNDRY
and performing place and route against Texas Instruments (TI) and General Electric (GE) are teamed under a DARPA contract to

the new rules. This may also be applied transfer GE's 'chips first- technology - High Density Interconnect (HDI) - to TI where

by taking an existing PC board imple- a high-volume merchant multichip module (MCM) foundry is being established
mentation and converting the circuit At past project reviews the DARPA review team has strongly emphasi2ed its desire for
to one of many alternate MCM tech- the foundry to have the capability of interfacirg with multiple CAD systems - thus. the

nologies. term "open foundry." Reasons for establishing this criteria follow
A breakdown of the process rules nec- * It increases the foundry's customer base and subsequent volume, resulting in

essary for MCM design highlights many lower overall MCM unit costs.
of the features required in a software * Customers can use a CAD system tailored to their design requirements -

package. Some of the process rules that low-speed digital, high-performance, analog, etc
drive the layout functions include: - From a customer's perspective, it allows avoidance of the high cost of replacing

Database resolution an existing CAD system, thus encourag-
* Trace widths and ing the use of an MCM

clearances * It encourages the establishment and use
I Feature sizes for vias, of standards design languages. frame

pads, traces, etc. worl,';, interface formats, user presenta-
* Via stacking tion. and communications

Process build order T The use of "paperless" interfaces to the
Chip assembly foundry is facilitated
technology * It reduces the foundry's dependence on

Via stacking rules must the continued existence of a given

support many different re- vendor and his support of the MCM
quirements including the technology
most complex structures such The open foundry concept has two imph-
as through-circuit (stacked), cations. one from the foundry perspective and
buried, blind, staircase, and one from the CAD system perspective. The
staggered. An MCMI/CAD foundry's automation systems must be capa-
system should also support DSPIV Module This high perfor- ble of direct CAD system interfaces Also. the
complex rules where ii limited number mance MCM was designed by GE foundry is forced to establish close relation-
of adjacent vias may be stacked and/or as part of the DARPA-sponsored ships with ,endors. consortia. universities, and
vias may stack on alternating layers. The "Open Systems for Foundry" concept. standards committees.
dimensions of the staircase, including The CAD system used was able to CAD systems must support MCM require-
minimum and maximum stagger dis- integrate its design tools into existing ments by including enhancements to routers.
tance, must be followed for place, route, foundry demands, design rule checkers, concurrent engineering
edit, and design rule checking. tools, schematic capture systems. part mod-

eling concepts, and design languages Most importantly, links with IC and ASIC systems
Other Considerations must be established.
Library data mumt accommodate a wide To meet this challenge. the TI/GE team has developed a strategy for developing an
range of bare die and surface mount open foundry The elements are
components. Many different assembly 1. Document and exercise current CAD system interface capabilities The CAD sys-
techniques requiring complex padstack tem used within the foundry environment has various levels of capabilities for interfac-
with many of the same rules as vias must ing with other CAD systems. This allows the generation of foundry-specihc manufac-
be supported. This includes via tem- turing data
plates to describe pre-defined fain-out 2. Establish parts list/Gerber capability with vendors having a malor portion of the mar-
and fan-in patterns and pin-to-pad ket. Vendor's PC board CAD systems have this output capability and no further modification
mapping for accurate correlation with is necessary Further supplements to this data are required at the foundry level
netlist formats and substrate patterns. 3. Establish direct file-level interfaces to the foundry This close coupling will reduce

Placement algorithms must be opti- overall cycle time as well as reducing the 2hance of errors caused by miscommunication
mized for packing components tightly, across the design/foundry interfacc. Also. no foundry automation enhancements are
based on assembly technology. Chip-to- necessary
chip spacing and placement optimiza- 4 Implement foundry interfaces via standard formats This long term objective requires
tion will vary, whether using wire bond, enhancements to existing standards supporting MCM technologies. It will make the inter-
TAB, chips first, flip chip or other ap- face across CAD systems consistent and encourage stability of software supporting this
proaches. type of interface -MARK ESKEW

The automatic router must be proven
for MCM technology. The autorouter

I 12J \liS \~ I I' I'\5t I 5 i\•*'t %i Si\[ Si Ii "i•

Figure 44
DSPTV Module
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Figure 45
Foundry Interface System

identifies design changes necessary for process improveaienL::. iZ.
DARPA-sponsored "Infrastructu-e" effort will address these shortcomings,
and TI will participate in this effort. The transfer of foundry data
back into the RASSP design system is critical to the success of the
concurrent engineering process. Testability, reliability,
manufacturability, and other analysis tools need this feedback for
continual improvement of their ability to forecast the performance of
the *as-built" product.

Because this two way design-to-manufacturing interface is so critical to
the RASSP vision, the lack of industry standards supporting all RASSP
requirements must not stop the near-term implementation of this close-

coupling. RASSP foundries must establish interfaces to RASSP design
systems by individual agreements using ad hoc data standards such as
GDSII or proprietary formats as established by CAD vendors.

Flowing from the foundry to the foundry CAD system is information
specifying manufacturing design requirements. Manufacturing design
requirements will determine the content CAD system's technology files
which are used to insure correct by construction design in the layout
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3 system. Also transferred is data describing manufacturing changes that
will affect nroduct descriptions residing in the CAD data base.
Backannotation of this manufacturing data into the foundry CAD system is3 required to keep manufacturing data synchronized with CAD data.

Layout data driving the manufacturing process, mechanical data, and bill
of material data are forwarded from the CAD system to manufacturing. In
the TI MCM Foundry, this link is well-established, and CAD data is
converted to drive the manafacturing process. Howevei, in the past,
this hand-off was manual, and some foundry operations remain in this
mode.

The foundry CIM system is another key to successful RASSP productivity
improvement. It must communicate planning data, WIP status, and process
performance information to the foundry. In return the foundry transmits
build specifications, cost/cycle time/quality requirements, and
materials information to the CIM system. Mostly pioprietary data
exchange formats are currently used for this data exchange. In the
future, data exchange standards are required. CIM system details are
described in another section of this report.

Foundry Interface System: To establish an efficient interface into
RASSP foundries, a "Foundry Interface System", depicted in Figure 45, is
proposed. This interface system resides at the RASSP user's site and
enables the user to select packaging technologies for implementation of
his design, simulate manufacture, and transfer data to multiple
foundries. The Foundry Interface System contains two major elements:
Package Partitioning System and a Process Synthesis System.

The Package Partitioning System is composed of a suite of design
advisors that aid the RASSP user in making packaging decisions at the
component, multicomponent, and system levels. Microelectronics and
Computer Technology Corporation (MCC) has DARPA and corporate-sponsored
programs active in this area. MCC forwarded a tool status summary in
the test advisor area (shown in Figure 47). MCC states that design and
test advisors as well as synthesis tools will exist in the 1993-1994
period that have the capabilities needed for a demonstration of the
Package Partitioning System. MCC supplied a chart (Figure 48)
illustrating tLis concept, and Peter Sandborn of MCC provided the
following write up on this topic.

"Figure 48 shows a picture of a packaging (hardware) synthesis
system which could be implemented for RASSP. The system is
focused on three primary activities: Corponent (chip) level
synthesis/specification, module/board (packaging) level
synthesis/specification, an multiple board (system) level
r'nthesis/specification. The component-level activities must
support synthesis of systems from a mixture of off-the-shelf an
ASIC components. The off-the-shelf components are assumed to be
described in the Hardware Library. The number and type of
discrete components needed to realize a system is a function of
the architecture and packaging and must be concurrently addressed
at the component and multicomponent levels. Again, a library of
off-the-shelf discrete components should be available in the
Hardware Library. View specific design advisors are treated as
shown in Figure 49 (an advisor consisting of analysis and
evaluation pieces). The synthesis rectangles in Figure 48 are
the design advisor manager pieces. A common procedural interface
between the specification/synthesis tools and advisors must be
developed so that advisors can be reused by various parts of the
hardware synthesis system an design cycle. The reuse dictates
that advisors be "hierarchical" whenever possible so that their
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MCC Summary of Tool Status - Known Tradeoff Analysis Tools

view of the design state is as independent of the level of the
design hierarchy as possible.
The key elements of the system are the feedback between the
different synthesis levels. Without this mechanism the
specification and synthesis activities are little better than a
traditional serial design process. Chip design (or selection)
must be accomplished concurrently with packaging technology
selection if optimum solutions are to be reached. An additional
key element is the link between the packaging synthesis
environment and the set of tool and advisors shown on the right

hand side of Figure 48. Packaging synthesis can not be
accomplished without close linking of ASIC synthesis tools(existing ones) and detailed thermal and electrical simulators.
We have also shown the view specific advisors mentioned above and

shown in Figure 49 as a library into which new advisors can be
added in the future. The domain specific advisors is a
knowledge-base of known design practices for subsystem design."

It is proposed that the Package Partitioning System be implemented and
coupled with DARPA-sponsored MMST tools to form an overall Foundry
Interface System (Figure 45). MMST tools will give RASSP users thecapability of predicting foundry cost, cycle time, and yield before
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M C CORPORATION Summary of Tool Status
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Figure 47
MCC Summary of Tool Status - Test Advisor Tools

commitment to foundry builds. Also, MMST tools will use the product
description to generate a manufacturing specification that contains the
initial foundry routing information. MMST personnel have doubled this
manufacturing specification generation and simulation effort "Process3 Synthesis".

Jack Mahaffey, who holds TI responsibility for Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) on the DARPA-sponsored MMST Program, supplied the
following description of the two MMST components that are linked with
the Package Partitioning System to form the Foundry Interface System as
shown in Figure 45.

"Designing for producibility requires an ever increasing need to
tighten the coupling between the design and manufacturing
processes. The proposed Foundry Interface System supports this
need. The foundry interface consists of packaging partitioning
tools and design and test advisors coupled with DARPA-sponsored
MMST tools enhanced to support manufacturing specification
generation and foundry simulation.

The package partitioning tools will provide the product
requirements at the component, multicomponent, and system levels.
Multicomponent product requirements will then be fed to the MCM
foundry.

f rA manufacturing specification for the MCM products will be
generated by tailoring the standard MCM product routing based on
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the unique processing requirements of the MCM product. At each
step in the manufacturing process, the step specification is
tested against process models which reflect the capabilities of
the manufacturing equipment. The specifications are adjusted to
optimize yield at each step based on process simulations.

The manufacturing specification will be used by a stand alone
factory simulation tool to predict cost, cycle time, and yield
through the foundry. The foundry simulator is based on a foundry
model, or representation of the foundry resources (people and
equipment), historical yield and cycLe time distributions, and
equipment, labor and consumable material cost information.
Additionally, the foundry shopload must be specified in order to
predict product cycle times. The foundry model is populated and
updated using a series of foundry model editors provided with the
tool.

The simulaLor captures an "executable instance" of the populated
foundry model and runs a discrete event simulation of the
production build sequence for the product, based on the
manufacturing specification. The simulator provides a "what-if"
capability, allowing users to make specification trade offs
before committing the design to manufacturing."

Data interface standards for communication of information between the
design function, package partitioning, and the manufacturing function,
process synthesis, do not exist. It is proposed that MCC's DARPA-
sponsored "Infrastructure" effort be the catalyst for this effort, and
that, if necessary, interim ad hoc or proprietary standards be used for
the RASSP feasibility demonstration.

I RASSP Hardware Library

PACKAGE PARTIONING

mid con[fTcOf, ASIC Synthesis Tools

Detailed Simulation

TiWfacis View Specific
TdeosAdvisor Library"Component Synthesis Electrical

conuc,oner Electrcal

+, NOW Thermal
Multicomponent Synthesis Mechanical

Reliability
PWIokmnDýL - etc.

System Synthesis Domain Specific
Advisor Library

DSPs
R" Cache memory

etc.

PROCESS SYNTHESIS

PakaFigure 48
A MCC Packaging Synthesis System
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Design Advisor Components

CAD Activities: The CAD sources listed in Table 17 were contacted and
plans related to the RASSP vision were discussed. The following common
themes were revealed.

1. Vendors are working toward tying together CAD tools across packaging
levels. For instance, Cadence, who recently absorbed Valid
Corporation, is tying together IC and MCM design tools originating
in the respective organizations.

2. Real-time analysis tools (testability, reliability, manufactur-
ability, etc.) are scheduled for release by the vendors in the 1993-
1994 time period. All are aggressively pursuing this feature which
is key to supporting the concurrent engineering process. Mentor
Graphics (MGC) and TI recently submitted an ASEM proposal to
accelerate this effort within MGC's MCM Station CAD system used by
many potential TI MCM foundry customers.

3. Vendors are adding MCM CAD systems to their marketable items.
Thermal analysis, transmission line analysis, and layout
improvements required by specific MCM technologies are examples of
enhancements vendors are including with their MCM systems.

4. Implementation of CAD-to-Manufacturing interfaces are underway. For
example, Harris Corporation, has implemented a "smart GDSII" CAD
output, using a TI/GE supplied specification, that is capable of
driving design rule checkers and the TI foundry laser drill and
patterning system.
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Table 17 CAD Activities

CAD Snurca Activty When RASSP

Mentor Graphics MCM technology specific enhancements. 3Q93 3093
Integrate IC/BOARD/MCM Station. 1993-4 1Q94
Couple place and route with real time analysis. 1994-5 1094
Extend DRC/ERC (Checkmate) for MCM. 2Q93 3093

Harris Produce "smart" GDSII for DRC/ERC and Avail 3Q93

manufacturing interface.
Implement MCM technology specific enhancements. Avail
Develop generic database to interface with any CAD tool. 1994 2Q94

Couple place and route with real time analysis. 1995 4Q93
Cadence Integrate IC (Cadence) and PWB (Valid) CAD systems. 1993 2Q94

Implement MCM technology specific enhancements. 3Q93 3Q94

Dasix Continue "Advanced Packaging Program." Avail N/A
Implement thermal/electrical driven CAD system. 1994-5 1094

MCC Execute ASEM infrastructure contract. 1Q94 1Q94
Implement Design Advisor. 1094 4Q93
Execute "Known Good Die" effort.
Continued involvement: Electronic Data Book, DFT,

Enterprise Integration Network.
Mayo Clinic Fan out DARPA-sponsored HF Analysis tools. 2093 4Q93
U of Maryland Extend CALCE tool set for MCMs. 1Q94 4093
U of Arizona Commercialize HF Analysis tools. Avail 4093
U of Cincinnati Synthesis enhancements for MCM 4Q93 3Q93

I Research organizations and universities are contributing to the RASSP
vision by developing and evaluating high-performance analysis tools,
concurrent engineering enhancements for MCM, and synthesis enhancements
for MCM. TI has contributed to MCC's ASEM Infrastructure proposal, is
teamed with the University of Cincinnati for development of MCM
synthesis tools, and is heavily involved with the University of
Maryland's Calce effort and the extension of their tools to support MCM.

The last point regarding Table 17 is that all availability dates
(nWhen") are in the range needed for the RASSP foundry CAD
demonstration.

Foundry CAD System: Because RASSP foundries must support users who want
to interface at multiple entry points in the design cycle (Open Foundry
Concept), the foundry CAD system, shown in Figure 50, has functional and
interface requirements corresponding to RASSP CAD systems discussed
earlier in this report. This information will not be repeated, and the
current discussion will focus on the characteristics of a foundry CAD
system which set it apart from the RASSP user's CAD system. However,
the foundry CAD system and the RASSP user's CAD system may be the same.

The foundry CAD system must be library driven, and thus, technology
independent. The user may choose to implement a RASSP design in one
technology and later redirect the design to another technology and
foundry with no additional intervention. This gives the user
flexibility from a business and a technical standpoint. Thus, foundry
CAD libraries must contain design rules supporting multiple technologies3 and multiple foundries.
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Figure 50£ Foundry CAD System

The foundry CAD system must have the capability of communicating with
multiple foundries. Transmission of design information to other
foundries via standard formats is a requirement; and transmission of
data from other foundries must be available to keep data bases
synchronized and concurrent processes updated. That is, the capability
of keeping the "as designed" and "as built" data bases synchronized is a
requirement. Data standards for foundry-to-foundry interfaces must be
examined for completeness and exercised for company-to-company data
exchange. Standardization of information describing part, process,
module, and foundry processes are essential to the RASSP thrust.

IRequired Capabilities for Foundry CAD: Table 18 summarizes the
requirements depicted in Figure 50. The table gives required
capabilities, their characteristics, associated issues, and risks.

The "Characteristics" column of the "Circuit Layout" row indicates that
capabilities such as electrical and design rule checks, high performance
circuit analysis, analog and digital simulation, and concurrent
engineering tools must exist in a commercially available framework thatis capable of accessing multiple packaging technologies. The "Issues"
and "Risks" columns imply that vendors will not respond to RASSP
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Table 18 Required Capabilities for Foundry CAD

Capability Characteristics Issues Risks

Circuit Layout 1. Online ERC, DRC 1. Not currently avail 1. S1W performance
2. Multiple pkg support 2. CAD sys pkg specific 2. Rulebase gen, support
3. High pero cape 3. Cape not lab validated 3. Validation expense
4. Exist in framework 4. Vendor specific, no stnd 4. Untried in comm env
5. Analog, digital support 5. Analog req unsupported 5. Algorithm devel
6. Commercially avail 6. Market driven 6. Lack of business
7. Online "lllties' 7. Not currently avail 7. Rulebase gen, support

Dsgn/Layout data wF 1. Support muit tech 1. Not currently avail 1. CAD tech separate
2. Support dsgn hler 2. Avail within tech 2. Cape exist
3. Bidirectional 3. Very limited cape 3. CAD/CAM vendor team
4. Stnd formats 4. Need tech extensions 4. Acceptance

Layout/Mfg data VF 1. Standard I/F formats 1. Only defacto exist 1. Agreement, accept
2. Bidirectional 2. Very limited avail 2. CAD/CAM teaming
3. Foundry support 3. Foundry specific now 3. Low risk, In work

Dsgn/Test data IF 1. Test data mgmt system 1. Only point solutions 1. Vendor support
2. Bidirectional 2. Very limited avail 2. CAEICADICAT team
3. Tied to CAE 3. One way interface 3. Concurr tool avail

Product defn database 1. Object oriented 1. Immature tech 1. Maturity
2. H/W, S/W Indep 2. Difficult to Implement 2. Performance3. Content specified 3. Comm1DoD agree 3. Completeness

Backannotetion to dsgn 1. Elec, mach, test 1. Disciplines not Integ
2. CAD system compatible 2. Vendor breadth lacking
3. Concurrent engr Integ

requirements until the market demands the associated improvements.
DARPA funding is key to encouraging earlier development of RASSP
capabilities.

Major shortcomings exist in the availability of adequate standard data
formats capable of transferring information from design-to-layout,
layout-to-manufacture, and from design-to-test. Formats are either
proprietary or ad hoc standards. Examples are vendor-offered formats,
Spice, GDSII, and DXF. DARPA-sponsored ASEM Infrastructure Projects
will address defining specifications for extensions to standard formats
such as VHDL, EDIF, PDIF, WAVES, etc. Associated committees will then
adopt the recommendations. Not only is the implementation of these
standards critical, but the infrastructure necessary for their continued
support is also required.

However, RASSP foundries must not wait on the definition, approval, and
implementation of these standards and their support within commercially
available systems. RASSP foundries must define and sponsor interim
standards with enhancements meeting their requirements if productivity
goals are to be met in the near-term. The TI MCM foundry has led the
way by specifying GDSII formatting conventions, implemented by Harris
Corporation, capable of spanning the gap between design and manufacture.

Another item critical to RASSP success is the product definition data
base. Whether one or many coordinated data bases, this concept is key
to data communication between all parties involved in a RASSP build.
Data base concepts presented elsewhere in this report must include
foundry requirements in their specifications. This insures that RASSP
user requirements are met and that concurrent engineering concepts tying
design and manufacture are implementable.

Finally, the concept of backannotation from manufacturing to design is
required. This enables design improvements through concurrent
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engineering tools that result in quality, cost, and cycle time
improvements. Another important reason for this interface is to keep
manufacturing data bases synchronized with design data bases.
Occasionally, changes to design are required at the manufacturing level
because of process changes, equipment replacement, or to compensate for
a lacking CAD capability. Changes must then be reflected in the RASSP
design data base which is the "master".

Foundry CAD Demonstration for RASSP Program: A demonstration of the

Foundry Interface System is proposed. An overview of this proposal is
shown in Ficure 51. Team members will assemble a hardware library based
on an existing RASSP design. The library will consist of software
descriptions of ICs, MCMs, and subsystems. The library will include
HPC, DP, interconnect, and sensor interface modules. The group will
describe the library using of standard formats such as VHDL, IGES, EDIF,
when possible or will default to ad hoc alternatives such as vendor
proprietary formats, if not possible.

Hardware Foundry ASIC Design
ILibrary I Interface MCM Design -- Assembly

System SMT Design

Design Advisor (MCC) ASIC Design, LayoutHPC Modules Synthesis (U of Cinn) MCM Design, Layout Assembly Hardware
InterconnD t Modules Manufacturing Specifi- SMT Design, Layout
S rInterfacnnet Modules cation Generator (MMST)

Sensor Interace Module Manufacturing
Simulation (MMST) Metrics

Non-recurring and Recurring

Yield Actual vs Predicted
Process Step Cost

= Final Product Cycle Time
YieldFigure 51

Foundry CAD Demonstration for RASSP Program

Working with MCC and associates who are participating in the
participant-funded Design Advisor and DARPA-sponsored Infrastructure
Projects, a system of design and test advisors and synthesis tools will
be assembled forming a Package Partitioning Function. It is likely that
a full complement of design advisor and synthesis tools to support the
demo will not be feasible within the time and financial limits of the
demonstration. Project personnel will implement an adequate number of

the software tools to demonstrate feasibility of the approach, and they
will supplement automated procedures with documented, manually
implemented procedures.

TI MMST personnel will work with MCC in interfacing the Package
Partitioning Function to MMST's Manufacturing Specification Generation
and Manufacturing Simulation tools. These tools are operational in TI's
IC manufacturing areas, and it is anticipated that the effort to move
the tools into a RASSP environment will be nominal. The major effort is
to determine and mutually agree on the data interface specification
between the design part of the Foundry Interface System, package
partitioning, and the manufacturing part, process synthesis. This
effort will require significant participation levels by both TI and MCC.

After the Foundry Interface System is assembled, as stated before, an
existing RASSP design, potentially represented by VHDL and block diagram
data, will be processed by the Package Partitioning System into multiple
RASSP components (eg., ASIC, MCM and SMT). Following package
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partitioning, the Process Synthesis System will predict cost, cycle
time, and yield data for the associated foundries. It will also build
initial foundry routings for the RASSP component3. Foundries will then
process this data and build the components. At least one foundry
external to TI will electronically receive product data and will process
a RASSP component. A project demonstration goal is to exhibit TI
capability for building multiple packaging levels of the RASSP design in
a common foundry.

Productivity metrics will quantify the effectiveness of the system. For
both non-recurring and recurring functions, project personnel will
capture data comparing process step and final product yield.
Statistical analysis techniques will determine conclusions fiom the two
measurements. Also, for both non-recurring and recurring functions,
actual versus predicted data will quantify the effectiveness of the
design advisors, concurrent engineering tools, and manufacturing
simulation steps. The demonstration will show that this data,
backannotated into design tools, will yield improvements in
manufacturing.

Foundry CAD demonstration for RASSP Program (Plan/Install/
Demonstration): Table 19 shows a plan supporting the proposed RASSP
demonstration. In the two to three month planning phase, the
demonstration approach is fully defined. Detailed plans are completed,
enhancements to MCC and MMST tools are identified, personnel and
hardware resources are defined, project team members are identified, and
a concurrent engineering approach is documented.

Table 19 Foundry CAD Demonstration for RASSP Program

Plan Install Demonstration
(2 - 3 months) (9 - 12 months) (6 - 9 months)

0 Complete Detail Plan • Put HW, SW System in place 0 Produce designs for system
components

0 Identify required • Produce data flow requirements
enhancements: MMST, • Feed back designs to
design adv, synthesis 0 Install, learn design advisor, *customer for analysis

synthesis tools
0 Identify required HW, SW . Use concurrent engineering

pers resources • Implement stand-alone ASIC, tools durng design phase
MCM, and SMT CAD systems

* Identify project teaming a Build product
• Specify integration approach

• Identify concurrent • Evaluate as-built against
engineering approach * Integrate tools per specification as-designed

In the nine to twelve month installation phase, data and tools are put
in place. Specifically, hardware and software systems are installed and
personnel trained in their use. Existing RASSP modules are collected
and stored in the RASSP library system for the demonstration phase.
Data flow requirements are documented and used to specify an approach to
system integration. Finally, personnel will integrate tools and form a
system that supports the demonstration.

In the six to nine month demonstration phase, foundry builds occur and
metrics are collected. One possible scenario is building ASICs
externally, importing data and building MCMs and surface mount boards in
TI foundries using a common CAD system.

RASSP CAD Issues: It is hard to prioritize issues related to this
approach - all are key. However, leading the list, shown in Table 20,
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Table 20 RASSP CAD Issues

MUST BEING
OBUE APPROACH HAVE WORKED WHEN RECOMMENDATION

CAD-o-Manufeslcting links Hams sJpports *smart' GDSII. Yes Yes 1993-1994 Contnued use custom interfaces
#l equipment vendors wollang wlit CAD unil stndards are supportedvendors IGES, POES. WAVES,

VHU, suport in work.

Standard data exchange forniats ASEM Intrastructulre pmjecta Yes Ye" 1994-1991 Continue to use custom intertaoes
_2 addrssing. Commiftse will appr•ve. unli standards are approved

Design advisors ASEM fundig in place. MCC has No Yes 1994 Emulate design advsor and design
RA 3 inital vernon. Vendors arY pac11g9r &ar estiame a productivitparticpatng and will prouci. gains. Adoit AE sollwari when

s n evmlble ind rnersiie.

Mealh a si CAD systnes Mentor .Cadencee. x itegratig y" y" 1994.1995 Use intadalon2 beatn n praegng
IC, MCM. and PWB CAD xyltami, levels unb S/W upgrade@ a .

ICl ASIC MCM part models Standai it wode k by colmmit*enr. YN Yes 196 Contbnue to use cuociy defined
models plus suppliemnsit dats.

RASSP Insyhi ASEM lu in pta ce to address No Yen 1994-1"5 ortiip t in consorbums: MCC.isues (ooeotis. broliers.. ) vendors. um, terites

Reakl-tme analysi (slentrica/mischancal, Mentor Graphics, Cadence. Deso(, Yes Yes 1994-1905 Use stonlaone anatysis in interim
high--performarics) Harri pursuing in next gilnibrifiton Implement new CAD rokiasee

ICAD /sy 's wrmin availbis.

GobW CAD databaes Unnvrsrity dweLtmn. Vendor No Yes logs.÷ Conblnue usig and coordnain

development in area as part of muirle databases Usesystem integraton eff/orts. traen workis to adl in coordmination.

are definitions of data interchange formats for CAD-to-manufacL".ing ai.d
for foundry-to-foundry. Next is the implementation of a suite of design
advisors supporting the packaging partitioning process. MCC and its
participants will take the lead in defining and generating these
functions. If some of the automated design advisor functions are
unavailable, they will be performed using procedures generated by the
project. In this context, the "Must Have" column is marked "No" for the
total suite of automated design advisor functions.

Summarizing, tools will exist during the execution of this project for
implementing a demonstration of the proposed Foundry Interface System.
This system is a necessary component for realizing RASSP productivitygoals. This exciting concept will provide links from design to
manufacture that are currently nonexistent.

7.2 Manufacturing Overview

Figure 52 depicts some of the common elements associated with a RASSP
program manufacturing environment. RASSP programs cannot be expected to
be completely vertically integrated with all manufacturing and
engineering capabilities in house. By necessity many of these programs
must depend on a network of capable foundries to provide the
manufacturing technology required to produce RASSP subsystems.

Each foundry must establish itself as a fully capable technology center
with a full suite of manufacturing capabilities to support the RASSP
program needs. The major elements of this capability include a well
documented baseline manufacturing process, computer integrated
manufacturing system, and a system of customer and design system
interfaces.

Let us look at some of the elements of establishing the baseline
manufacturing process.

The foundry physically is represented by the facility in which it iý
located. This facility contains the administrative and manufacturing
areas in which the subsystems are constructed. This facility grew out
of a business plan which comprehended the technology requirements of the
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Common Elements Associated with RASSP Program Manufacturing Environment

V products to be manufactured within the four walls of the foundry and a
physical plan for implementing the technology. This business plan
identifies market opportunities for the manufactured product. These
opportunities are translated in detailed capacity and marketing plans.
With these elements in place, the equipment and staffing plans can be
developed. In parallel with the physical plant planning detailed
analysis of cost, cycle time, and quality capabilities must be
determined. These determinations allow the foundry to establish pricing
models from which its marketing group will establish sales objectives.

A major effort in establishing the baseline process capability is
equipment selection. It is extremely important that each piece of
equipment be acquired to a documented set of requirements. Equally
important is the documentation of the acceptance criteria for each of
these requirements. The requirements must not only comprehend
processing capability, but also conform to foundry environmental
considerations, CIM architectural requirements, uptime goals,
repairability objectives, and throughput objectives. Each piece of
equipment should be brought online after successfully completing an
acceptance test and further being certified to process capability
objectives. These capabilities should be stated in universally
understood variables such as Cp and Cpk. This effort will lay a
foundation for continuous improvement as part of a foundry Total Quality
Management Plan. Benchmarking of process capability is a major
component of this plan and an excellent vehicle for ensuring the long
term competitiveness of the foundry capability. Managing process
capability is also a cornerstone of a Qualified Manufacturing Line (QML)
approach to a quality reliability approach which we believe best
satisfies Mil-Std requirements in a RASSP facility.
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In addition to the physical equipment, a foundry contains sigi:ificant
amounts of documentation. This documentation is necessary to describe
internal process procedures, operating instructions, preventative
maintenance instructions, safety rules, environmental requirements, etc.
Existence and utilization of this documentation ensures the consistency
of operation associated with smooth execution within a capable foundry.

The foundry must be equipped with CIM tools. These tools must be
deployed within an interoperable architecture to facilitate intra- and
inter-communications with in house elements and customers. These tools
span engineering, business, and manufacturing systems. They facilitate
communication between the foundry and the customer, other foundries, and
to the detail design systems. Information must flow freely both into
and out of the foundry. Figure 53 depicts a sampling of these tools.

GUjP] Required Capabilities
-Scaleable, distributed workstation based

architecture

*Supports low to high volume, Planning with
1 EM-M <user selected goals: cycle time, utilization ......

- Provides computer-aided decision support for

planning, dispatching, material planning to meetS • delivery dates.

O I J Product specification and simulation capability

Supports 'what-it" analysis of various

Soperational decisions.
* Seamless ties to customer/spplier andI business systems.

a

Figure 53
Tool Samples

Each of the foundries in the network must possess a capability to
interface with both customers and the detail design systems. These
design systems may reside within the foundry or external to the foundry.
The interface between the foundry and these other elements will contain
a bi-directional flow of information. The customer provides product
information to the foundry such as schedule and engineering change
information. The foundry, in return, provides the customer with tools
to facilitate interface with the foundry and actual product history in
return. The detail design systems provide the foundry with detailed
product description data. In return, the foundry provides manufacturing
requirements to the design system as well and back annotation data for
individual designs.
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£ A network of foundries is required to support the objectives of the
RASSP program (Figure 54). Some elements of the manufacturing structure
are mature and sufficient capacity already exists to meet RASSP's
objectives; for other technology elements they are just beginning to
emerge. Capacity is limited and significant barriers must be overcome
to ensure the domestic development of these technologies capacities.

MCM is an important example of this immature market. Technology
capabilities are still being determined and explored. As a result, the
supporting domestic infrastructure is immature and nearly non-existent.
The business investment requirements are significant. The market window

for these key emerging technologies is narrow. If the key capabilities
are not put in place during the narrow window of opportunity, the
domestic capability may never develop.

ASI
DESIGN FOUNDRY ASSEMBLY SY

BARRIERS TO SOME MARKETS NOT MATURE
MANUFACTURING 0 FACIUTY AND CAPITAL INVESTMENT HIGH

INSERTION 0 SUPPORTI7N INDUSTRY INFRASTRUCTURE NOT IN PLACE
I 0 UMITED NEAR TERM MARKET WINDOW (92-4) FOR NEW TECHNOLOGIES

DARPA AP LE M GT C NO O YTAMINGRA S

MFGR TO SYSTEM

TECHOLOMREDUCED
INDUSTR:Y INFRASTRUCTURE ) I

Figure 54
Network of Foundries

These newborn key technologies look to sponsoring agencies such as DARPA
to act as a catalyst to bring together the cooperation necessary among
the participants to create the critical mass to generate a base from
which the foundries may develop. This sponsorship provides the jump
start inertia to permit application of developed manufacturing
technology capability through fan-out of technologies and cross
licensing. Sponsorship of tool vendors permits the development of
common tools which can be applied across the technology. Finally, the
sponsor can act as the catalyst to bring together competitors to form
industry associations to work solutions to common problems and
barriers. An excellent example of this sponsorship is the DARPA MCM
foundry program and the MCM technology association currently in the
formative stage. Creating this environment will lead to teaming
arrangements and reduced risk (cost, cycle time, and quality) to the
customer.

With the functional foundry structure in place, the RASSP program may
go to their yellow pages of contract foundries, Table 21, to select
strategic partners for manufacture of components for their systems.
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Table 21 North American Independent PCB Assemblers

_ _IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURING CAPABILITY
NUMBER SIZE YEARS FUNCTIONAL

COMPANY OF OF NI PCB BOARD SMT THROUGH-HOLE IN-CIRCUIT
NAME • EMPLOYEES / FACILITY BUSINESS DESIGN FAB ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY TEST

ADCO CIRCUITS INC. 70 1 22 1 __"

ADVANCED ELECTRONICS INC. 300 65 16 I

ALTEK CO. 50 26 20
ALTRON INC. 185 65 1 18
AVEX ELECTRONICS INC. i 1635 350 28

CORTELCO USA INC. 1100 351 30 _ __I_ _
DATA SIGNAL INC. 38 21 _ _ 2,_ __ _ _ _

DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENT INC. 15 __20__ _ _DOVER ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING 426 125 23 _________________________
05 2

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS INC . 150 35 12

EMD ASSOCIATES INC. 600 74 22
EOG INCý ISO 55 31 " "

IER ,O INDUSTRY CORP. 40 s1
FLEXTRONICS INTERNATIONAL60 1 4 2 "

FORCEINC. 52 24 4 __" i

4TH GENERATION SYSTEMS IC IN 50 24 22

GENERAL TECHNOOGY CORP. 160 35 5

GROUP TECHNOLOGY CORP 150 308 27

HIBBING ELECTRONICS CORP. 410 go 7s

VERN KIEGLER ELECTRONICS INC. 101 47 21 _

MANU-TRONICS INC. 250 74 22

MICRO INDUSTRIES I5 10 13 I

MINT CORP. 50 44 1 _ ____

NATIONAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS INC 1o 12 22 __ _ _ _I_ _

PLEXUS 1350 270 12 "_ _ _ t

PREGITZER INDUSTRIES 108 45 73 . ] _
PRECISION GRAPHICS INC, 36 12 ... 21

R&M ELECTONICS INC. 60 27 13 1

RAMP INDUSTRIES INC. 20W I50,,O 1 isli

S5EA FAB IN C 50 11 14 ,

SOECTRON CORP. 20 0 .. 1

TURTLE MOUNTIN CORP. 16i4s1
WESTERN RESERVE ELECTRONICS INC. 100 3S 32 1

7.2.1 Quality/Reliability Plan

Maximum price leverage is gained by establishing dual use facilities
serving both commercial and DoD customers. The key to meeting military
standards in this environment is qualifying the process and not the
product. This can be accomplished through a Qualified Manufacturing
Line (QML). We believe a QML facility will best serve both commercial
and DoD customers. The facility will be driven by principles of Total
Quality Management. These benchmarks of excellence are the standards
represented by the Malcom Baldrige National Quality Award.

Process improvements will be continuously inserted as part of the
continuous improvement process. Process improvements will be baselined
using test element groups. Manufacturing coupons will travel through
the manufacturing process concurrent with deliverable elements.

The QML qualification vehicle will be a standard evaluation circuit
specifically designid for that purpose.

7.2.2 Production Test Needs

Today test capabilities are not evenly distributed across the
technologies (Figure 55); however, the requirements are similar. All
elements of the system require functional verification and performance
qualification. The most matu:e and robust capabilities may be found in

the PWB assembly and fabrication technologies. As we follow the silicon
trail back to its source we find less mature capabilities in place.

7.2.3 Test Solutions

No single test solution is complete by itself. The total solution is
made up of capable hardware, test methods, mechanicdl interfaces
equipped with controllability and observability, and standard I/O.
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Production Test Needs

7.2.4 Hardware Foundries - Test Interface

The long term success for test is tied to self-test. As a minimum, near
extension to EDIF and WAVES is required to support existing VHDL vector
and net-list format communication. Boundary scan format standards are
being worked and proposed. To take advantage of these standards the CAD
vendors must output design representations in these formats to allow
future working tools to function optimally. We must also determine what
feedback data is most appropriate and in what format it can be provided
from test to the design systems to aid in future design decisions.

7.2.5 Test Technology Roadmap

Figure 56 depicts three separate roadmaps for MCM test. This chart
depicts the emergence of built-in-test which is expected to evolve as
the standard test methodology of choice. In addition we see
manufacturing defects test and performance test merging in the mid-to-
late 1990's.

The near term will be dominated by interim solutions as emerging
technologies demand test capabilities not performed. "Known good die"
is a key capability for MCM technologies. The MCM manufacturer cannotefficiently test die outside the wafer format. Test at this level

subjects the die to handling damage and is a very costly process. The
silicon manufacturers, must step forwarl to fi4l this requirement. TI,
as a silicon manufacturer, is participating in infrastructure activities
in this area and has pledged to provide this capability.

7.2.6 Manufacturing Control

As illustrated in Figure 57, our foundries are equipped with a variety
of CIM systems. These systems have emerged from islands of automation
and from legacy system architectures.
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Test Technology Roadinap

CAPABIUJTIES:

Factory automation systems tailored to dissimilar1 equipment control requirements

FACTORY Custom design system interfaces
FLOOR

CONTROL Production control systems providing local work-in-
process and process control information

COMPUTERBARRIERS:

FACTORY CON E [PRODUCTO
AUOATO ETWORK AND CONTROL Unique equipment interlaces prohibit development

ARCHITCTUREof 'brilliant' equipment cacebilities required to
support RASSP obiectives

* Proprietary design system output formats require
the development of multiple technology specific
translators

*Inability to entend production modeling capabilities
and status feedback to customers and suppliersI * Portability of system capability limited to specific
platforms

U Figure 57
Foundry Manufacturing Control
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We find automation systems, shown in Figure 58, which have been custom
engineered around a lack of standards with many custom interfaces.
Unique data translators have been constructed to import various design
system outputs. Many machine do not have automated interfaces and must
be manually programmed or taught. We expect to find a future
environment in which equipment will contain "brilliant" capabilities.
The foundry CIM system must be architected to communicate with this type
of equipment. This means the equipment must be given a "peer" role in
the CIM system to take advantage of the local decision making capability
of this new equipment type.

3 Capabilities:

0 Unique translators to import
propnetary design data bases.

3 0 Proprietary data management systems.

0 Manual programming or unique
No meo data trnslators for each machine.

Barriers:

1 0 Lack of standard product descriptions.

0 Commerly available data generation
capabilites based on common product
definition standards.

0 Lack of integrated equipment automation
and production control - equipment not
viewed as a 'peel in the system architecture.

OLackmcoordnamtd product data management

Figure 58

Foundry Data Automation System

Design systems of today produce a variety of outputs which must be dealt
with by the foundries. In an environment of no standardization the
foundries can best defend themselves by not trying to extend these "non-
standards", but place rules on the construction of the designs so the
outputs can at least be interpreted.

Production control systems, Figure 59, have been designed for use by
foundry personnel primarily for the purpose of controlling the vast
amount of work-in-process on the factory floor and providing limited
process feedback to operators. Customers and suppliers have had a
limited ability to participate in these capabilities. In the future the
foundries will have to extend the capabilities to both suppliers and
customers in an emerging environment of teaming. Suppliers will be
expected to monitor materials use and plan shipments of raw materials to
arrive just-in-time to support manufacturing operations. Customers will
monitor progress of their orders in the factory, helping to set
schedules and oriorities tied to their changing needs. The systems of
today have lnited simulation capability and only loose connectivity to
automated equipment operations.
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Figure 59
Foundry Production Control System

Our view a Foundry Data Management systems consists of the layered
structure shown in Figure 60. The kernel consists of design system
frameworks such as the Mentor Falcon framework. These frameworks
integrate design tools around a common data base in a concurrent
engineering environment and provide for local configuration management
of data within the data base.

The next layer in the structure is secured and formally configured data.
This layer contains formally managed data such as released designs,
customer supplied data bases, part libraries, and manufacturing
libraries. Data in this structure is formally released and controlled
through formal configuration management procedures and structures. This
layer can be supplied through commercially available products such as
SDRCs DMS, and Sherpa. The final layer consists primarily of in-process
data. Access to this data requires ad-hoc methods and queries. Typical
data in this layer are manufacturing results, manufacturing WIP status,
process recipes, NC programs, etc. This data may reside in custom
foundry data bases or within commercial factory control application data
bases.

7.2.7 The Future of Computer Integrated Manufacturing

Future systems will be required to be portable, distributed, and
scalable to support both low and high volume requirements. The system
will be expected to contain embedded decision making capabilities, able
to process the large amounts of real time data being continuously
updated within the system. The decisions will optimize the factory
throughput to maximize the ability to meet customer need dates.
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Figure 60
Foundry Data Management

Product specification and simulation capability will provide a process
synthesis capability to help validate the partitioning decisions, and
aid in the selection of a foundry with capabilities that best match the
specific design needs. For instance, the design advisor may partition a
potion of the system to be manufactured in a MCM, but which technology?
Flip-chip, Tab, Overlay? The process synthesizer will help answer these
questions. These capabilities must also be provided in a seamless
environment to both the customer and supplier.

7.2.6 Next Generation Manufacturing system Contacts

TI has been working with several suppliers of manufacturing execution
systems (MES), Table 22. It is our objective to form a strategic
relationship with one of these suppliers to provide the next generation
system to meet the needs of our advanced manufacturing technologies.

We have had recent discussions with both PromisTM and Consilium because
both of these systems are currently installed in existing defense
systems facilities. We have determined that both of these suppliers
have plans to move toward open architectures, GUIs, and RDB. OODBs are
also in the future possibilities for both companies.

TI has previously submitted a DARPA ASEM proposal in which current
capabilities of the MMST system would be extended to cover additional
requirements of multichip manufacturing.

7.2.9 Next Generation Manufacturing Issues

Table 23 identifies several key issues which effect the objectives of
the RASSP program. We believe that for the most part these needs are
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3 Table 22 Next Generation Manufacturing System Contacts

5 NEXT GENERATION MANUFACTURING SYSTEM CONTACTS

COMPANY PRODUCT RASSP TIME T1 COMPANY COMMENT3APPUC FRAME POC POC

Prmlas systems PROMIS Mfg cofrol 95 D. Counts P. Jones UnIx
GUIg Automation lI/

Conslium Workcstree Mfg control 95 D. Counts TBA Unix
RDB

IITom In*. MMST Mfg control 97 D. Counts J. Mahaffey Unix
00DB
GEM++3 ~Substantia functionality
step function

Table 23 Next Generation Manufacturing Issues

IMUST BEING
OWUE APPROACH HAVE WORKED WHO WHEN -RECOMMENDATION

Lsse ost manlatsiM5J1 capabdrly. cycle Process Y. Yes DARPA foundry programs 1993-1995 Conrtnued support of key
mm mprvemrrlecnolgyDARPA ASEM program technsology contrtibutors
wo Iproemenirlchnoogy ye"ManWAo Foundry

I commercialization

Puoies modeling and simulaiaon Embed tools in next Yes Yes MMST Program 19%6-1997 Extend capability, to in:odsd
__________________ _ gerneration CIM system ___DARPA ASEM program ke____ by RASSP leohnoio'Yes

Customer &0181I oundry Standard producl. Yes yes DARPA ASEM program 1996.1997 DARPA sponsorstep of efforts

descriptions and Standards Comminee(sYMtCC key to RASSP

Contiuous lmpronmmeitt Closed loop Yes Yes MMST progrwrr 19%,.1997 conbnsed DARPA
manufacturing Oconto sponsorshiprof in teinoliogy

Tainslawss of tee from cmstomer Standardized test vector Yes Yes Industry sterling to address 1993-1994 Support of In~dustry standard
format integrated mitt vector formoat
standard diagnostics, on
1501 speed lest

Generation of mnufarecturing defeacs tests Automatic test pattern Yes No Extension of current commercial Sponsor ehntrenrnerrt of
1sr MCM~s generalson rilli & wfio softwaer commeroriai product

_________________ boundary asoar I___ ______________ _________

NOPr, pcounto. tsgtr speed probes am Prooessa Improvemnent Ys No ICommercial probe vendors Sponsor enhtancement to

caensivi 98K SICK devel~opment assembloy Process and probe
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I
I being addressed by existing programs and internal commercialization

plans. It is our recommendation that these programs be continued to
enable the objective of the RASSP program to be achieved.I

I
I
I
I
I
I
3
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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1 8. BUSINESS PLAN AND PROGRAHATICS

The following section describes approaches to the development and

management of the RASSP program. First, the section discusses the
business infrastructure and teaming environment required for RASSP to
become successful. Second, a potential program plan is described. This
program plan will bring together the critical organizations required to
put RASSP in place in the DoD signal processing community. Finally, the
section discusses several potential applications that could be used for
the final RASSP demonstration. Significant pieces of these applications
can be used as interim benchmarks of RASSP capabilities, providing
continual measurement of progress against the RASSP goals.

8.1 Business Infrastructure and Teaming Environment

RASSP is a highly interdisciplinary activity integrating advanced
technology, as shown in Figure 61. The expertise required to develop
the RASSP concept spans many organizational boundaries. RASSP
technology must flow rapidly across these boundaries to achieve RASSP's5 cycle time goals.

AP"I.ICATIONS. APPLICATIONS,

USERS USERS

MENTOR TEKNOWLI:DGE TI NORTHRUP
CADRE IBM BOEING McDONNELL
ZYCAD ANALOGY LOCKHEED WEC
IDE CADENCE MARTIN IBM
ILOGIC MCC LORAL GE

SOFTWARE HUGH1ES RAYTHEON
SYSTEMS

S~RASSP
STANDARDS

TECH AVAILABILITY

SP MODULES, FACTORIES

IARCPITECTURES TI MCM

,TI RAYTHEON TI SMT
INTEL HARRIS N CHIP

SMOTOROLA A& B
HONEYWELL BOEING M7RL

WEC SANDERS IRMUL
HUGHES LSI

Figure 61920W
Teaming

I

RASSP development roughly can be partitioned into four organizational
segments, corresponding to the evolving signal processing business
segments we see today. The segmentation between organizations is not

l, pure, and is evolving. However, these four key elements are all
necessary contributors to a RASSP program.

The corporations listed in Figure 61 are merely examples of companies
IiI that compete in the four RASSP segments. This is by no means a complete

list. The business pursuits and fortunes of the many potential
companies evolve, sometimes quite rapidly. Many of the leaders in
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today's tool market were not major players as little as five years ago.
This dynamic trend likely will continue. RASSP must develop and extend
a business infrastructure that transcends the dynamic nature of the
business today.

Standards, technology availability, and technology transfer are critical
elements of this business view. When RASSP is mature, perhaps in the
year 2000, these will be inherently available through the normal
business infrastructure in a manner similar to the infrastructure of
today's ASIC business. However, during the evolution of RASSP, DoD and
industry must focus on these critical elements that enable the RASSP
process.

The ideal RASSP program will pull together many organizations from the
four segments and focus their activities on the common RASSP goal. This
could evolve from the normal business relationships established today.
However, this will not happen fast enough to meet the RASSP needs.
Instead, DoD must provide this focus through RASSP demonstration
contracts. These contracts will promote and fund the interdisciplinary
activities of RASSP toward specific RASSP demonstration goals.

Teaming between the numerous organizations will be required. Most of
the major corporations in each of the critical areas must be involved,
in some way. DoD must manage, promote, and fund the RASSP
infrastructure to insure the maximum availability of RASSP technology to
industry and the DoD.

9.2 Program Plan

Figure 62 shows a possible RASSP program plan. This plan consists of
four elements:

"" Standards Consortium
* Technology Program
"• Tools and Library Program
"* Final Demonstration.

8.2.1 Standards Consortium

RASSP is an interdisciplinary process and infrastructure, not a product.
Industry supported and open data representation and data exchange
standards and hardware and software interface standards are critical to
rapid development and deployment of the RASSP process and
infrastructure. Through open standards, all of the organizations and
corporations engaged in the four RASSP segments ultimately can be
included in RASSP. Proprietary and competitive tools, library elements,
or manufacturing capabilities easily can be included as they evolve.

Standards are a prime and fundamental issue. DARPA should sponsor a
RASSP standards group or consortium activity to select standards and
infrastructure for initial RASSP demonstrations.

The RASSP standards consortia will organize into several sub-working
groups and/or committees in the critical areas to select the data base,
data exchange, software and hardware standards for RASSP demonstrations.
The charter of this consortium will be to select from among existing
standards, not to develop new ones. The consortium must act quickly to
support the first RASSP demonstrations. Initial standards must be in
place no later than 12 months into the program, with a final freeze on
demonstration standards at 18 months. However, standards will evolve
with RASSP. The consortium must continue to influence and select
standards throughout the RASSP program.
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I' Figure 62
Program Plan

The standards consortium can be organized according to the 1984 National
Research Act, which enables firms to engage in pre-competitive research
without breaking antitrust laws. The consortium should include systems
houses, processor suppliers, merchant suppliers, software developers,
universities, and government agencies and laboratories. The NCMS,
addressing the manufacturing objective of affordable defense systems, is
a good template for the RASSP standards consortium.

8.2.2 Technology Program

Many excellent ideas and Lechnologies are emerging with the potential
for significant impact on RASSP. These need to be promoted and focused
on RASSP specific issues through a RASSP technology program. The
highest impact areas for this technology program are in technologies for
system design, analysis, and synthesis using modular, library elements.
The initial emphasis should be on multi-view (performance, function,
cost, reliability, etc.) system simulation and analysis, migrating to
design verification and requirements verification technologies, and
finally concentrating on high-level hardware and software partitioning
and synthesis of systems from large-grained modules.

8.2.3 Toolq and Library Program

A domain specific RASSP library and library design tools program is
central to achieving the needed design cycle times for RASSP. This
program would be a 36 month program that: (1) develops application
specific hardware and software library elements, (2) integrates and uses
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-I available design tools to implement the library out-cycle designs, (3)
develops and incorporates application specific, in-cycle design tools,
and (4) integrates rapid design implementation into the design flow
through foundries and ASEM capabilities. Program progress will be
monitored with "proof of concept" demonstrations that benchmark the in-
cycle cycle time of pieces of the design process using the individual

tools and library elements as they are developed and integrated into the
system. At least one demonstration will be carried through to
implementation in a ASEM foundry or foundries to benchmark the foundryS~ interface.

The tools and library program could incorporate multiple awards with
multiple teams. Selection emphasis should be made on the availability,
flexibility, and ease-of-use of the resulting library and tools in the
in-cycle design and implementation demonstration that will follow.
First-time, out-of-cycle design capabilities and tools for library
elements should not be a major selection criteria.

The tools and libraries team(s) will include members from each of the
four RASSP segments. Each team profile will include a system house(s)
to manage the vision and domain requirements, as well as the key library
and process elements provided by the CAD/CASE/CAE vendors, signal
processing and architecture vendors, and the fabrication foundries.

8.2.4 Demonstration

The RASSP program will conclude with a demonstration of RASSP in-cycle
capabilities using the tools and libraries developed in the tools and
library program element above. The demonstration program should be of
24 month duration to allow time for initial independent benchmarking of
the tools and libraries and some out-of-cycle augmentation of the
libraries with application specific and/or proprietary library elements.
The actual in-cycle design and demonstrations should be started and
completed within the last 12 months of the demonstration program. The
program should demonstrate the design of a complete signal processing
system, from system design through integration and test.

Multiple demonstrations should be encouraged. The demonstration program
provides RASSP technology transfer within the user community. The
domain should be limited to Automatic Target Recognition, or another
suitable limited application domain to provide maximum domain specific
focus for library and tool development.

8.3 Applications

Perceived RASSP success depends on the selection of the final
demonstration applications. The demonstration must clearly and
convincingly show the tremendous in-cycle cycle-time improvements
resulting from the RASSP methodology on a mainstream application.

8.3.1 Applications Criteria

Several criteria must be considered in selecting a RASSP demonstration
application:

Important Application: The application must have a high value and
visibility within the Department of defense.

Funding Available: Funding must be available to carry on from the
demonstration into a fielded application.

Suitable Software Contents Software is a critical element of modern
signal processing applications. The application must have a
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sophisticated software requirement typical of modern weapons systems.
An application with less that 20 thousand lines of code would not be
considered representative of typical applications today, while an
application with more than 200 thousand lines of code would require a
major software development effort that would detract from the key focus
of the demonstration.

Clear Computational Model: A clearly understood functional model of the
candidate application should be available at the outset of the
demonstration. This allows the demonstration to focus on the key design
elements of RASSP rather than on trying to figure out algorithms to
solve the problem. Algorithm invention is beyond the scope of the RASSP
program. An application with a clear computational model best matches
the model year upgrade scenario for RASSP.

Challenging Computational Performance: Most modern weapons systems
demand significantly more throughput than commercial systems. An
application should require greater than 1 billion operations-per-second
performance to be typical of today's real-time signal processing
systems. An application with greater than 10 billion operations-per-
second performance is a sufficiently large and complex hardware effort
that it would detract from the systems design and software activities.

Extended Life Cycle: The application should have a reasonably long
lifetime with expected upgrades and improvements. The design cycle timeimprovements for RASSP are best exploited in systems that require rapid"*model year" upgrades.

Multi-platform Applications: Applications that have the potential for
use on multiple platforms demonstrate the ability of RASSP to adapt
rapidly to differing environmental, conformal, or logistics
requirements.

Prototype Implementation Schedule: The application implementation
schedule must be consistent with the RASSP program schedule. The RASSP
schedule should not be perceived as a limiting factor to deployment.

During the course of this RASSP study, TI and Boeing evaluated several
potential RASSP demonstration applications using the criteria outlined
above. From this evaluation, five excellent applications were identified
that are ideally suited for demonstration of RASSP. These are:

"• TACAWS Seeker (Army) - Precision strike anti-armor, anti-helicopter
missile

* Noncooperative Target Identification (Air Force and Navy) - Location
and identification of targets from combat aircraft

"" E-3 AWACS Infrared Search and Track (Air Force) - Detection and
tracking of targets and cruise missiles from standoff surveillance
platform

"" Automatic Ship Classification from Inverse Synthetic Aperture RADAR
(Navy) - Ocean surveillance and shallow water anti-submarine warfare

"* Acoustic Intercept System (Navy) - Multi-platform anti-submarine
I warfare.

These applications all fit well within the criteria described. In
particular, these applications share three common characteristics that
make them well suited to RASSP demonstration. These are:

* Suitable software content and throughput requirements
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I * Well understood computational models

. Rapid upgrades mandated by new sensors, sensor upgrades, and new

* threats.

8.3.2 Application Evaluation

8.3.2.1 TZ Applications Criteria. Tables 24 - 27 provide detailed
characteristics of applications evaluated by TI for potential RASSP
demonstrations. The applications include systems under development both
inside TI and at E-Systems.

8.3.2.2 Boeing Applications Criteria. Tables 28 through 31, and
Figures 63 through 70 describe characteristics of several potential
applications studied by Boeing during the RASSP Study Phase. Selection
criteria are the same as those provided for the Texas Instruments
programs. Key for column entries in the carts as shown by the table
Application Selection Criteria for a RASSP Demonstration System.

Tables 29 and 30 that follow list the potential RASSP applications and
associated scoring. Applications are grouped by category. Categories
are Precision Strike, Missile Defense, Navy Undersea, and Navy Airborne
Early Warning (AEW) system. With each program we provide the scoring
values, contacts at Boeing, occasionally contacts in the government, and
selected comments mostly related to requirements.

Some of the programs listed in the tables would make particularly
attractive demonstration systems for RASSP. The addition of infrared
sensor capability to the radar surveillance aircraft Navy AEW system
would require new image processing electronics. This is a long life
program and we would anticipate model year upgrades over the life of the
program. Further, the signal processing challenge of integrating radar
and IR data aboard the surveillance/battle management platform will
provide high visibility for the benefits of RASSP.

The Acoustic Intercept System is a new system under development by the
Navy. Significant signal processing will be required for this system.
Program schedules should match the RASSP schedule quite well. Further,
the ability to move with the model year concept would be a key
demonstration element if this AIS system were chosen for demonstration.

Included in the candidate program list are interceptor and seeker
electronics. Several programs in this category are also listed by Texas
Instruments. Also, there is the potential for significant performance
improvement in new generation space systems. Brilliant Eyes, and the
Future Early Warning System (FEWS) are two examples. However, the space
community can be very conservative when considering use of new
technology, and there may not be sufficient schedule leeway for use of
RASSP. However, the benefits would be significant.

In addition to the programs listed in the tables, there are several
carrier and platform vehicles that offer the potential for important
RASSP application demonstrations. The platform systems generally have
long lives - more than three decades for some systems. During their
lifetime, these programs undergo many electronics upgrade cycles. RASSP
offers the potential for very major cost savings by using the model year3 concept for such upgrades.

I
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i Table 24 TI Potential RASSP Application

Application TACAWS Seeker Noncooperative Target ID 1 JSOW/JDAM Program A

Mission Precision Aircraft Precision Strike, Air-Ground Air-Air Weapon
Anti-Armor, Air Systems/Defense I Seeker
Anti-Helicopter (Classified)
Missile-

Service Army Air Force, Navy Air Force, Navy Classified

Importance JAWS Seeker Multi-Platform, AX, MRF Precision Strike
Technology

Funding Probability 75% 85% 90% 65%

Lines Of Code 30-70K 20-40K 60K 150K

Computational Model Baseline wall Well understood Complete 90% Complete
understood

Throughput 0.5-1.5 GFLOPS 1.0-3.0 GFLOPS 30 MFLOPS 1.5-2 GFLOPS
Implementation Stage MMS captive flight ATD ATD ATD

93/94

Platforms Missile Combat Aircraft, UAV Multiple Missiles

Demo Schedule 1996 1996 1994 EMD 1997 EMD
TI Contact Roger Elkins George Niemann (214) Ken Martindale John

(214) 462-4421 480-2417 (214) 462-4209 Summerford

i 1(214) 995-6923

DoD Contact Dr. James Bradas See George Niemann See Ken See John
MICOM Martindale Summerford

Comments Excellent Demo Excellent Demo Candidate Design well Good candidate
iCandidate Iestablished

Table 25 TI Potential RASSP Application

Application Program B Program C Program D Program E

Mission Target Acquisition ATR, Navigation, Air-Ground Weapon
Airborne Sensor Air-Ground Weapon jAir-Ground Weapon

SeZce Classified Classified Classif-eo Classifiedi Importance

Funding Probability 95% 95% 65%/
Linies Of Code 20K 70K 33K 130K

Computational Complete Complete Complete 60% Complete
Model
Throughput 2-5 MIPS 25 MFLOPS 4 MFLOPS 30-60 MIPS

Implementation Production EMD EMD EMD
Stage,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Platforms Multiple Multiple
Demo Schedule Production Production 95 Production 95 Production 95

TI Contact John Summerford John Summerford John Summerford John Summerford
i (214) 995-6923 (214) 995-6923 (214) 995-6923 (214) 995-6923

DoD Contact See John See John See John See John
Summerford Summerford Summerford Summerford

Comments Too late to influence Too late to influence [Too late to influence Software intensive

I
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Table 26 TI Potential RASSP Application

Application Automatic Ship Classification F-117 AAQ-17 T LAMPS
from Inverse Synthetic Video Tracker Video Tracker
Aperture Radar

Mission Ocean Surveillance (ASUW) Precision Guided Fire Control Surveillance
and shallow water ASW Weapon Delivery _

Service Navy, Coast Guard I Air Force !,Air Force Air Force
Importance Operational requirements: Update to existing Update to existing Update to

target identification, surface system system 1 existing systemI ~ ~~~shipclassificationperiscope _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _70detection and discrimination

Funding Probability •85% 30% !70% i70%

Lines Of Code 30-60K 20K i20KMs 50Kion

Computational Well understood Well understood Well understood Misin
Throughput 1.5-2 GFLOPS 660 MFLOPS 660 MFLOPS 1660 MFLOPS

Implementation ATD, lab and near real-time Operational Operational EMDIStage II
Platforms S-3, P-3, USCG C-130, F-117 AC-130 fHH-60LAMPS MK III, USCG

Cutters, USN Combatants _
Demo Schedule Shore 1995, airbome 1996 1996 1992 ;1992

Dale _96-97 Production 196-97 Productions
TI Contact Bob Huffer Dale McCutcheon Charles Grassl I Charles Grassl

(214) 952-4907 (214) 480-6460 (214) 480-6847 (214) 480-6847

DoD Contact See Bob Huffer WRAFP see Wamer Robbins NAVAIR see
Dale McCutcheon see Charles Grassl Charles Grassi

Comments Excellent candidate, potential Upgrade from Upgrade from More extensive
for early EMD hard-wired to DSP hard-wired to DSP software3 solution solution

Table 27 TI Potential RASSP Application

Application AX Video Tracker Digital Signal Processor

Mission Precision Guided Weapon SIGINT collection and
Delivery processing of spread

spectrum and frequency
IService__Navy hopping signals

3-Service Navy

Importance Critical Capability Next generation airborne
reconnaissance

Funding Probability 50% 80%

Lines of Code 200K 20-50K

Computational Model Mission Dependent Well understood

Throughput 10 GFlops 4-6 GFlops

Implementation Stage Dem/Val Commercial, board level
implementation

Platforms AX Multiple, classified

Demo Schedule 1997 See Mark Wilhelm

TI Contact Bob Stewart Mark Wilhelm
(214) 480-6311 (E-Systems)

(903) 457-4521

3 DoD Contact Jesse Wijnties, NAVAIR See Mark Wilhelm

Comments Extensive Software Good Candidate, with P'1
plan for an existing
system
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Table 28 Boeing Application Selection Criteria
for a RASSP Demonstration System

Column Key Item

1 Important application

2 Funding available

3 Application code requirements are appropriate

4 Clear computational model

5 Challenging computation performance

6 Life-cycle correct for new or existing system

7 Multi-platform application

8 Prototype implementation schedule

Table 29 Boeing Potential RASSP Application - Scoring

RASSP application selection criteria
Category Application T - - Contacts Comments

1 2 3141516 718

Airborne surveillance 8 3 6 5 7 9 5 Air Force: - Multiple processors
platform- IR/radaw fusion Boeing: Blo3del required

Airborne missile Air Force: - Requires systems
Interceptor launch 4 2 6 3 5 3 6 6 Boeing: Bohrer approach
platform (airborne) signal 4 2 6 3 s 3 6 6

Iu processor suite

Q. Poatbooat high-end/exo Navy: May requireLEAP seeker signal 8 5 7 7 8 5 7 7 Boeing: Norsworthy satellite/interceptcor

processor interaction

Ground-based Interceptor 10 10 8 7 6 9 2 1 Army: Processors may be
Boeing: Donlin specified

i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i BE57335314 orce:

BE 7 17 17? Boeing: Willard

FEWS 10 7 5 6 4 6 1 6 Air Force: _ Excellent potential RASSP
• ~Booing: Willar d

Command center 10 4 5 4 4 4 3 7 Air Force: Requirements still in
procesi Boeing: Stamper development

Scoring:
10 Excellent fit for RASSP applicatilon

I Poor fit for RASSP application

Table 30 Boeing Potential RASSP Application - Scoring

Category Application RASSP applicaton selecton criteria Contacts Comments1 2 13 4 5 6 7 8

Acoustic Intercept system 7 0.5 20K 6 2G 7 10 10 Navy: MillerExcellent RASSP potential

SOMSS: mine-avoidance 6 05 40K 3G 7 4 Navy
z sonar Boeing: Sinfleld

S E'X, next-generation ._71 a 2 5 Navy: Stressing application3erobome early warning 6 0.4 0K 7 10 8 2 S ing: Gilbert
z (carrler-based aircraft) G
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I Table 31 lists airborne platforms for potential demonstration. The
chart lists first several programs that are already in operational
service. As indicated, upgrades are an important part of such programs.
Development aircraft are also listed. Opportunities exist for using
RASSP signal processors in such programs. However, in the development
stage, electronics suppliers and design procedures are generally well
established. New programs are also listed in the applications tables.
New programs offer the most flexibility in design and application of
RASSP procedures. However, program funding is not so certain as in the
development programs. The E-X, next generation Navy carrier-based
airborne warning aircraft offer an especially important opportunity for
RASSP application. Signal processing will be stressing for E-X. The
platforms for potential are shown in the next chart.

Table 31 Additional Airborne Platforms for RASSP Application

Vehicle Category Status Comments

B-2 Bomber Existing Excellent RASSP potential

B-1B Bomber Existing

B-52G/H Bomber Existing Continuing upgrades
E-4B Airborne command post Existing Continuing upgrades

F-22 Fighter Development Excellent RASSP potential

LH Attack helicopter Development -
V-22 Tilt-rotor carrier Development -
A-X Fighter Proposed - -

MRF Fighter Proposed -

E-X Airborne early warning Proposed Excellent RASSP potential

8.3.2.3 Processing Flow for Selected Applications. Typical processing
flow for optical surveillance consists of detection electronics to
interface with optical sensors, analog electronics for signal
conditioning and preprocessing, digital signal processing for both time-
dependent and object-dependent processing, and data processing for
mission-dependent computations. A framework for this processing
sequence is shown in Figure 63.

Within the structure shown, there are several basic functional blocks.
These blocks provide the opportunity to establish some basic interfaces.
For example, basic interface mechanisms can be established at the
sensor/signal processor interface, at the signal processor/data
processor interface, and at various points in between. Similarly,
interfaces for other application of signal processors can be
established. For example, the following illustrations (Figure 64 - 68)
show a generic processor, typical electro/optical sensor signal
processors for space surveillance, a space-based radar processor,
synthetic aperture array processor, and an electronic support measure
processor. In addition to interfaces, there are needs for handling
control of the processing elements in a more standardized way. Control
conventions can help establish the model year upgrade process, just as
can establishing data handling conventions.

There are many functional elements common to all these processors.
Requirements, algorithms, designs, software, test cases, and related
documentation for commonly occurring elements can and should be
available to developers in a RASSP library. The library should contain
hardware, or fixed logic, designs as well as software solutions for
implementation.
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Figure 64
Typical Scanning E/O Sensor (Space Surveillance)
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3words/sec TDP front Buffeac words/sec

30 billion operations per 30 billion operations per
second secondUSignal source o IIR filter e Length of segment 0 FIR filters

"* Channels (50,000 9 FIR filter * Number of segments * Peak detector
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I Figure 65
Generic Processor
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Figure 66
Typical SAR Processor
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Figure 67
Typical SBR Concept
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ESM Processor
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1 8.3.2.4 Infrared Search and Track for AEW System. The AEW system
aircraft is a radar surveillance aircraft that is used in many countries
in the world today. The aircraft provides surveillance of airspace, and
provides command and control and battle management for interceptors.
One of the major upgrades currently under study is the addition of
infrared sensors to the platform for infrared search and track
capability. Sensor data fusion of infrared and radar data would take
place aboard the platform for use in detecting missiles and cruise
missiles.

One application for the augmented platform is the Theater Missile
Defense (TMD) application. An engagement geometry is shown in the
following figure (Figure 69). The geometry features a multiple
interception capability for missile defense. To provide the capability,
extensive signal processing would be accomplished on board the aircraft
with new infrared signal processors. The development for such
processors would be an excellent application for RASSP. In addition,
the large platform would enable significant opportunity for use of the
RASSP.1

I

U

I Figure 69I ~TMD Engagement Geometry

i A top level decision tree for AEW system TMD application is shown in

Figure 70. Several functions may be automated aboard the aircraft.
Division of processing among the preprocessors, signal processors, and
mission data processors would be dependent on electronics selected of f-

the-shelf and newly developed electronics. There are several optionsI for RASSP implementation. Further, the range of possible AEW system
roles in Theater Missile Defense is also extensive. Some options are
shown in Figures 71 and 72.
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Figure 70
Top-Level Decision Tree for TMD

Signal processing for the infrared search and track advanced warning and
control system platform consists of sensor data conditioning and
preprocessing, time dependent processing, object dependent processing
and object sighting messages transmission to the mission data processor
on board. Representative processing rates and data handling rates are
shown for a hypothetical engineering analysis. Signal processing rates
vary from 2 gigops to 92 kops as data is processed. These rates would
be very attractive for a good RASSP demonstration. The signal
processing is shown in Figure 72.

Table 32 regarding AEW system processing application shows features
associated with fusing of radar and IR data. In general, fusing at the
pixel level provides the most attractive system level performance, but
only at the cost of very complex, high performance signal processing
electronics. At the other extreme, fusing of data at the target feature
level greatly reduces requirements on the signal processing electronics,
but at the cost of reduced system level performance. Intermediate

* regimes are shown in the Table 32.
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1 Table 32 Additional Airborne Platforms for RASSP Application

Pixel Hit -Metric Features
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.10 to 100 prad pixel ftalse alarm rate < 10- data a Kalman filter (metriciradiometric)

:0.4 to0.7 Am and 3 Ic 10, r- rateI
*Highest dais rate Dats and computation rate Dats and computation rate eDats and computation rate

Hlightest computation rate dependent on alset alarm and dependent on threat densit, driven by quality of
:Simplest algorithm miss detection probability; Including closely spaced penetration aids
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Brillant Eyes type
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Fused output algorithms
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Fusion feasbwlt (low 1995) Fusion feasibillity (low 1995) Best bet by 1995 Betbet by 1993
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9. SUMMARY

This section summarizes the key tasks for successful program execution
and, for each task, provides an estimate of the percent of program
technical effort, the level of program risk, and a discussion of risk

i•I9.1 Application Domain Selection
-Effort: -1% Risk: Low

The selection of the domain is important since it "bounds" the
complexity of the hardware and software modules required to demonstrate
the RASSP infrastructure. Effort and risk is low since the study has
determined that several potential demonstration systems (domain
instantiations) have suitable software and throughput requirements andwell understood computational models.

9.2 Data Representation Standards Selection
Effort: -5% Risk: Moderate

Selection of the standards to represent the functional, physical, and

performance or parametric data that fully defines a hardware or software
module at the system level, and provides for electronic data exchange
with foundries that build components or modules, is of moderate risk
since these standards are relatively immature in industry and will
probably not be fully developed in the timeframe needed for the RASSP
implementation phase. The risk can be mitigated by participation by all
affected parties - CAx developers, module and signal processor
developers, hardware foundries, the support software industry and the
government customers - and a willingness to allow procedural overlays to
immature standards to permit program execution to continue on schedule.

9.3 In-cycle Library Framework and CAx Tool Selection and
Development
Effort: 30% Risk: High

The in-cycle or application design system includes selection or
development of the simulators, emulators, and analysis/trade-off tools
to perform the system design functions; selection of the framework and
access method (interactive object modeler) for managing tool interaction
with library element models; selection and integration of the
requirements capture and traceability tools; and development of the
proof of principle "test cases" and metrics for measuring tool
effectiveness.

This task is high risk and requires significant effort since the
existing tool base is immature and incomplete. VHDL languages and
simulators have not been fully tested at this complex system level,
emerging system analysis tools only model some of the required
parametrics, and no standard modeling language exists that efficiently
handles physical, functional, and performance attributes.

However, industrial and university research has demonstrated impressive,
though limited, analysis tools with user-friendly graphical interfaces,
and requirement capture and traceability tools are becoming available
(such as ASCENT and SLATE). These capabilities are required to achieve
RASSP cycle time and model year upgrade goals. This risk can be
mitigated by management attention and focus on this task, and careful
analysis of payoff versus risk when selecting these tools. For example,
it is important that parametric models are complete for each hardware
module, but it may be acceptable to manually input model parameters from
the module design task if the risk of automatic model generation within
the RASSP implementation phase time period is too high.
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19.4 Hardware and Software Standards Selection
Effort: -1% Risk: Low

Selection of the multiple standards for hardware interfaces,
communication protocols, operating system functionality, etc., requires
gcvernment and induct-y ccnccznucz, but the -rik is low. Meture
standards exist in the hardware interface and instruction set areas, and
agreement is close on operating system standards. Risk of consensus and
user acceptance of *open* signal processing module libraries increases
if standards are over-specified.

9.5 Selection and Integration of the CAD/Case Libraries and Tools for
Module Development
Effort: 15% Risk: Low to Moderate

The tools to design and validate out-of-cycle library el-mentr are
plentiful and will continue to improve without a RASSP focus. The task
is to pick the best, integrate it into an open framework, and modify
tool input/output to accept/provide the selection data representation
standards. Considerable effort is required to evaluate, select and
integrate the tools, but risk is low. Most signal processor
software/hardware module builders have baseline systems in place today.

9.6 Select, Design, and Validate t*:3 Hardware/Software Modules to
Support the Domain Specific Demonstration
Effort: 15% Risk: Low to Moderate

The effort and risk in the design of the library elements is manageable.
Most builders of signal processors have candidate hardware building
blocks in place today which can be reworked to fit the selected model
requirements. Control of the complexity of the selected demonstration
is key to a low risk effort for this task. Selecting and developing the
software modules presents more risk, since software reuse rules are
immature, and existing software for potential demonstration systems may
not have been designed with appropriate modularity, thus requiring
considerable rework.

9.7 Update and Demonstrate Seamless Interfaces to Flexible Foundries
Effort: 5% Risk: Low to Moderate

Flexible factories are coming on line quickly, pushed by commercial
pressures and aided by government funding such as DARPA's MCM Foundry
and MMST CIM efforts. However, some effort will be required to adapt
foundry CAD to the RASSP defined interface standards and demonstrate the
capability. Risk can move to the moderate range if we insist on overly
aggressive manufacturing cycle time goals requiring large efforts and
investment in immature CIM capital and software.

9.8 System Demonstration
Effort: 20% Risk: Moderate

Selection of the domain, and the instantiation of the domain to
demonstrate, sets the risk for the system demonstration. Most of the
effort should be in Task 9.6, described above. However, selection of an
overly complex demonstration, and the potential delays and overruns that
sometimes result, could negatively impact the perceived success of the
program and inhibit fanout of the RASSP capability. Select
demonstration candidates with well known computational models to
mitigate this risk.

I
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1 9.9 Technology Transfer
Effort: 5% Risk: Low to Moderate

The goal is completely open systems - available to all contractor and
government organizations with a need for all or part of the libraries
and tools. Th• risk is l•v if the total RASSP process is fully
documented, including training programs, and the libraries and tools
that support the process are fully documented and delivered, with
support, to the user community by existing CAx suppliers. Since the
integrated CAx system may include multiple CAx supplier tools, complete

documentation of the integrated system should be required. Risk is
managed by contract requirements for the above, and selection of a
contractor team that can manage the diverse set of suppliers required to
implement the RASSP system. Team leadership must include contractors

with broad experience in signal processor development and manufacturing,
supported, as required, by CAx developers and suppliers and modern MCM,
SMT, and ASIC foundries.

I
I
I
I

I
I
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APPENDIX A
CRITICAL ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following charts list several critical issues and recommendations.1 identified during t1-- exertition of the RASSP study. These issues and
recommendations are grouped by subject. The most important of these
issues are discussed in detail in the body of the RASSP final report.
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APPENDIX B

KEY STANDARDS

The following charts list several of the key standards and CAD related
organizations, products, and efforts identified during the study.
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